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Resume de These
Specialite: Nanophysique
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Prenom: Tiantian
Titre de la these en francais: Injection de spin dans des systemes a base de
semiconducteurs III-V en vue de nouveaux composants spintroniques
Resume de la these en francais:
La spintronique dans les semiconducteurs vise a utiliser le spin de l'electron comme degre de liberte supplementaire
(en plus de la charge electrique) an de vehiculer l'information, ce qui permettrait la mise au point de composants
integrant de nouvelles fonctionnalites. Ce travail de these porte sur deux etapes importantes qui doivent e^tre ma^trisees
: l'injection electrique de porteurs polarises en spin dans les semiconducteurs III-V, et la manipulation du spin de
l'electron (par champ magnetique) dans ces materiaux optimises. Dans un premier temps, la grande ecacite des in-
jecteurs de spin a base de CoFeB/MgO/GaAs est demontree dans des dispositifs de type Diodes Electroluminescentes
polarisees en spin (SpinLEDs). La comparaison entre des injecteurs comprenant une barriere tunnel fabriquee soit par
pulverisation cathodique, soit par epitaxie par jets moleculaires (MBE), permet de montrer que ces deux techniques don-
nent des resultats comparables. Dans les deux cas, l'ecacite de l'injection est amelioree par un recuit de l'echantillon
autour de 300 350C. Le recuit induit une amelioration de la qualite de l'interface CoFeB/MgO. De plus, l'ecacite de
l'injection de spin n'est stable en fonction du courant injecte que lorsque la barriere tunnel est fabriquee par pulverisation
cathodique. Ceci est du^ aux caracteristiques de l'interface MgO/GaAs qui dierent selon la technique de croissance de
la barriere. Dans un deuxieme temps, l'injection de spin en l'absence de champ magnetique externe applique est realisee
gra^ce a un nouveau type d'injecteur constitue d'une electrode de CoFeB ultrane presentant une aimantation remanente
de la couche le long de l'axe de croissance de l'echantillon. Pour la premiere fois des taux de polarisation circulaire de
l'electroluminescence de l'ordre de 20% sont mesures a 25 K a champ magnetique nul. Ensuite, la problematique de
la relaxation de spin des porteurs injectes dans les vallees L de haute energie dans GaAs (phenomene non negligeable
sous injection electrique) est egalement traitee. Nous observons qu'une fraction de la memoire du spin photogenere en
L est conservee lorsque les electrons sont diuses vers la vallee  , malgre une relaxation d'energie de plusieurs centaines
de meV. Le temps de relaxation de spin dans les vallees L est estime autour de 200 fs. Enn, nous avons explore le
materiau GaAsBi dilue (x  2:2%) dont la perturbation de la matrice par l'element Bi permet d'attendre des proprietes
electroniques et de spin fortement modiees. Des mesures de photoluminescence ont mis en evidence une diminution
de l'energie de bande interdite de l'ordre de 85meV/%Bi. De plus, par la mesure directe des battements quantiques de
la polarisation de photoluminescence nous avons determine un facteur de Lande des electrons de conduction de l'ordre
de deux fois superieur a celui de GaAs. Ces resultats temoignent de la forte perturbation des etats de valences et de
l'augmentation de l'interaction spin-orbite.
Titre de la these en anglais: Spin injection in III-V semiconductor-based systems for spintronic applications
Resume de la these en anglais:
Spintronics of semiconductors aims at using carrier spins as supplementary means of information transport. This
would lead to components showing extended functionalities. This thesis work is dedicated to the study of injection
and manipulation of electron spin in semiconductors, which are the basis of any spintronic application. In a rst step
we demonstrate the high eciency of CoFeB/MgO/GaAs - based spin injectors. Circular polarization degrees of elec-
troluminescence over 20% are measured on spin polarized LEDs (SpinLEDs) at 0.8 T and 25 K. Comparison between
sputtering- and MBE- grown spin injectors has shown similar results. In both case, spin injection eciency is increased
by thermal annealing of the sample, in the range 300  350C. Indeed, annealing improves the quality of CoFeB/MgO
interface, and induces the crystallization of CoFeB above 300C. A higher stability of spin injection with current in-
jection is found when the tunnel barrier is grown by sputtering. This is due to the MgO/GaAs interface characteristics
which is related to the growth technique. In a second step, we demonstrate spin injection without external applied
magnetic eld, through an ultra-thin (a few atomic layers) CoFeB electrode, taking advantage of the perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy of the layer which leads to a remanant magnetization along the growth axis. For the rst time
in this conguration, circular polarization degrees of electroluminescence of about 20% are measured at 25 K at zero
magnetic eld. In a third step, due to the crucial role it may play in electrical injection, electron spin dynamics in
high energy L-valleys is investigated. Using polarization resolved excitation photoluminescence in the range 2.8-3.4 eV,
we observe that a fraction of photogenerated spin polarization is preserved when electrons are scattered hundreds of
meV down to   valley. Spin relaxation time in L valleys is estimated to 200 fs. Finally we investigate electron and
spin properties of GaAsBi dilute bismide alloy. We observe that the bandgap energy is reduced by 85meV/%Bi when
Bi element is introduced into GaAs matrix. Moreover, the electron Lande factor is about twice the one in GaAs for a
2.2% Bi composition. These features are evidence of the strong perturbation of host states and spin-orbit interaction
enhancement.
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Introduction
The degree of freedom associated to the electron spin plays nowadays a key role in
devices (e.g. Magnetic tunnel junctions) based on ferromagnetic metals, which is the
crowning achievement of spin electronics or spintronics [18], a research eld symbol-
ized by the discovery of the Giant Magnetoresistance in 1988 [19,20] (by A Fert an
P. Grunberg, Nobel Prize laureates in 2007). In parallel, the electron spin properties
in semiconductors have been explored since the sixties [21,22], mainly by the orien-
tated optical pumping technique. Since the middle of the nineties, the idea to use
the electron spin in devices based on semiconductors (that will present the advantage
of a very accurate control of the charge compared to metals) is the eld of intense
research in the United States [23], Europe [24] and Japan [25]. New components char-
acterized by low power consumption and higher speed or new functionalities (Spin
transistors [26], spin Light Emitting diodes (Spin-LEDs) [27], spinLasers [28]) have
been proposed in the past decade. The semiconductor spintronics challenges are spin
current generation [29] (and in particular electrical injection) and transport, spin stor-
age and manipulation [26] (in view of the quantum treatment of information [30]), and
spin current detection. A part of spintronic development in semiconductors is devoted
to group IV semiconductors as Silicon and Germanium [31,32], but we concentrate in
this thesis on spin injection into III-V semiconductors in view of spin-optoelectronics
applications. This thesis is focused on two of the previous cited challenges: electrical
spin injection into III-V semiconductors and exploration of spin properties of new ma-
terials as GaAsBi in view of manipulation of spin carriers.
The rst axis of this work is devoted to electrical spin injection in hybrid Ferromag-
netic Metal/Semiconductor nanostructures (FM/SC). Among all the methods consid-
ered in order to generate spin polarized currents in a semiconductor [29], the ecient
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2electrical injection of spin polarized electrons from a ferromagnetic metal towards a
semiconductor could constitute a key step in view of realization of semiconductor de-
vices with new functionalities based on the spin. In addition to the extrinsic spin
relaxation processes due to the structural quality of the interfaces, the large dierence
of conductivity between these two materials has been identied as a fundamental obsta-
cle to the spin injection, that can be overcome by the insertion of a thin tunnel barrier
at the interface FM/SC. As injectors based on crystalline MgO tunnel barriers have
exhibited up to now the highest spin injection eciencies into III-V semiconductors, we
have focused our work on CoFeB/MgO electrodes. A powerful way to study the pro-
cesses that govern the spin injection and its eciency through an interface is to probe
the electron spin polarisation by analysing the circular polarization degree of the elec-
troluminescence (EL) emitted in the semiconductor part of the Spin-LEDs [27,33,34].
This method relies on the exploitation of the optical selection rules that govern the
radiative recombination of carriers in semiconductor heterostructures.
Using Spin-LEDs based on InGaAs quantum wells, we have analysed the inuence
of the growth technique (Molecular Beam Epitaxy or Sputtering) of the MgO layer on
the eciency of the spin injection process. Combined analysis of polarization-resolved
electroluminescence with time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) and superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
magnetometer measurements, lead to the conclusion that the control of the quality
of the CoFeB/MgO interface is more important than the one of MgO/GaAs interface
for an optimal spin injection. A systematic study of the impact of the post-annealing
temperature of the injector is also performed for the two types of samples. Both show
the same trend: an increase of the EL circular polarization (PC) when the annealing
temperature TAN increases, with an optimized temperature in the range 300  350C.
We attribute this behavior mainly to the improvement of the chemical structure at
the top CoFeB/MgO interface. The current dependence of the electrical spin injection
is also investigated for samples prepared by the two growth techniques. We demon-
strate that the electroluminescence circular polarization is very stable as a function of
the injected current for sputtered tunnel barriers, whereas this polarization decreases
abruptly when the current increases for tunnel barriers grown by Molecular Beam Epi-
taxy. We attribute this behavior to the MgO/GaAs interface that presents specic
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characteristics depending on the growth method. It appears that in view of future
applications, spin-LEDs with sputtered tunnel barriers present the best compromise
between high electroluminescence circular polarization and high electroluminescence
intensity. Finally we have demonstrated a very ecient electrical spin injection with-
out any external magnetic eld using an ultrathin (a few monolayers thick) CoFeB
injector that presents Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA). The EL circular
polarization rate PC can reach values as large as 20% at 25 K, which is more than
six times the values obtained with usual multilayer PMA injectors [35] up to now. A
signicant PC ( 8%) is conserved at room temperature. A systematic study of PC
as a function of temperature leads to the conclusion that the injection is stable with
temperature and that the variation of PC are due to variation of the electron lifetime
and spin relaxation times within the quantum well.
In a second part, we have explored the electron spin properties in the L valleys in
GaAs, by polarisation-resolved Photoluminescence Excitation (PLE) spectroscopy in
the blue range. These high energy electrons might play an important role in devices
based on spin transport (as for example, if one wants to observe the recently predicted
spin Gunn eect [36]) as well as in devices where electrical spin injection of high kinetic
energy electrons occurs [37]. We demonstrate that a signicant fraction of the electron
spin memory can be conserved when the electron is scattered from the L to the   valley
despite an energy relaxation of several hundreds of meV. The dependence of the circular
polarization rate measured in   as a function of the laser energy is in good agreement
with LDA and k.p calculations. Combining high energy photoexcitation experiments
under transverse magnetic eld (Hanle curves) with time-resolved photoluminescence
spectroscopy of   valley spin-polarized photogenerated electrons allows us to deduce a
typical L-valley electron spin relaxation time of 200 fs, in agreement with theoretical
calculations where large spin splitting of conduction bands are expected for these val-
leys [38].
In the last part, the spin properties of GaAsBi as a potential new material for spin-
tronics are explored. The electron spin relaxation time is measured by polarization-
resolved TPRL and suggests a diminution of the eective mass of conduction electrons.
The measurement of Lande g factors are performed by TRPL under transverse mag-
netic eld by analysing the period of spin quantum beats as a function of the magnetic
4eld. A signicant increase of the Lande g factor compared to the one of GaAs is
observed, due to the decrease of the bandgap and the increase of the spin{orbit in-
teraction in GaAsBi. Note that large g-factors and strong spin orbit coupling could
present an interest for spin manipulation by external magnetic eld and electric eld
respectively. The investigation of the spin properties of GaAsBi under circularly po-
larized light constitutes an interesting way to probe the electronic properties of this
material. It appears that the introduction of Bismuth into GaAs strongly modies the
band structure, not only in the valence band, but also in the conduction band. Further
investigations of the inuence of the composition of Bi in GaAsBi should be led in
order to have a deeper understanding of these modications, and to be able to tune
the optical properties of this material that could present also a potential interest for
Photovoltaic and optical telecommunications applications.
This manuscript is divided into ve chapters. In the rst chapter we recall the
main characteristics of the band structure of bulk III-V semiconductors. We briey
present the principle of the envelope function theory that allows to calculate the con-
ned energy levels in heterostructures as quantum wells. Optical selections rules in
the centre of the Brillouin zone, as well as the principle of spin relaxation mechanisms,
are presented. A short introduction to the problematic of electrical spin injection is
given, and the obstacle of \conductivity mismatch" between ferromagnetic metals and
semiconductors is evoked. The principle of optical detection of electrical spin injec-
tion by the use of spin-LEDs is explained. The second chapter of the manuscript is
devoted to the description of experimental set-ups of optical spectroscopy employed
in this thesis (Electroluminescence and Ultra-fast Time-Resolved Photoluminescence
at the picosecond timescale). A specic set-up of high sensitivity polarisation-resolved
Photoluminescence Excitation (PLE) spectroscopy based on a double modulation tech-
nique has been developed in order to study electrons spin properties in the L valleys of
GaAs. In chapter 3 we tackle the problem of electrical spin injection into GaAs with
crystalline MgO tunnel barriers. We analyse the inuence of the growth technique of
the MgO layer as well as the inuence of the current injected in the spin-LEDs on the
spin injection eciency. Finally, electrical spin injection without any external magnetic
eld using an ultrathin CoFeB layer is demonstrated up to room temperature. Chap-
ter 4 is devoted to the electron spin properties in the L valleys (in particular the spin
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relaxation time) of GaAs, studied by polarisation-resolved Photoluminescence Excita-
tion (PLE) spectroscopy in the blue range. To nish with, in chapter 5 the potential
of GaAsBi as a new material for spintronics, as well as its band structure modication
due to Bi inclusion are explored by measuring spin relaxation times and Lande g-factors.
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8 Chapter 1. Introduction to the properties of zinc blende III-V semiconductors
In this chapter we present the basic physics in the bulk semiconductors and semicon-
ductor heterostructures. In the rst part, we discuss the electronic band structure at
the center of the Brillouin zone of III-V semiconductors. We will present the electronic
properties in quantum wells. Then, in the second part, we detail the fundamental
principles of optical selection rules. The third section is devoted to spin relaxation
mechanisms. After having presented the main electronic and spin properties of III-V
semiconductors bulk and heterostructures, we give in the last section a short intro-
duction to the problem of the electrical spin injection from a ferromagnetic electrode
into a semiconductor through a tunnel barrier, a problem that will be at the heart of
chapter 3. The principle of the optical detection of this spin injection process by the
use of a Spin Light Emitting Diode is also presented.
1.1. III-V semiconductors band structure 9
1.1 III-V semiconductors band structure
1.1.1 Bulk semiconductors
In this section, we present the main characteristics of the band structure of zinc
blende semiconductors. As shown in Figure 1.1, in zinc blende structure (like GaAs,
InP, etc. ) each atom's nearest neighbors consist of four atoms of the opposite type.
The two types of atoms interpenetrate face-centered cubic lattices. The lattice param-
eter a is the edge length of the cube.
The Hamiltonian of an electron in a crystal periodic potential V (r) can be described
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the zinc blende structure.
as:
H =
 h2
2m0
r + V (~r) (1.1)
m0 is the electron mass in vacuum. The eigenstate  of Hamiltonian of equation 1.1
can be written as:
 (~r) = u(~r)ei
~k~r (1.2)
where ~k is the wave vector and u(~r) has the same periodicity as the crystal potential.
The electron eigenenergies are divided into conduction band and valence band. The
electronic state at ~k = 0 corresponding to the conduction band is denoted jSi due to
its spherical symmetry, while the degenerate solutions of the valence bands are noted
jXi, jY i, jZi in analogy to the eigenfunctions of the Hydrogen atom p states.
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Taking into account the electron spin and the orbital angular momentum interaction,
we get a supplementary term Wso in the crystal Hamiltonian H0,
H = H0 +Wso =
p2
2m0
+ V (~r) +
h
4m20c
2
  (V (~r) p) (1.3)
where  is Pauli matrix. The third term in Equation 1.3 can be converted into the
following form in spherical symmetry:
h
4m20c
2
  (V (~r) p) = h
2m20c
2
1
~r
dV
dr
(~L  ~S) (1.4)
where L is the orbital angular momentum, S is the spin angular momentum (1=2), J
is the total angular momentum (J = L + S). The conduction band is separated from
the valence band (VB) by a bandgap energy Eg. (As shown in Figure 1.2). The valence
band is then separated into a group of two double degenerate bands: heavy hole (HH)
and light hole (LH), and a band called split-o (SO) which is separated from the two
other bands by the spin-orbit coupling energy so. In GaAs, so is 341 meV at 300 K.
The conduction states at k = 0 can be described in the base jS "i and jS #i which
correspond to the eigenvalue Ec. The valence bands' states at k = 0, which corresponds
to the eigenvalue Ev, are described the bases jX "i, jX #i, jY "i, jY #i, jZ "i, and
jZ #i (here the sign " and # represent the spin angular momentum).
Table 1.1 summarized the eigenfunctions and eigenenergies in this base. Conduction
Eigenfunction ui 'Atomic' notations Eigenenergies
un jJ;mji
u1 = jS; "i j12 ; 12i Ec = EHH + EG
u2 = jS; #i j12 ; 12i
u3 =
1p
2
j(X + iY ); "i j3
2
; 3
2
i Ev = EHH
u4 =
1p
2
j(X   iY ); #i j3
2
; 3
2
i
u5 =
1p
6
j(X + iY ); #i  
q
2
3
jZ; "i j3
2
; 1
2
i Ev = ELH = EHH
u6 =   1p
6
j(X   iY ); "i  
q
2
3
jZ; #i j3
2
; 1
2
i
u7 =
1p
3
j(X + iY ); #i+
q
1
3
jZ; "i j1
2
; 1
2
i Eso = EHH  so
u8 =   1p
3
j(X   iY ); "i+
q
1
3
jZ; "i j1
2
; 1
2
i
Table 1.1: Bloch eigenfunctions at the zone centre for a zinc-blende semiconductor
states are represented by u1 and u2. For the valence band, the eigenstates of heavy
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holes and light holes are u3, u4 and u5, u6 respectively. u7, u8 are the split-o bands.
For calculating the band structure at ~k 6= 0, the k  p method can be used. By
substituting the Bloch function into Schrodinger equation, we obtain:
(
p2
2m0
+ V (~r) +
h2k2
2m0
+
hk  p
m0
)un;k(~r) = En;kun;k(~r) (1.5)
Where the energies En;k=0 are considered known. The k  p method consists in
treating the hk  p operator as a pertubation to the Hamiltonian and, by considering
a small variation of the k vector from the central zone, the eigenenergies at k 6= 0 can
be calculated as:
En;k = En;0 +
h2k2
2m0
+
h2
m20
X
m 6=n
jhun;0 jk  pjum;0ij2
En0   Em0 (1.6)
The band structure of zinc blende semiconductors near the center of Brillouin zone
calculated according to the k  p method in rst approximation is presented in Figure
1.2, the energies show a parabolic dispersion.
In order to describe more precisely the degenerate valence bands, Luttinger-Kohn
Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the zinc blende band structure near ~k = 0.
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model [39,40] can be used in which the coupling between two degenerate conduction
bands is neglected and the Lowdin partitioning method [41] is employed to treat the
six degenerate valence bands. The general Hamiltonian for both cases of light and
heavy holes are written as :
HL =
h2
2m0
[(1 +
5
2
2)r2   23(r  J)2 + 2(3   2)(r2xJ2x + c:p:)] (1.7)
where 1; 2; 3 are Luttinger parameters determined by experiments [42], J = (Jx; Jy; Jz)
is total angular momentum operator, c:p: stands for cyclic permutation [43]. The
eigenenergies of both light and heavy hole states are found in terms of Luttinger pa-
rameters,
E(k) = Ev(0) +
h2
m0
[1k
2  2
q
2k
4 + 3(23   22)(k2xk2y + k2yk2z + k2zk2x)] (1.8)
Intuitively, equation 1.8 shows that heavy holes (positive sign) and light holes (nega-
tive sign) are degenerated at ~k = 0 and split for ~k 6= 0 into two subbands with dierent
characteristics presented by dierent eective masses. In fact, the relationship between
the eective masses of heavy and light holes of (100) equivalent direction can be ex-
pressed in the forms related to Luttinger parameters :
mhh
m0
=
1
1   22
mlh
m0
=
1
1 + 22
For GaAs, the values of the Luttinger parameters are 1 = 7:0, 2 = 2:25, 3 = 2:9
[43,44].
1.1.2 Semiconductor heterostructures
An heterostructure is composed of dierent layers of dissimilar crystalline semicon-
ductors with unequal bandgap energies. In practice, advanced epitaxial techniques
such as Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) or Metal-Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition
(MOCVD) allow us to grow layers as thin as a few atomic layers, in which the motion
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of carriers is quantized. The heterostructural interfaces play a critical role in semicon-
ductor heterostructure devices such as eld-eect transistor (FET), bipolar transistor,
light-emitting diode (LED), laser,... etc because they exhibit many interesting and
useful electronic properties associated with their discontinuities of band structure at
their interfaces [45]. This section recalls some basis on semiconductor heterostructures.
Envelope function approximation
As discussed before, the Bloch function only describes electron wavefunction under
crystal periodic potential. However, in semiconductor heterostructure, the periodic
condition is broken because of the interface between two dierent materials. In this
situation, envelope function approximation (EFA) is implemented to nd the wave-
function of electron in semiconductor heterostructures.
The Schrodinger equation for semiconductor heterostructures is written as [1]:
(
 h2
2m0
r + Vc(~r) + Vh(~r)) nk(~r) = Enk nk(~r) (1.9)
where n is band index, m0 is the free electron eective mass, Vc(~r) is the crystal po-
tential, Vh(~r) is the heterojunction intefacial potential. In EFA method, the interfacial
potential Vh(~r) is considered as a pertubative component. In fact, the EFA method
is valid under two assumed conditions : the envelope wavefunction and the density of
current probability are continuous through the interface. Now the wavefunction of an
electron in semiconductor heterostructure is found in this form :
 n;k(~r) = Fnk(~r)un0(~r)
where Fnk(~r) is the envelope function and un0(~r) is the Bloch wavefunction at k = 0.
The equation 1.9 becomes :
(
 h2
2mc(~r)
r + Vh(~r))Fnj(~r) = (Eni   En0)Fnj(~r) (1.10)
where mc(~r) is the eective mass depending on semiconductor materials and Enj En0
is the connement energy. In this approximation, the heterostructure is considered as
a crystal with small pertubative potential Vh(~r).
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Electronic properties of semiconductor quantum wells
A Quantum Well (QW) is a thin layer of semiconductor structure sandwiched be-
tween two layers of another semiconductor. Semiconductor quantum wells can be
divided into two categories : type I and type II [46]. We only concentrate on studying
type I quantum well (for instance AlGaAs/GaAs) in which, the material of barrier
layers has wider bandgap than the quantum well layer as depicted in gure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Schematic of band energy structure of type I quantum well [2]
Quantum well
For the band calculation, the potential for the nite quantum well is dened as :
V (z) =
8><>:0 for jzj  L=2V0 for jzj > L=2
We denote material A for quantum well layer and material B for the barrier layers.
Concerning the envelope wavefunction (z), the Schrodinger equation can be written
as :
[Es + Vs(z)  h
2
2(z)
(
@2
@z2
+ k2?)](z) = E(z) (1.11)
where Es is the conduction band edge in the quantum well which can be set as zero
for the sake of simplicity, Vs(z) is zero in the quantum well and equals to V0 in the
barrier, (z) is the eective mass which is equal to mA in the quantum well and m

B
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in the barrier, k? is the in-plane wavevector (k2? = k
2
x + k
2
y), (z) is the z-dependent
part of the envelope function.
The boundary conditions are proposed in Ben Daniel-Duke model [1,47] as follow :
A(L
2
) = B(L
2
) (1.12)
and :
1
mA
d(z)
dz
jz=L=2= 1
mB
d(z)
dz
jz=L=2 (1.13)
Due to the potential symmetry, the wavefunction of a particle in this kind of quantum
well can be expressed by even and odd functions. Solving the above Schrodinger
equation 1.11, the envelope wavefunction is obtained :
(z) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Aez for z <-L/2
B cos(z) for jzj  L=2 (even states)
B sin(z) for jzj  L=2 (odd states)
Ae z for z > L=2
where :
 =
r
2mA
h2
En   k2? (1.14)
 =
r
2mB
h2
(V0   En) + k2? (1.15)
and A, B are normalization constants. In the case of an innite quantum well, the
associated eigenenergies are of this form :
En(k?) =
h2
mA
((
n
L
)2 + k2?) (1.16)
As for the bulk materials, the valence band is of more complicated treatment than the
conduction band. The approach is to add a connement potential in Luttinger-Kohn
Hamiltonian. We can rebuild the hole Hamiltonian in the QW by referring to equation
1.7 Firstly, the connement potential term V(z) should be added into the Hamiltonian;
then, the cubic term in equation 1.8 which is proportional to (23   22) is rather small
in most zinc-blende semiconductors and we can omit it in a rst approach. Finally, we
assum that the Luttinger parameters are identical in the QW and the barriers. With
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those simplications, the Hamiltonian of holes in QW becomes :
HQW =
h2
2m0
[(1 +
5
2
2)r2   23(r  J)2] + V (z)
With the assumption that Schrodinger function is separable in the direction of
quantization from the in-plane movement, the Hamiltonian for the motion in z-direction
can be simplied in this form :
Hz =
h2
2m0
[(1 +
5
2
2)  23rJ2z ](
@
@z
)2 + V (z)
Figure 1.4 illustrates the schematic of hole dispersion relation in a typical 10 nm
Figure 1.4: Hole relation dispersion in a 100A GaAs=Al0:3Ga0:7As quantum well [3]
thick GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well. As shown in this gure, the heavy hole (HH) sub-
band is above the light hole (LH) subband at zone center because the connement
energy is inversely proportional to the eective mass (equation 1.16). As a result, the
exciton E1-HH1 is dominant in the photoluminescence spectroscopy of type I quantum
well.
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1.2 Optical orientation in zinc-blende semiconduc-
tors
Optical properties provide an important tool for studying many inner physical phe-
nomena in the solid. In fact, optical spectra reveal many information about electronic
properties in a semiconductor such as the energy band diagram, the impurity level,
the existance of localized states, the exciton energy, etc. Optics is also very useful to
study the spin properties of carriers in semiconductors. This section mentions some
background of optical orientation in zinc-blende semiconductors.
1.2.1 Optical transitions
When electromagnetic waves interact with a direct bandgap semiconductor that
has a bandgap smaller than photon energy, electrons in the lower energy states are
excited to higher energy states following the energy and momentum conservation laws
and making an optical transition. There are dierent kinds of optical transitions in
semiconductor. Interband transitions take place between the conduction band and the
valence band, in which electrons in the occupied states of the valence band are excited
in the empty states of the conduction band. Intraband transitions happen inside one
band (the conduction band or the valence band) and involve only one type of carrier
(electron or hole).
An electromagnetic radiation can be described by its electric eld ~E(r; t) and mag-
netic eld ~H(r; t) equivalent to a vector potential ~A(r; t) which is dened as:
~E(r; t) =  1
c
r  ~A(r; t)
~H(r; t) = r ~A(r; t)
The Hamiltonian of an electron in the presence of an electromagnetic eld is written
as :
H =
1
2m0
(p  eA
c
)2 + V (r) (1.17)
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This Hamiltonian can be developped as :
H = H0   e
m0
~A:~p+
e2
2m0c
A2
where H0 =
p2
2m0
+ V (r). If the term of A2 is neglected in the rst approximation,
the interaction Hamiltonian between an electron and an electromagnetic eld can be
written as :
Hint =   e
m0c
~A:~p (1.18)
where e is electron charge, m0 is electron mass, c is the light velocity.
Using the rst-order time-dependent pertubation theory, the Fermi Golden Rule
states that the transition rate of an electron from an initial state jii with an energy
Ei to a nal state jfi with an energy Ef by absorbing a photon with the energy h! is
dened as :
Wif =
2
h
jhijHintjfij2 (Ef   Ei   h!) (1.19)
whereMif = jhijHintjfij2 is denoted as the transition matrix element [48] whose values
determine the allowed transitions and their relative intensities; this denes the optical
selection rule. The Dirac function  is responsible for energy conservation law in these
transitions.
If the quantum states jii and jfi are partially occupied, the transition probability
is weighted by the occupancy factor given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution as follows:
Ri!f =Wiff(Ei)[1  f(Ef )] (1.20)
where f(E) = (1 + e
1
kBT
(E )
) 1 is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, in which kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and  is the chemical potential of the
electron.
1.2.2 Optical selection rules
For direct bandgap semiconductors such as GaAs and InAs, the lowest energy point
in the conduction band and the highest energy point in the valence band have the same
momentum at the  -point (k=0). Hence, interband transitions in these materials can
occur without any contribution of phonons. Optical selection rules in this situation are
presented as follows.
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Let us consider a monochromatic electromagnetic wave :
~E(~r; t) = F~ cos(!t  ~k  ~r) (1.21)
where F is the electric eld strength, ~ is a polarization vector. For circular polarized
light, the right-hand and left-hand polarization vectors can be dened as ~ = 1p
2
(1; i; 0)
and ~ = 1p
2
(1; i; 0), respectively. For linear-polarized light, ~ = (1; 0; 0).
The potential vector is rewritten in this form :
~A(r; t) =  cF~
2i!
[ei(!t 
~k:~r)   e i(!t ~k:~r)] (1.22)
and the interaction Hamiltonian is :
Hint =
ieF
2m0!
(ei!t   e i!t)~:~p (1.23)
under the dipole approximation ei
~k:~r  1 which is valid for the studied wavelength. As
a result, the transition rate is given by :
Wif =
2
h
(
e
m0!
)2
F (!)2
2 j~: ~pif j2 (Ef   Ei   h!) (1.24)
in which ~pif = hij~pjfi contains the selection rules information.
For quantum wells, the envelope functions for electrons in the conduction band and
the valence band are taken into account in the matrix element hij~pjfi. We introduce the
non-zero irreducible momentum matrix elements at  -point for zinc-blende structure
calculated by group theory [49]:
 =
 i
m0
hSjpxjXi =  i
m0
hSjpyjY i =  i
m0
hSjpzjZi (1.25)
Table 1.2 shows the selection rules for dierent polarizations of electromagnetic
waves for interband transitions in a quantum well.
Owing to optical selection rules, it is well-known that spin-polarized carriers can be
generated by the absorption of circular-polarized light and vice versa, the recombination
of spin-polarized charges results in the emission of circular-polarized light [22]. Let
 represent the helicity of the exciting light related to right and left-hand circular
polarized light propagating along the z-direction, as shown in gure 1.5. In bulk zinc-
blende semiconductors, the spin polarization of generated carriers are determined by
the photon energy h!. Under the condition Eg < h! < Eg+SO, the heavy and light
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Polarization ~ k ~x ~ k ~y ~ k ~z Type of transitions
~k k ~z =p2 =p2 Impossible HH ! E
~k k ~x Impossible =p2 0 HH ! E
~k k ~y =p2 Impossible 0 HH ! E
~k k ~z =p6 =p6 Impossible LH ! E
~k k ~x Impossible =p6 2=p6 LH ! E
~k k ~y =p6 Impossible 2=p6 LH ! E
Table 1.2: Selection rules for interband transitions [1]
hole subbands are excited simultaneously because they are degenerated at k = 0 in the
zinc-blende structure. Denoting n+ and n  as the density of spin-polarized electron
with Sz = +1=2 and  1=2 respectively, the spin polarization is dened as [50]:
Ps =
n+   n 
n+ + n 
(1.26)
At the moment of photoexcitation, the spin carriers are oriented against the direc-
tion of exciting light since the probability of heavy-hole transitions (E-HH) is three
times larger than that of light-hole transitions (E-LH) (see in table 1.2) in zinc-blende
structure indicated by :
Ps =
1  3
1 + 3
=  1
2
(1.27)
The circular polarization of photoluminescence is :
Pcirc =
I+   I 
I+ + I 
=
(n+ + 3n )  (3n+ + n )
(n+ + 3n ) + (3n+ + n )
=  Ps
2
=
1
4
(1.28)
where I are dened as the radition intensities of corresponding helicity .
When the photon energy allows for the excitation of electrons from the split-o
band (h!  Eg + SO), the carriers will not be spin-polarized because the numbers
of spin-up and spin-down carriers are the same; which underlines the role of spin-orbit
coupling in optical orientation.
For semiconductor quantum wells, depending on both hole and strain, the heavy
and light hole subbands are splitted. It allows thus the selective excitation of only one
conduction subband (j+1=2i or j 1=2i). This selective excitation can improve the spin
polarization Ps up to 100%; which oers a nice feature to observe the spin relaxation
phenomena.
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Figure 1.5: Optical selection rules from heavy-hole (HH), light-hole(LH) and split-o
(SO) valence band (VB) to conduction band (CB) [4]. The relative oscilator strenth
corresponding to each transition are indicated next to the colores arrows.
1.3 Main spin relaxation mechanisms
In this section, we synthetically present the main spin relaxation mechanisms of
carriers in semiconductors. The spin relaxation is the process that brings back a non-
equilibrium spin population to the initial equilibrium condition. It is the central issue
in the spin physics of semiconductors.
1.3.1 D'Yakonov-Perel Mechanism
This mechanism manifests in semiconductors with non-inversion crystal symmetry
and is related to the spin splitting of the conduction band due to spin-orbit interaction.
When ~k 6= 0, the spin orbit interaction lifts the spin degeneracy of the conduction
band [51]: the electrons, which have the same vector ~k 6= 0 but opposite spins, belong
to dierent energy bands (see Figure 1.6 (a)). For bulk semiconductors, Dresselhaus [52]
rst pointed out this splitting. The Hamiltonian associated to the interaction writes:
h
2

(~k) (1.29)
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Figure 1.6: (a) energy band separates when ~k 6= 0. (b) Spin relaxation process in
D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism.
For a given ~k, 
(~k) is the spin precession frequency in an eective magnetic eld
B = 

m
e
.
However, the eective eld direction changes after each collision process. So the
spin relaxation time (s) depends on the time between two collisions (p). If this time
is long, the spin will have enough time to precess between two collisions. The spin
relaxation time s is found to be [53]:
1
s
 
2p (1.30)
This mechanism often dominates in III-V semiconductors and 2D structures. In
chapter IV, we study the spin dynamics of in the L-valley of GaAs where a very e-
cient D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism is expected.
1.3.2 Elliott-Yafet Mechanism
The Elliott-Yafet mechanism was rst proposed by Elliott [54], who realized that
electron spins in the conduction band can relax via ordinary momentum scattering on
phonons or impurities due to the spin-orbit coupling as shown in Figure 1.7.
The calculation of the spin relaxation time due to the EY mechanism for III-V
semiconductors can be performed analytically in a simple approach. It can be written
as [50]:
1
Ts1(Ek)
= A(
SO
Eg +SO
)2(
Ek
Eg
)2
1
p(Ek)
(1.31)
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Figure 1.7: Schematics of the Elliott-Yafet mechanism : spin ip processes
where p(Ek); Ts1(Ek) are the momentum scattering time and the spin relaxation time
at energy Ek, respectively. Eg is the energy bandgap, SO is the spin-orbit splitting of
the valence band. The numerical factor A depends on the dominant scattering mech-
anism (impurities at low temperatures and phonons at hight temperatures). Equation
1.31 shows that EY mechanism is important for narrow-gap semiconductors with large
spin-orbit splitting.
1.3.3 Bir-Aronov-Pikus Mechanism
This mechanism is rst proposed by Bir et al. [55]. They demonstrated that this spin
relaxation mechanism mainly takes place in p-type semiconductors. It occurs during
the diusion process including an electron and a hole. Their spins relax simultaneously
by the exchange interaction. Therefore, the probability of electron-hole scattering di-
rectly determines the eciency of this mechanism. That's why at low temperature in
heavily p-doped semiconductors, this mechanism is dominant.
1.3.4 Electron spin relaxation due to the Hyperne-interaction
This mechanism nds its origin from the interaction between the magnetic momen-
tum of nuclei and electrons. The electron spin can interact with the spins of the lattice
nuclei, which being normally randomly oriented, provide a randomly varying eective
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magnetic eld acting on the electron spin. Usually the corresponding relaxation rate is
rather weak compared to other mechanisms, but it may become important for localized
electrons, when other mechanisms associated with the electron motion are quenched
(as for example, for electrons in quantum dots).
1.3.5 Exciton spin relaxation mechanism
The exciton spin relaxation is another important process that gives a contribution to
spin relaxation in semiconductor heterostructures at low temperature. The theory of
exciton spin relaxation has been elaborated by Maialle et al. [56] and observed in GaAs
quantum wells [57{60], in which the exciton spin relaxation mechanism is similar from
a formal point of view to the BAP mechanism as the electron-hole Coulomb exchange
interaction can be considered as an eective magnetic eld. This process involves two
components: spin ips through the exchange interaction and the "motional-narrowing"
process through the scattering of the excitation center of mass.
1.4 Electrical spin injection into semiconductors probed
by Spin Light Emitting diodes (Spin-LEDs)
Ecient generation of spin currents in semiconductors is the fundamental require-
ment of semiconductor-based spintronic devices. Dierent techniques can be used to
create a spin accumulation and a spin current in a semiconductor. One can cite optical
orientation by circularly polarized light [22], spin Hall eect [61], spin caloritronics [62],
spin pumping [63], and electrical spin injection from a magnetic electrode [9,27,64{66].
In this section, we are going to concentrate on this last method that is well suited for
electrical devices operating at room temperature.
In the eld of electrical spin injection, spectacular results have been obtained us-
ing spin injectors based on dilute magnetic semiconductors [27], such as (Be)ZnMnSe.
Unfortunately, Room Temperature (RT) operation has been impossible so far because
of the very low Curie temperature of these compounds. High spin injection eciencies
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have also been reported by using GaMnAs as a spin injector [67], but still at relatively
low temperature compared to 300 K. In contrast, electrical spin injection using FM
metals as spin injectors has already been demonstrated at RT [9]. These injectors
are the most ecient in view of operation at room temperature thanks to Curie tem-
perature of FM metals well above 300 K. However, as presented in the following, a
fundamental obstacle must be overcome in order to use such electrodes.
1.4.1 Problem of impedance mismatch in the diusive regime
This section is devoted to the mechanism of spin injection at the interface between
a ferromagnetic conductor (FM) (typically a 3d magnetic metal), and a semiconductor
(SC) [68]. We will consider the specic problem of spin injection in a diusive picture
beyond a ballistic range. This approach is adapted from the Valet-Fert theory [69] of
spin injection in metallic magnetic multilayers related to the Giant Magneto-Resistance
(GMR) and extended to the case of a single FM/SC interface [7]. This is of a particular
interest to understand the spin depolarization processes occurring at the FM side that
prevent a massive injection of spins in the semiconductor part. This is known as the
`impedance mismatch' problem [70]. Nonetheless, we will show how the inclusion of
a spin-dependent interfacial resistance e.g. a spin-conserving tunnel barrier (I) at the
FM/SC interface to form a FM/I/SC system can solve such `impedance mismatch' to
restore a signicant current spin-polarization in the semiconductor part.
Schmidt et al. [70] were the rst authors to put forward the diculty to inject, by
electrical means, spins into a semiconductor from a ferromagnetic reservoir by taking
benet of the `natural' spin-polarization of the current in a bulk FM material. This
spin polarization of the current in the FM is due to dierent density of states at the
Fermi level for the two spin species, leading to dierent momentum scattering times,
and thus to dierent conductivities. In the Mott model [71], the two currents propagate
in two parallel channels. The physical issues involved in the problem of spin injection
are presented in Figure 1.8. As illustrated by Figure 1.8 (a), the ow of electrons is
spin polarized far on the left in the ferromagnetic reservoir FM with a characteristic
value  [69], equal to a fraction of unity, and non-polarized far on the right in the non-
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Figure 1.8: (a) Spin up and spin down currents far from an interface between ferromag-
netic and nonmagnetic materials (outside the spin accumulation zone). (b) Splitting
of the chemical potentials  " and  # near the FM/N interface. The arrows symbolize
the spin ips induced by the out of equilibrium spin-split distribution and governing
the depolarization of the electron current between the left and the right. (c) Varia-
tion of the current spin polarization when there is an approximate balance between
the spin ips on both sides (metal/metal) and when the spin ips on the left side are
predominant (metal/ semiconductor for example). [5]
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magnetic conductor N. Near the interface over a region of a certain extension, there
must be a transfer of current between one of the spin channel (spin " channel on the
gure) to the other one. A spin accumulation appears in the region of the interface,
characterized by a splitting  between the electro-chemical potentials of the spin "
and spin # carriers, as shown in Figure 1.8 (b).
Such spin accumulation prole near the interface is characterized by a positive gra-
dient in the FM region (left part) and a negative gradient in the non magnetic region
(right part) giving rise to a respective negative diusive spin-polarized current on the
left and a positive spin-polarized current on the right. It results in a gradual drop of
the spin-polarized current in the FM material when the electrons approach the inter-
face and, inversely, an increase of the spin-polarization when the electrons approach
the interface at the N side (from its zero value at innity). Such diusive spin-currents
write simply as the product of the unpolarized diusive constants times the gradient
of the out-of equilibrium spin density (m) according to:
~J+   ~J  = eD ~grad(m)(j+   j ) = eDdiv(m) (1.32)
The steady state is reached when the number of spin ips generated by this out
of equilibrium distribution is just what is needed to balance the ingoing and outgoing
spin uxes as seen from the general law of spin conservation which yields to:
div( ~J+   ~J ) = div[(j+   j )] = em
sf
(1.33)
where j+ and j  are the respective + and - spin currents, m is the out-of-equilibrium
spin density prole, e the electron charge and sf the spin relaxation time. In that
sense, due to spin diusion, the spin accumulation is not localized just at the interface
but extends over a distance of the order of the spin diusion length, respectively lFsf on
the left and lNsf on the right. The spin diusion length l
N
sf in the nonmagnetic material
can be expressed as a function of sf and the diusion constant D or equivalently the
density of states N(EF ) and the resistivity N by:
lNsf =
r
Dsf
3
=
r
sf
4e2N(EF )N
(1.34)
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in a metal or a degenerate semiconductor and by:
lNsf =
s
kBTsf
2ne2N
(1.35)
in the non-degenerate regime of a semiconductor [68]. The resolution of the standard
equation for diusive spin dependent transport found by merging equation 1.32 and
1.33 leads to an exponential decrease of the spin accumulation splitting  as well as
out-of-equilibrium spin densities on both sides of the interface, respectively as exp(
z
lFsf
)
and exp(  z
lNsf
) as shown in Figure 1.8 (b), with continuity at the interface of .
From an alternative point of view, the progressive depolarization of the spin current
at the FM side is due to the spin ips related to this spin accumulation. When the FM
is a metal and N a semiconductor the density of states (DOS) is much higher in the
FM and similar spin accumulation splittings on both sides correspond to a much higher
spin accumulation density (number of accumulated spins) in the FM. For similar spin
relaxation times in the the FM and N, this leads to a much higher number of spin ips
in the FM, so that the depolarization of the spin current occurs in the FM before the
interface (see curve Figure 1.8 (c)). The same depolarization also occurs if the DOS
are similar but the spin lifetime is much shorter in the ferromagnet. Quantitatively, it
can be shown that the polarization of the current just at the interface is [7,72,73]:
(SP )I =
j+   j 
j+ + j 
=

1 + rN=rF
(1.36)
where, in the notation of ref. [7], the specic resistances ri are the product of the
corresponding resistivity i / N(EF ) 1 and the spin diusion length lisf according to
rN = N l
N
sf and rF = 

F l
N
sf . The resistivities of the majority spin (+) and minority spin
(-) channels in the FM are written as: N = 2N and 
F
 = 2[1 ]F . From Eq. 1.36
above, the current is almost completely depolarized when it enters the semiconductor
as rN  rF that is, for example, if the resistivity is much smaller, we will say that this
is in the condition of \conductivity mismatch".
To restore the spin polarization of the current inside the semiconductor, it is then
necessary to increase the proportion of spin ips on the N side by increasing the spin
accumulation on the N side with respect to its value on the FM side. Such a disconti-
nuity of the spin splitting can be brought by a spin-dependent interface resistance of
the form r+( ) = 2rb [1  (+)] (typically a tunnel junction resistance (see Figure 1.9);
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Figure 1.9: Tunnel junction with dierent tunneling probabilities for the two spin
species that can be modeled by a spin dependent interface resistance [6].
note that  is the usual notation for the interface spin asymmetry in CPP-GMR, the
notation being rather P in tunneling).
This interface resistance introduces, in general, a suciently large spin-dependent
discontinuity of the electro-chemical potentials at the interface according to the follow-
ing equations:
+( )(z = 0+)  +( )(z = 0 ) = r+( )j+( )(z = 0) (1.37)
and an enhancement of the spin accumulation in N which increases the proportion of
spin ips on the N side and restores the current polarization in N. With such a spin-
dependent interface resistance, the spin polarization of the current at the interface (in
the limit of low currents) equals [7,72,73]:
(SP )I =

j+   j 
j+ + j 

I
=
rF + r

b
rF + rN + rb
(1.38)
and then decreases exponentially as exp( z=lNsf ) on the nonmagnetic side. Eq. 1.38
expresses the gradual rise of the current spin-polarization as the interfacial resistance
rb increases. We see from Eq. 1.38 that an intermediate value of the current spin po-
larization is partly restored for rb ' rN , as illustrated by the example of Fig.3 and that
the polarization reaches the spin asymmetry coecient  of the interface resistance for
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rb  rN + rF .
As presented in the previous paragraph, an ecient electrical spin injection from
Figure 1.10: Current spin polarization at an interface between a ferromagnetic metal
FM and a semiconductor N. The calculation has been performed for F = Co with
rF = 

F l
F
sf = 4:5 10 15
m2,  = 0:46, lFsf = 60 nm from CPP-GMR data on Co, and
for N=GaAs with rN = 4:5  10 9
m2, lNsf = 2 m derived from room temperature
data on n-type GaAs (n = 1016cm 3). The blue solid lines are calculated with a spin
dependent interface resistance (rb = rN = 4  10 9
m2,  = 0:5) and the red dashed
lines without an interface resistance. [7].
a FM metal into a semiconductor can only be achieved in the presence of a tunnel
barrier between them. Two kinds of tunnel barriers have been successfully used. The
rst one consists in a Schottky barrier obtained through the engineering of the doping
concentration of the semiconductor at the interface with the metal [33,65]. The second
type of tunnel barrier is composed of a thin insulator layer (Al2O3, SiO2, GaO, or
MgO) inserted between the FM layer and the semiconductor [66,74{76].
1.4.2 Spin Light Emitting diodes as a tool to detect and quan-
tify electrical spin injection
Several methods have been used to evidence electrical spin injection into semicon-
ductors. Spatially resolved Kerr rotation technique has been employed to image spin
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injection into lateral semiconductor channels [77]. Non-local full electrical measure-
ments are also employed in a lateral geometry [78], as for example in the three-terminal
geometry [32,79]. In this case the spin injection is probed by a voltage measured be-
tween the injector and a reference contact placed at a distance much larger than the
spin diusion length in the semiconductor channel. The Hanle eect is used to de-
stroy the spin accumulation generated in the semiconductor part below the electrode.
In this part, we are going to describe the optical technique used in this thesis. The
eciency of the electrical spin injection is measured thanks to an hybrid FM/tunnel
barrier/SC device called a Spin Light Emitting diode (Spin-LED), where the circular
polarization of the electroluminescence probes the electron spin polarization degree in
the semiconductor. This concept of combining electrical spin injection and optical de-
tection was originally proposed by G. Aronov and E. Pikus [80]. This technique allows
to quantify the spin polarization of the injected carriers in absolute value. It is well
suited in the case of spin injection into III-V semiconductors and takes benet from
their direct bandgap. A typical Spin-LED device structure (with a InGaAs/GaAs QW)
with a MgO tunnel barrier is shown in Figure 1.11 (left panel). An example of the
band diagram for a MgO based Spin-LED is also shown in the right panel.
The operation principle of a Spin-LED is the following: spin polarized electrons
Figure 1.11: Left: Scheme of principle of a spin-LED. Right: Typical band diagram
for a MgO-based spin-LED from 1D-Poisson-Schroedinger simulator [8].
from the FM metal electrode will be injected electrically into the SC by applying a
forward bias (with respect to the P-I-N junction) to the device. These electrons have a
spin polarization along the growth axis of the structure (Oz) thanks to the application
of an external magnetic eld B along this axis. Once these electrons are captured by
the Quantum Well (QW), they recombine radiatively with the unpolarized holes com-
ing from the substrate. The corresponding electroluminescence (EL) will be circularly
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polarized if the electrons have kept their spin orientation after the injection, capture
and recombination processes.
If electrons with a spin polarization aligned in the FM along Oz are injected into the
semiconductor, the polarization of the electroluminescence of the Spin-LED detected
along (Oz) will be easily related to the spin polarization degree of the electrons Ps
(Ps = (N
+
n   N n )=(N+n + N n ) where N+n and N n are the spin up and down pop-
ulations respectively) in the QW thanks to the optical selection rules [81]. If one
considers the electron-heavy hole transition, the circular polarization of the light Pc
(Pc = (I
+   I )=(I+ + I ) where where I+ (I ) is the right (left) circularly-polarized
EL component) is directly equal to the electron spin polarization Ps (an absolute
value). Note that if the luminescence is detected perpendicular to the growth axis,
the electroluminescence corresponding to the recombination in the QW of electron and
heavy-hole should not be circularly polarized due to the symmetry of the heavy-hole
wavefunction [1]; this makes the interpretation of the experiments performed with this
geometry very dicult [64]. A typical EL spectrum of the Spin-LED at 25 K is shown
in Figure 1.12. The EL peak corresponds to the radiative recombination of excitons
involving electrons and heavy-holes.
Due to the shape anisotropy of the thin magnetic electrode, the spontaneous magne-
Figure 1.12: Typical electroluminescence spectra for a Spin-LED at 25K for I+
and I  components (here the QW embedded in the spin-LED is a 10 nm thick
In0:1Ga0:9As/GaAs QW).
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tization stays within the plane. An external magnetic eld is thus necessary to rotate it
along (Oz). This magnetic eld can induce spurious eects: Magnetic Circular Dichro-
ism (MCD), leading to dierent absorption for the two circularly polarized components
of the light, as well as a thermal spin polarization of carriers due to Zeeman splitting.
Usually in the range of temperature explored, for a magnetic eld of 0.8 T along (Oz),
both the circular polarization due to Magnetic Circular Dichroism (MCD) [74] through
the FM layer and spurious eect of electron Zeeman splitting in the QW [33] can be
estimated to be inferior to 1% in our samples.
Up to now, we have considered that the circular polarization degree of the lumi-
nescence is identical to the spin polarization of the electrically injected carriers in the
semiconductor QW structure according to the quantum selection rules. In fact, this
description is oversimplied because the measured Continuous Wave (CW) electro-
luminescence polarization depends on the electrical spin injection eciency at the
FM/oxide/SC and also on all the spin relaxation mechanisms which occur in the SC
part in particular in the QW. Taking into account the electron lifetime  and the
spin relaxation time s in the quantum well, the circular polarization measured in CW
electroluminescence experiments writes [82]:
PC = FPs; F =
1
1 +

s
(1.39)
where Ps is the spin polarization of the electrons injected in the quantum well. The
electron lifetime  and the spin relaxation time s in the quantum well have to be
determined separately by complementary measurements as for example by time and
polarization-resolved photoluminescence as we will see in chapter 3.
1.4.3 State of the art: breakthrough due to MgO tunnel bar-
riers
The rst spinLEDs with FM injectors were taking benet from the natural Schottky
barrier that forms between the FM and the n-doped SC. The measured EL polarization
were about a few percent [33]. Thanks to the optimization of the Schottky barrier by
a gradual doping increasing close to the interface, the group of Jonker in the Naval
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Research Laboratory (Washington, the USA) managed to measure a maximum EL
circular polarization degree of PCExp:=32% for B=4 T at a temperature of 4 K with
a Fe ferromagnetic spin injector [34]. Several groups have then successfully injected
spin-polarized electrons by using this method [83{85]. An alternative way to achieve
an ecient electrical spin injection is to insert between the ferromagnetic metal and
the semiconductor an amorphous insulating layer as aluminium oxide which acts as a
tunnel barrier. This technique has been rst demonstrated by V. F. Motsny et al. [74].
The results in terms of spin injection eciency are comparable with the best ones ob-
tained with a Schottky barrier, even if the charge injection eciency is lower [75].
In 2005 a spectacular breakthrough was realized by Jiang et al. [9] in the group of
Figure 1.13: Magnetic eld dependence of the EL circular polarization PEL [(a) and
(b)] (raw data) and PC [(c) and (d)] (after substraction of the spurious signal increasing
linearly with the applied magnetic eld) for spin-LED I (8% of Al) at 100 K and spin-
LED II (16% of Al) at 290 K (open circles). The crosses in (a) are the PEL of a control
sample with a Pt electrode. The solid lines in (c) and (d) show the eld dependence
of the CoFe moment measured with a SQUID magnetometer at 20 K, which has been
scaled to allow comparison with PC . [9]
S.S. Parkin at IBM San Jose (the USA). They have demonstrated that polycrystalline
MgO tunnel barriers, already widely used in Tunnel Magnet Resistance based devices,
yield very ecient spin injection into AlGaAs. This eect might be attributed to the
symmetry-based spin selection rules during the tunneling transfer of carriers [10]. An
EL circular polarization as high as 52% is evidenced at 100 K and is still around 32%
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at room temperature (Figure 1.13) [9].
Let us precise some important theoretical features concerning Ferromagnetic
Figure 1.14: Dispersion curves E(k2) at kk = 0 for MgO (001). k and kk are repectively
the normal (z axis) and in-plane components (with respect to the MgO layer) of the
vector k. k2 is given in units of z 1, with z corresponding to the interplanar
spacing in MgO. The energy is given in Hartree (1 Hartree=27,2 eV). The region
of interest is within the energy gap of MgO at the Fermi level EF . The values of
k2 are negative (k2 = (i)2), corresponding to evanescent wavefunctions of the type
	(z) = Aexp( 2z). [10]
metal/MgO interfaces. Butler et al. [10] have predicted in 2001 a strong tunnel mag-
netoresistance for Fe(100)/MgO(100)/Fe(100) tunnel junctions. Their calculations in-
cluded the role of the symmetries of both the conduction states in the electrodes and the
evanescent states in the barrier. At the Fermi level, majority spin conduction states in
Fe exhibit 1 (spd hybridization), 20 and 5 symmetries. On the contrary, minority
spin conduction states in Fe present 2, 20 and 5 symmetries. In MgO, the atten-
uation of the evanescent wavefunction will be much less important for 1 states than
for all the others. As we can see in Figure 1.14, the imaginary part of the wavevector
(that is related to the exponential attenuation of the wavefunction) at the Fermi level
is smaller in absolute values than for the other symmetries. In consequence, the tunnel-
ing probability will be more probable for electrons with a 1 character, this character
being only present for majority spin electrons. This is the origin of the spin ltering
eect, that should increase with the thickness of the MgO tunnel barrier (provided
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that the direct tunnel regime is the dominant process). Identical calculations have
been performed for CoFe/MgO/CoFe (bcc(100)) tunnel junctions, and the eect was
predicted to be even stronger in this case [86]. Experimentally, a 220% Tunnel mag-
netoresistance [87] (and more recently 300% [88]) was observed in CoFe/MgO/CoFe
junctions at room temperature. This eect is even better in CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB junc-
tions (TMR of 600% [89]) that presents the advantages (compared to CoFe) to be grown
in a full bcc crystalline lattice afer post growth annealing. This has triggered the inter-
est for CoFeB/MgO as a very promising injector even if no calculations are availaible
up to now for the CoFeB/MgO/GaAs interface. Note that the growth of a MgO layer
on GaAs is possible due to their lattice parameters: aMgO=0,421 nm and aGaAs=0,565
nm, giving the relationship 4aGaAs = 3aMgO with a mismatch of less than 1%. The
eciency of CoFeB/MgO/AlGaAs as a spin-LED injector was demonstrated [90] and
the inuence on the spin injection eciency of (i) the crystalline or amorphous nature
of the MgO tunnel barrier, (ii) the MgO thickness and (iii) the system temperature
has been investigated (the CoFeB was mainly amorphous in this case).
From a more general point of view, let us mention the dierent evolutions that have
appeared in the eld of electrical spin injection probed by the spin-LED technique in
the past years. Guided by the fact that the achievement of spintronic devices necessi-
tates suciently long spin relaxation times to manipulate or store the spin orientation
of the injected carriers, electrical spin injection has been implemented in semiconduc-
tor quantum dots [91,92]. In addition, the optical readout has been performed on a
single quantum dot [93]. The production of coherent circularly polarized light by Spin
Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (spin VCSEL) was demonstrated (a reduction
of the threshold current was observed in these systems) [28]. Electrical spin injection in
the pulsed regime (in the GHz range) has been investigated [94,95]. In order to perform
electrical spin injection in vertical geometry without the need for an external magnetic
eld, injectors with Perpendicular Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA) have been tested. EL
circular polarization of a few percent have been measured up to now [35,96,97]. Fi-
nally, the electrical spin injection into Silicium (recently the use of a graphene layer as a
tunnel barrier to inject spin polarized electrons into Si was proposed [98]) and Germa-
nium, materials widely used in the conventional microelectronics, was also intensively
explored [31,32,66,97,99].
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This chapter deals with the description of three experimental set-ups dedicated to
optical spectroscopy: time-resolved photoluminescence, electroluminescence and polar-
ized photoluminescence excitation.
First we present the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) experimental set-up,
including the excitation laser and detection devices. This set-up plays a key role in
analyzing the spin relaxation mechanisms in each chapter.
Then in the following part, we present the polarization-resolved electroluminescence
(EL) measurement bench. The analysis of the electrical spin injection in the hybrid
metal/semiconductor heterostructures which are described in chapter 3 is based on this
experimental set-up.
The description of the polarized photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measurement
is reported in the third section. A double-modulation lock-in technique is introduced in
this section as well. This set-up was mainly used for the study of the L-valley electron
spin dynamics presented in chapter 4.
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2.1 Time-resolved Photoluminescence spectroscopy
The principle of the time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) experimental set-up
is shown in Figure 2.1. A pulsed laser beam is focused onto the analyzed sample and its
helicity can be modulated by optical waveplate elements. The photoluminescence from
the sample is rst collimated to analyze the corresponding polarization, then focused
onto the entrance slit of a spectrometer. The luminescence, spectrally dispersed by
this spectrometer, is then detected by an ultrafast detector (streak camera) which is
synchronised with the laser pulses. The dierent elements composing the experimental
set-up will be described in this section.
Figure 2.1: Time Resolved Photoluminescence Spectroscopy Setup
2.1.1 Excitation laser source
The principal excitation source is a mode-locked Titanium-Sapphire(Ti:Sa) laser
pumped by a continuous wave Coherent laser(VERDI-V10). The VERDI source is an
all-solid-state, single-frequency 532nm laser generating power up to 10W. This pump
laser uses a Nd : Y V O4 (Neodymium Doped Yttrium Orthovanadate) crystal as the
amplifying medium, that has an absorption wavelength around 809 nm and an emission
wavelength around 1064 nm. This crystal is pumped by two laser diodes and placed
into a mono-mode cavity. The emission wavelength 532 nm is achieved by doubling
the fundamental frequency (1064 nm) with a LBO crystal. This VERDI laser output
power is very stable thanks to a temperature cooling loop and a delivery power.
The output of VERDI then pumps the Tsunami Ti:Sa laser in which the active
material is a sapphire crystal doped with titanium ions (Ti:Al2O3). This Ti:Sa laser
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can operate in a pulsed regime with a repetition rate of 80 MHz in two modes : fem-
tosecond mode (temporal pulse width: 100 fs) and picosecond mode (pulse duration of
about 1.5 ps). In our experiment, we use the picosecond mode that corresponds to the
best balance between spectral width and pulse time duration.
To achieve the pulsed operation mode, this Ti:Sa laser utilizes a mode-locking tech-
nique which combines self-phase modulation and Kerr eects in the crystal [100]. The
longitudinal optical modes in the laser cavity are synchronized by optical Kerr eect.
Due to the power density distribution of the laser beam characterized by a Gaussian
shape, the crystal acts as a converging lens. This refractive index variation is re-
sponsible for the nonlinear optical eects of self-focusing and self-phase modulation.
The result is a \locking" of the modes of the cavity which favours the pulsed oper-
ation. However, the mode-locked regime cannot start automatically, it requires an
acoustic-optical modulator to initialize the temporal regime. At the end, a dispersion
compensation of the group velocity is employed. It is realized by a Gires-Tournois
Interferometer (GTI).
The advantage of such an oscillator is its tunable wavelength, thanks to an interfer-
ence Lyot lter. The main characteristics of the picosecond laser system are given in
Table 2.1.
Repetition Spectral Average Pulse Pulse Spectral
Frequency Range Power Energy Duration Width
80 MHz 680-990 nm 0.4-2 W 5-25 nJ 1.2-1.8 ps  1.2 meV
Table 2.1: Ti:Sa laser main characteristics
2.1.2 Streak camera detection
The principle of a streak camera is shown in Figure 2.2. The PL signal from the
spectrometer is focused on a photocathode. Depending on the wavelength range of the
detected light, we have used a S1 or a S20 photocathode (for the spectral sensitivity see
the inset (c) of Figure 2.2). The tube will then generate photo-electrons in proportion
of the incident signal intensity. The electrons are accelerated and multiplied by a MCP
(micro-channel plate) before being collected by a phosphorous screen, the signal is then
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Figure 2.2: (a) Operation principle of the streak camera; (b) Sketch of the sweeping
mechanism responsible for the time resolution; (c) Spectral sensitivity of the photo-
cathodes
Figure 2.3: An example of image obtained with a streak camera
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recorded by a CCD (Charged Coupled Device) camera. An ultrafast voltage slope is
applied to deviation electrodes, synchronised with the laser pulses thanks to the ultra-
fast photodiode. We thus obtain a three dimensional image as shown in Figure 2.3: the
photon energy dispersion (or wavelength) is given by the x-axis, the time dependence
is given along the y-axis and the signal intensity is represented by colors.
Spectral resolution
The spectral resolution is dictated by the spectrometer (Jobin-Yvon Triax 320 or
iHR320) placed before the streak camera (S1 or S20) and equipped with three gratings.
The characteristics are presented in table 2.2.
Grating Blaze wavelength Spectral range Dispersion Resolution
(grooves/mm) (nm) (nm) (nm/mm) (nm)
Triax 100 450 140 28.2 0.7
300 250 46 9.4 0.3
600 300 23 4.7 0.1
iHR 100 450 170 28.2 0.7
600 300 28 4.7 0.12
1200 330 14 2.35 0.06
Table 2.2: The characteristics of the Jobin-Yvon Triax 320 (for S1) and iHR320 (for
S20) spectrometers. The spectral resolution values are given for a 200 m width of the
slit.
Temporal resolution
The intrinsic time resolution of the streak camera depends on the time range (see
table 2.3). However, the eective time resolution depends on the wavelength dispersion
of the spectrometer. A larger dispersion produces a larger optical path between the
portion of light traveling on the side and on the central optical axis of the grating.
Therefore, this dierence generates a temporal dispersion which can be minimized by
placing a vertical slit inside the spectrometer to reduce the lateral dimension of the
beam. The streak camera can operate in 4 dierent time ranges.
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Time range Temporal span Time resolution (ps)
index (ps) using the 100 grooves/mm grating
1 157 5
2 809 8
3 1542 12
4 2263 17
Table 2.3: Temporal modes of streak camera
2.1.3 Polarization resolution
In optical orientation experiments, the analysis of PL polarization components al-
lows the study of the spin dynamics of photo-generated carriers after excitation of the
sample by polarized light. The polarization of the exciting laser is modied from linear
(X) to circular polarization (+ or  ) by a Glan-Taylor polarizing cube together
with a quarter-wave plate whose neutral axis can be rotated (see Figure 2.1). The pho-
toluminescence of the sample contains both counter-polarized (I ) and co-polarized
(I+) light with respect to the laser excitation (+). The PL polarization analysis is
performed by a quarter-wave plate followed by the Glan-Taylor cube on the collimated
beam before focusing onto the spectrometer. The images corresponding the two PL
components are stored and analyzed separately.
The circular polarization degree is dened as :
Pcirc =
I+   I 
I+ + I 
(2.1)
The linear polarization degree of the PL is likewise dened using the linearly polarized
components.
2.2 Polarization-resolved Electroluminescence set-
up
The principle of electroluminescence (EL) measurements is presented in Figure 2.4.
The spin-LED is placed in a magnetic eld which will be presented in last section of this
chapter. The EL signal is detected in the Faraday geometry. The circular polarization
Pc is analyzed similarly as in the time-resolved PL experiments. The tested mesa is
excited by square voltage pulses (pulse width=5 s, repetition rate=50 kHz) to avoid
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Figure 2.4: Polarization Resolved Electroluminescence Spectroscopy Set-up
spurious eects due to heating. Due to the small size of the mesa (diameter 300 m)
compared to the sample size (2-3 mm2) and in order to make the optical alignment
easier, we rst excite the spin-LED with an He-Ne laser source and collect the PL.
Once this pre-alignment is made, the EL signal can then be detected and measured.
Mirror M2 and a CCD camera following M2 in the set-up are placed in order to make
an optical image of the mesa.
2.2.1 CCD camera detection
Spectral resolution
The spectrometer (Princeton Acton SP2500) placed before the CCD camera is
equipped with three gratings. Its characteristics are presented in the table 2.4. In
the experiments we used the 600 grooves/mm grating to analyze the EL signal.
We usually use a slit of 500 m corresponding to a resolution of 0.062nm.
Grating Blaze wavelength Dispersion
(grooves/mm) (m) (nm/mm)
300 1 6.5
600 1 3.2
1200 0.75 1.52
Table 2.4: Characteristics of the Princeton Acton SP2500 spectrometer gratings.
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CCD camera
The camera Spec-10: 100 series from Princeton Instruments is designed with ex-
tremely low noise electronics and can measure the EL signal in the near infrared wave-
length range. Cooling the CCD down to -120C eectively strongly reduces dark noise
and provides an excellent signal to noise ratio.
2.2.2 Electrical generator
The generator we used in EL experiments to generate electrical pulses is a HP8160A,
its characteristics are presented in table 2.5.
Typically, we used 5 s duration pulses separated by 15 s. The voltage output
Voltage range(V) Pulse width Repetition period
0.19.99 6.0ns9.99ms 20ns999ms
Table 2.5: Principle characteristics of the generator HP8160A
is tunable. In order to detect the luminescence, the applied voltage must be higher
than the threshold voltage of each sample and lower than the voltage corresponding
to the damage current density of about 4 mA for a mesa diameter of 300 m. As the
duration of the pulse is very long compared to the dierent characteristic relaxation
times of the system, we can consider that we work in a quasi-stationary regime.
2.3 Polarized Photoluminescence Excitation spec-
troscopy
In order to measure the electron spin relaxation time in the L-valleys (see chapter
4), we have developed a very specic set-up. First the wavelength of excitation must
be extended to the blue region to reach the range of 2.8-3.2 eV to be able to photo-
generate electrons in L-valleys. We have thus used a Ti:Sa laser which frequency is
doubled by a Spectra Physics GWU system with a LBO non-linear crystal. Second,
we need to detect circular polarization rates of a few percent at maximum. In order
to get a very high sensitivity in the detection of the luminescence circular polarization
(sensitivity of about 0.1 %), we have used a double modulation technique.
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The scheme of principle of the polarized Photoluminescence Excitation (PLE) ex-
Figure 2.5: Polarized Photoluminescence Excitation Spectroscopy Set-up
perimental set-up is shown in Figure 2.5. The excitation laser passes through a chopper
working at f ' 220Hz, and its helicity is modulated +=  with a photo-elastic mod-
ulator (PEM) at a frequency of 50 kHz. In addition to an increased measurement
accuracy, this avoids the buildup of a dynamic nuclear polarization [22]. The laser
beam propagating perpendicular to the sample surface is focused to a 100 m diame-
ter spot with an average power of Pexc= 15 mW. The photoluminescence is dispersed
by a monochromator and then detected by a silicon photodiode. The output of the
photodiode is sent on a transimpedance amplier, followed by two lters and to lock-in
ampliers. In the following, we describe the double modulation technique.
The intensity of the laser after the PEM modulator can be written for the two
circularly components:
I+laser =
Ilaser
2
(1 + sin('(t))); I laser =
Ilaser
2
(1  sin('(t))) (2.2)
where '(t) =

2
sin(!2t).
The circular polarization of the laser is Pclaser =
I+laser   I laser
I+laser + I laser
= sin('(t)).
The circular polarization of the PL emitted by the sample is PC =
I+lum   I lum
I+lum + I lum
=
sin('(t)).  is the circular polarization of the PL emitted by the sample if it is excited
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by a 100% + polarized laser.
Let us consider that the chopper creates a modulation of the PL intensity between
zero and I0. If one takes into account the rst harmonic only, the corresponding signal
writes:
I0
2

1
2
+
2

sin(!1t)

. Let us also develop sin('(t)) = sin

2
sin(!2t)

in
2J1(

2
sin(!2t)) (here also only the rst harmonic has been taken into account, J1 is
the rst order Bessel function). The signal measured by the silicon photodiode then
writes (after the =4 plate and the analysis in the detection time):
S(t) =
I0
2

1
2
+
2

sin(!1t)

1 + 2J1(

2
)sin(!2t)

(2.3)
that can be developed in:
S(t) =
I0
4
+
I0

sin(!1t)+
I0
2
J1(

2
)sin(!2t)+
2

J1(

2
)cos((!2+!1)t)+
2

J1(

2
)cos((!2 !1)t)
(2.4)
The rst demodulation is performed at low frequency at the pulsation !1. The
obtained voltage Vlow is proportional to the PL intensity. The second demodulation
is performed at high frequency at the pulsation !2. The obtained voltage Vhigh is
proportional to the PL intensity multiplied by .
The circular polarization PC of the luminescence is thus proportional to Vhigh=Vlow.
The calibration factor can be found by comparing Vhigh=Vlow to the circular polarization
PC measured with the usual technique (=4 rotating waveplate) in a case where the
detected PC corresponding to the luminescence detected at the   valley is large (for
example, by exciting at a photon energy just above the bandgap of GaAs).
The sensitivity obtained with this technique ( 0:1%) is much better then the one
( 1%) obtained by rotating a =4 plate in front of an analyzer (as in the time-resolved
and electroluminescence set-ups presented before).
All the measurements in this part were nished in a low temperature.
2.4 Cryogenics and magnetic eld
In PL and EL measurements, samples were placed on the cold nger of a closed
cycle helium cryogenerator, allowing operating temperatures in the range 10 K- 300
K. Unless specied in the text, the experiments in this thesis were performed at very
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low temperature. In order to generate a magnetic eld parallel to the sample plane,
we used two permanent magnet cubes. By changing the distance between this two
magnets, we can get a magnetic eld from 0 to 750 mT.
In EL experiments, Spin-LED samples were placed into a Helmoltz-split magnetic
coil providing a maximum magnetic eld (B) of 0.8 T normal to the sample plane. The
B eld is controlled by the power supply. Each current in the coils corresponds to a
value of the magnetic eld, which is calibrated by a teslameter.
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This chapter is focused on the problem of the electrical spin injection into GaAs. A
large number of new semiconductor spintronic devices including spin-transistors [26],
Spin Light Emitting diodes (spin-LEDs) [9,34,64,85,101,102] and spin-lasers [28] have
been proposed in the past decade. All these systems require a generation of spin cur-
rents into the semiconductor material. Among all the methods proposed up to now
to generate these spin polarized currents [51,61{63], an ecient way consists in in-
jecting spin polarized electrons from a ferromagnetic injector through a tunnel barrier
(to overcome the problem of conductivity mismatch between the metal and the semi-
conductor [7,9,34,70,85,102]). As explained in chapter I, the quantitative estimation
of the spin polarization of the injected carriers is usually performed through polar-
ization resolved electroluminescence in Spin-LEDs. Up to now, CoFe/MgO injectors
have exhibited the highest spin injection yield into AlGaAs at low temperature and
room temperature (the electroluminescence polarization can reach in these systems up
to 50% at 100 K and 32% at 300 K) [9,103]. This high polarization could be due to
the non equivalent attenuation of the evanescent wavefunctions during the tunneling
process depending on their symmetries and resulting in a spin ltering eect [10,86]. In
this chapter, we are going to concentrate on injectors based on this type of MgO tunnel
barriers. We rst dicuss the inuence of the growth method (Molecular beam epitaxy
and sputtering) of the MgO tunnel barrier on the spin injection eciency in order to
establish which interface (Ferromagnetic metal/MgO or MgO/GaAs) is crucial for an
ecient spin injection. We then analyse the behavior of our injectors as a function of
the current injected in the spin-LEDs. Finally, we demonstrate a very ecient electri-
cal spin injection at zero magnetic eld that persists at room temperature thanks to a
perpendicular injector based on an ultrathin CoFeB layer on MgO.
The results presented in the following are the fruit of a collective work between
dierent laboratories that are involved in the French-Chinese project ANR-NSFC SIS-
TER (electrical control of Spin Injection in Spin-LEDs via spin TransfER eect without
magnetic eld). The Magnetic/Insulator bilayers have been grown by Y. Lu and S.
Liang at the Institut Jean Lamour (IJL) in Nancy in the group of M. Hehn, whereas the
semiconductor part of the structures was grown by Molecular Epitaxy at the Institute
of Semiconductors (IOS) in Beijing in the group of B. Xu. Lithography processes are
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performed by J. Frougier at UMP CNRS Thales in the group of H. Jares and J.M.
George. The superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and reection high-energy electron dirac-
tion (RHEED) characterizations (by X. Devaux) were performed at the IJL .
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3.1 Inuence of the growth technique (Sputtering
and Molecular Beam Epitaxy) of the MgO tun-
nel barrier on the electrical spin injection e-
ciency in spin-LEDs
The injector is constituted by two interfaces: the Ferromagnetic Metal (FM)/MgO
and the MgO/Semiconductor interfaces. It is still an open question to determine which
interface is crucial for an optimal spin injection. We propose to tackle this point by
studying CoFeB/MgO/GaAs injectors, where the MgO barrier is grown by two dier-
ent techniques: Sputtering and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE). CoFeB is a promising
candidate as a ferromagnetic layer for Spin-LEDs, because it is easier to obtain a grain-
to-grain epitaxial bcc crystalline phase on MgO after the crystallization of CoFeB by
annealing, and it could lead to even more ecient electrical spin injection due to the
improved spin ltering eect of MgO. This improvement has been in particular ob-
served in Magnetic Tunnel Junctions, where a 600% TMR [89] was measured at room
temperature on CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB junctions instead of 220% [87] (and more recently
300% [88]) observed on CoFe/MgO/CoFe junctions. Another advantage of CoFeB is its
lower saturation eld necessary for rotating the magnetization along the growth axis of
the structure (about 1.3 T instead of about 2.2 T for CoFe). On the other hand, suc-
cessful injection through the MgO/GaAs interface has not been widely explored up-to
now [104]. Most of the works concerning MgO tunnel barriers, have investigated the
MgO/AlGaAs interface in order to inject spin polarized electrons into AlGaAs/GaAs
quantum wells [9,35,90,94,96,103,105{107]. A slight change at the MgO/Semiconductor
interface (such as the aluminium content) could have drastic eects on the spin injec-
tion yield and a full measurement proving an ecient (> 10%) spin injection through
MgO into GaAs has to be done. Finally, the use of light emitters such as InGaAs/GaAs
quantum wells [33,84,108] for which GaAs substrates are optically transparent could
be a key point in order to build a device working without any external magnetic eld
with a thick light absorbing perpendicularly remanent injector [96] or for more com-
plex and thicker injectors allowing the electrical switching of the magnetization of the
ferromagnetic contact for example by the spin torque eect [109]. In this situation, the
collection of light should be optimal through the substrate.
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3.1.1 Spin-LEDs Samples
Figure 3.1: Spin-LED structure with a single InGaAs/GaAs quantum well. The
CoFeB/MgO/GaAs tri-layers is decomposed in terms of a top interface CoFeB/MgO
and a bottom interface MgO/GaAs
The spin polarized light emitting diodes (Spin-LED) structures (Figure 3.1) were
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) for the semiconductor part before deposit-
ing the tunnel barrier either by sputtering or by MBE. The ferromagnetic contact is
grown by sputtering in both cases. The p-i-n LED device has the following struc-
ture: p+-GaAs (001) substrate /500 nm p-GaAs (p = 2  1019cm 3) /200 nm GaAs
(p = 2  1018cm 3)/50 nm undoped GaAs /10 nm undoped In0:1Ga0:9As quantum
well/50 nm undoped GaAs/ 50 nm n-GaAs (n = 11016cm 3). The LEDs were passi-
vated with amorphous arsenic in the MBE chamber. The sample was then transferred
through air into a MBE-sputtering interconnected system. The As capping layer was
rstly desorbed at 300C in the MBE chamber. Two methods were used to grow the
MgO layer. Either we can grow MgO by MBE after As desorption at 250C, either
we transfer the sample through UHV in a sputtering chamber to grow the MgO layer.
In both cases, the MgO layer has the same thickness of 2.5 nm. Finally, the 3 nm
thick Co0:4Fe0:4B0:2 spin injector and a 5nm thick Ta protection layer were deposited
by sputtering (directly after the sample transfer in case of the MBE grown tunnel
barrier). Hereafter, we call MBE and sputtering samples the spin-LEDs with MgO
prepared by the two dierent methods. These two dierent ways to prepare the MgO
barrier lead to dierent interfaces qualities. During the sample transfer from the MBE
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to the sputtering (several minutes in a pressure of 10 7 torr) chamber, the sample
surface could suer from contamination. For sputtered MgO spin-LEDs, the quality
of the CoFeB/MgO interface named hereafter \top interface" (see Figure 3.1) should
in principle be better than for MBE grown samples. On the contrary, the quality of
the MgO/GaAs interface called hereafter \bottom interface" (see Figure 3.1) should
be better for MBE grown MgO sample. It will allow us in the following to determine
which interface (top or bottom one) is crucial for the ecient electrical spin injec-
tion, knowing that all the layers involved in the injector have the same thicknesses
for both kinds of samples (see TEM observations in the following). 300 m-diameter
circular mesas were then processed using standard UV photolithography and etching
techniques. Finally, the processed wafers were cut into small pieces to perform rapid
temperature annealing (RTA) at dierent temperatures during 3 minutes. Bare PIN
samples are used for TRPL measurements.
3.1.2 Electroluminescence measurements
Figure 3.2: Spin-LED (annealed at 350C) with a sputtered tunnel barrier at T=25
K. EL Circular polarization as a function of the applied longitudinal magnetic eld.
Top inset: EL spectra at 25 K at zero magnetic eld for I+ (thick black line) and I 
(thick red line) EL components. Bottom Inset: same quantities for B=0.8 T.
For the polarization resolved electroluminescence (EL) measurements, the Spin-
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LEDs were placed into a Helmoltz-split magnetic coil providing a maximum magnetic
eld (B) of 0.8T normal to the sample plane. The EL signal was detected in the
Faraday geometry. The EL circular polarization PC was analyzed through a =4 wave
plate and a linear analyzer. Pc is dened as Pc = (I
+{I )=(I+ + I ) where I+
and I  are the intensities of the right and left circularly polarized components of the
luminescence, respectively. The insets of Figure 3.2 show typical CW EL spectra from
a spin-LED with a sputtered tunnel barrier acquired at 25 K under a bias of V=1.7 V
for B = 0 T (top inset) and B= 0.8 T (bottom inset). The heavy-hole exciton (XH)
EL peak observed at 878 nm does not show any circular polarization at zero magnetic
eld (top inset), the EL circular polarization reaches 23:0%  1:5% under B= 0.8 T
(bottom inset). According to the optical selection rules applied to the quantum well
(QW) [81], the EL circular polarization PC mimics the electron spin polarization Ps
injected in the quantum well, proving that an ecient spin injection process occurs.
We have checked that the Magnetic Circular Dichroism is less than 1% at 0.8 T thanks
to a measurement based on a linearly polarized He-Ne laser [65]. As expected, the
measured EL PC increases with the applied longitudinal magnetic eld (Figure 3.2),
due to the progressive increase of the projection of the magnetization along the growth
axis (at zero magnetic eld, the magnetization is within the plane of the thin CoFeB
layer due to shape anisotropy).
3.1.3 Inuence of the annealing process on the spin injection
eciency
In previous works, the inuence on the spin injection eciency of (i) the crystalline
or amorphous nature of the MgO tunnel barrier, (ii) the MgO thickness and (iii) the
system temperature has been investigated in CoFeB/MgO/AlGaAs multilayers where
the CoFeB layer was mainly amorphous [90]. We present here in Figure 3.3 a sys-
tematic study of the inuence of the post-annealing temperature on the EL circular
polarization for our two kinds of CoFeB/MgO/GaAs samples. For sputtered tunnel
barriers, we observe a clear improvement of the measured EL circular polarization rate
from 13:5 1:5% for TNoAN = 25C up to 23:0 1:5% for the optimal TAN = 350C.
This trend is very similar for the sample with a MBE grown barrier, with a slightly
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Figure 3.3: Electroluminescence circular polarization PC as a function of the annealing
temperature for sputtered (black squares) and MBE (red circles) grown MgO tunnel
barriers. Inset: EL spectra of a Spin-LED (annealed at 350C) with a MBE grown
tunnel barrier at 25 K for B=0.8 T for I+ (thick black line) and I  (thin red line)
EL components.
lower optimal polarization of 19:5 1:5% (the corresponding spectra are shown in the
inset of Figure 3.3). The behavior is similar to the one observed by Wang et al. [103]
for CoFe/MgO/AlGaAs samples.
3.1.4 Measurement of the electron lifetime and spin relax-
ation times in the InGaAs/GaAs quantum well by Time
and Polarization-resolved Photoluminescence
It is of importance to discriminate if the observed large improvement of the EL
circular polarization rate PC as a function of the annealing temperature displayed in
Figure 3.3 is due to a real improvement of the electrical injection Ps, or only due to the
impact of the annealing process on the quantum well properties. The use of spin-LEDs
as an optical means to quantify the electrical spin injection in GaAs is based on a
quite straightforward relation between the electron spin polarization Ps injected in the
quantum well and the measured EL circular polarization PC : PC = Ps  F . The F
factor takes into account the electron spin relaxation in the quantum well during the
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Figure 3.4: PL and circular polarization measurements performed on bare pin sample
annealed at 350C at T=25 K. Top: Photoluminescence intensity components I+ and
I  with respectively + polarization (black squares) and   polarization (red squares)
as a function of time after a 1.5 ps laser + pulsed excitation at 780 nm (above the
GaAs bandgap). The sum of the two intensity components Isum = I
++ I  is displayed
in pink opened circles. The decay is characterized by the electron lifetime  . Bottom:
time evolution of the circular polarization rate PC of the photoluminescence at T=25
K (blue line). The decay is characterized by the electron spin relaxation time s.
electron lifetime: F = 1=(1+ =s) where s is the spin relaxation time and  the elec-
tron lifetime in the QW [82]. To rule out the possibility that the increase of PC could
be due to an increase of the F factor, we have performed a systematic measurement of
this factor as a function of the annealing temperature by measuring the spin relaxation
time s and the electron lifetime  (see Figure 3.5) by time and polarization resolved
photoluminescence. We have studied bare p-i-n samples annealed at dierent tempera-
tures. The samples were excited by 1.5 ps pulses generated by a mode-locked Ti-doped
sapphire laser with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The time resolved photoluminescence
(PL) is then recorded using a S20 photocathode Hamamatsu Streak Camera with an
overall time-resolution of 8 ps. The laser excitation wavelength is 780 nm, above the
GaAs bandgap. The laser power was 1 W, focused on a 50 m diameter spot. The
luminescence intensity components co-polarized (I+) and counter-polarized (I ) with
the excitation laser are recorded. Since the spin relaxation time of the photogenerated
holes is less than 1 ps [110], the circular polarization degree PC of the detected lumi-
nescence associated to the E1-HH1 exciton QW transition (XH) corresponds directly
to the electron spin polarization degree. Our systematic measurement of the F factor
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as a function of the annealing temperature as well as the spin relaxation time s and
the electron lifetime  are displayed in Figure 3.6.
For example, F is estimated around 0:700:15 for TAN = 350C (for TAN = 350C,
Figure 3.5: Relative variation of the circular polarization (black squares) and F factor
(red circles) on bare p  i  n samples annealed at dierent temperatures.
s ' 42550 ps at 1/e and  ' 18010 ps at 1/e). So the electron spin polarization Ps
in the semiconductor part just before electrons are trapped in the QW is estimated to
be about Ps=34% for B=0.8 T in this case. We have measured the relative change of
the F factor amplitude with the annealing temperature. The results are summarized
in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. The relative improvement of the EL circular polarization
(PcAN   PcNoAN)=PcNoAN is plotted as a function of the annealing temperature and
reaches about 80% between TNoAN = 25
C and TAN = 350C. In the same time, the
relative variation of the F factor (FAN   FNoAN)=FNoAN as a function of TAN is small
(less than 10% between TNoAN = 25
C and TAN = 350C) and is moreover negative,
so it cannot be responsible for the large improvement of the EL circular polarization
rate PC as a function of the annealing temperature observed in Figure 3.3. Therefore,
one can conclude that this increase is due to a real improvement of spin injector part.
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Figure 3.6: Electron spin relaxation time s (red open circles), electron lifetime  (black
open squares) and F factor (blue open stars) as a function of the annealing temperature
TAN .
3.1.5 Analysis of the inuence of the annealing process on the
hysteresis curves of the ferromagnetic layer by SQUID
Measurements
In EL measurements, the maximum out-of-plane eld is 0.8 T, which cannot fully
saturate the CoFeB magnetization. To check if the increase of PC is not due to a change
of the saturation eld, we have used a SQUID to measure the magnetization of the lm
sample in out-of-plane conguration. As shown in Fig 4a, the magnetization is quasi
linear between -1.3 T and 1.3 T as a function of the magnetic eld for TNoAN = 25
C
and TAN = 275
C and becomes non-linear for an annealing temperature above 300C.
Let's note that the saturation eld for CoFeB measured by SQUID is  1:3T for an-
nealing temperatures below 300C and  1; 75T for 350C. In order to extrapolate
PC at saturation, we multiply PC (0.8 T) by a factor Msaturation/M (0.8 T) based on
the results obtained by SQUID. This extrapolation leads to a rough estimation of PC
at saturation of about 40:0  1:5% at 25 K for TAN = 350C, proving the eciency
of CoFeB/MgO injector. This result that is close to the best one obtained by Parkin
and co-workers (PC =50% at low temperature with CoFe/MgO/AlGaAs [9]) attests
of the high quality of the device. Moreover, this high circular polarization of the XH
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transition in the InGaAs/GaAs quantum well, obtained using a textured MgO tun-
nel barrier, is larger than the values reported previously with the use of a Schottky
barrier [33,35,90,94,96,104{107]. Note that the factor Msaturation/M (0.8 T) is almost
constant for dierent annealing temperatures: it cannot explain the increase of PC with
TAN and it validates the direct comparison of the circular polarization rates measured
in Figure 3.3.
To further clarify the role of the annealing process on the crystallization of CoFeB
Figure 3.7: SQUID measurements. (a) Out-of-plane hysteresis curves (normalized
magnetization as a function of the applied longitudinal magnetic eld) for TAN = 25
C
(black line), TAN = 275
C (red line) and TAN = 350C (green line). (b) In-plane
coercitive eld Hc as a function of the annealing temperature TAN for a spin-LED
based on a sputtered tunnel barrier (red circles) and for a spin-LED based on a MBE
grown tunnel barrier (black squares). (c) top: Spin-LED based on a MBE grown MgO
tunnel barrier. In-plane hysteresis curves (normalized magnetization as a function of
the applied magnetic eld) for dierent annealing temperatures TAN . Bottom: Same
measurements for a Spin-LED based on a sputtered MgO tunnel barrier.
layers, we have performed SQUID measurements in in-plane conguration to check
the coercitivity of CoFeB layers. Figure 3.7(c) (top and bottom) shows the hysteresis
curves of two dierent spin-LEDs annealed at dierent temperatures. In Figure 3.7(b)
we have summarized the evolution the coercitive eld Hc as a function of TAN . When
the annealing temperature is above 300C, HC increases in both types of samples.
This is a strong indication of the beginning of the CoFeB layer crystallisation. The
increase of the coercitive eld with TAN saturates around 350
C, which indicates the
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full crystallization of the CoFeB layer. Let us note that the MBE sample has a relative
larger coercitive eld than the sputtered sample. However, the EL measurement in
Figure 3.3 indicates that PC increases far below 300
C, and saturates at 300C when
the crystallization is just starting. We can infer that the increase of PC is not due to
the full crystallization of the CoFeB layer.
3.1.6 CoFeB/MgO andMgO/GaAs interfaces analysis by HRTEM
and RHEED characterizations
To well understand the eect of annealing, HRTEM characterizations are necessary
to examine the crystal structure and interfaces. HRTEM studies were done using a
JEOL ARM200 cold FEG gun working at 200 kV The good homogeneity of the struc-
tures is checked on the low magnication images in the insets of Figure 3.8(b) and (d)
(for samples annealed at 350C). Note also that the MgO thicknesses are identical
for the two types of samples validating the direct comparison of the measured circular
polarization from the two kinds of spin-LEDs in Figure 3.3. First, we compare the
HRTEM images for MBE samples before annealing (Figure 3.8(a)) and after anneal-
ing at 350C (Figure 3.8(b)). In both cases, the MgO/GaAs interface is very sharp.
The CoFeB layer is amorphous before annealing and fully crystallized after annealing at
350C. It conrms the increase ofHc measured by SQUID. As PC clearly increases with
TAN for the MBE sample (Figure 3.3) whereas no change is observed at the MgO/GaAs
interface and while a drastic change occurs at the CoFeB/MgO interface (evidenced
by the CoFeB crystallization at 350C), one can infer that the CoFeB/MgO interface
is the crucial one for an optimal spin injection. A second observation reinforces this
conclusion: if we compare the HRTEM images for the MBE (Figure 3.8(a)) and sput-
tering (Figure 3.8(c)) samples before annealing, a presence of a thin amorphous layer
( 0:5 nm) is detected (Figure 3.8(c)) at the MgO/GaAs interface (bottom interface)
for the sputtered sample. The same interface is much sharper (Figure 3.8(a)) for the
MBE sample. The fact that PC is comparable (Figure 3.3) before annealing for both
samples (and even slightly better for a sputtered MgO barrier) whereas the quality of
the MgO/GaAs interface is much better by MBE also indicates that the inuence of
the MgO/GaAs interface is weak and that the CoFeB/MgO interface is the most im-
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portant one for an ecient electrical spin injection. Finally, for the sputtered samples,
a trend comparable to the one observed for MBE samples is observed: PC increases
with TAN while the CoFeB layer initially amorphous becomes fully crystallized after
a 350C annealing process. Let us note that the amorphous layer at the MgO/GaAs
interface is much reduced after annealing.
To summarize, the quality of the CoFeB/MgO interface seems to be crucial for an ef-
cient electrical spin injection. As a large increase of the spin injection eciency takes
place before 300C, that is to say before the crystallization of the whole CoFeB layer,
we attribute this trend to an improvement of chemical bounds at the CoFeB/MgO
interface, as it was also observed for TMR values after annealing of magnetic tunnel
junctions with MgO tunnel barriers [111]. Here, we cannot totally exclude the possibil-
ity that a partial crystallization of CoFeB on a few atomic layers at the CoFeB/MgO
interface occurs which is not detectable by SQUID. The saturation of PC above 300
C
(clearly observed for sputtered samples) indicates that the full crystallization of CoFeB
layer is not a critical factor.
Finally RHEED measurements have been performed on MgO surfaces (top inter-
face) prepared by dierent methods to check the surface crystalline structure. The
insets of Figure 3.8(a) show the RHEED patterns along GaAs[100] and [110] directions
for the 2.5 nm thick MgO larger grown by MBE on GaAs. The RHEED images from
the two directions exhibit a monocrystalline spotty diraction pattern, which allows to
identify the in-plane epitaxial relationship of the structure as GaAs[100](100)//MgO[100](100).
On the contrary, the RHEED images of the sputtered MgO surface (insets of Figure
3.8(c)) indicate a worse crystalline quality since some polycrystalline rings appear in
the two directions. The TEM images (Figure 3.8(a) and (c)) for these two kinds of
samples further reinforce the conclusions from RHEED. Compared with a more uni-
form MBE grown MgO lm, the sputtered MgO layer contains many small grains with
dierent orientations. As we know, during annealing, the Ta layer can absorb B atoms
which results in the crystallization of CoFeB from the MgO/CoFeB interface [112].
The polycrystalline MgO grains observed before annealing will certainly induce more
grains in the crystallized CoFeB layer due to the grain to grain epitaxial relationship.
This could explain the smaller coercivity we have observed in SQUID measurements
(Figure 3.7(b)) for the sputtered sample.
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Figure 3.8: (a) HRTEM image of the sample with the MBE grown MgO tunnel barrier
before annealing. Insets: RHEED images for [100] and [110] directions (left and right
insets respectively). (b) HRTEM image of the sample with the MBE grown MgO
tunnel barrier after annealing at TAN = 350
C. Inset: TEM image at low magnication
showing the good homogeneity of the layers. (c) HRTEM image of the sample with
the sputtered MgO tunnel barrier before annealing. Upper insets: RHEED images for
[100] and [110] directions (left and right insets respectively). (d) HRTEM image of the
sample with the sputtered MgO tunnel barrier after annealing at TAN = 350
C. Inset:
TEM image at low magnication showing the good homogeneity of the layers.
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Conclusion
In this section, an ecient electrical spin injection from CoFeB into InGaAs/GaAs
quantum well through textured MgO tunnel barriers is demonstrated. By comparing
Electroluminescence circular polarizations (PC) obtained on spin-LEDs with MgO tun-
nel barriers fabricated by two dierent techniques (Sputtering and MBE), and after
combined analysis with time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) and superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)
measurements, we show that the optimized electrical spin injection eciency is compa-
rable for both methods: PC  23:0  1:5% (for a tunnel barrier grown by sputtering)
and PC  19:5  1:5% (for a tunnel barrier grown by MBE) at 25 K under 0.8T for
an annealing temperature TAN of 350
C. These results together with the structural
analysis of the interfaces lead to the conclusion that the control of the quality of the
CoFeB/MgO interface is more important than the one of the MgO/GaAs interface for
an optimal spin injection. A systematic study of the impact of the post-annealing
temperature of the injector is also performed for the two types of samples. Both show
the same trend: an increase of the EL circular polarization (PC) when the annealing
temperature TAN increases, with an optimized temperature in the range 300  350C.
We attribute this behavior mainly to the improvement of the chemical structure at the
top CoFeB/MgO interface.
3.2 Current dependence of the electrical spin injec-
tion
For practical applications, it is of major importance to understand the inuence of
the voltage or current on the electrical spin injection eciency in our devices. The
bias or current dependence has been investigated in several types of hybrid Ferro-
magnetic Metal/Semiconductor systems: unipolar devices studied by Kerr rotation
technique [77], non local 3-terminal full-electrical devices [31,78,113] or bipolar devices
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such as spin-LEDs [9,83,90,102,114{120]. Several investigations have been performed
on spin-LEDs based on Schottky barriers [83,102,116,118{120], Al203 [114,115,117] or
MgO barriers [9,90,103]. To explain the behavior of the electroluminescence polariza-
tion as a function of bias, the complex behavior of the electron lifetime and its spin
relaxation time as a function of the applied voltage [83,102,118{120] in the semiconduc-
tor part of the device, as well as the D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism [121,122] for electrons
injected at the interface with a given kinetic energy are usually evoked [9,114,115,117].
In this section we have focused our attention on optimized samples annealed at
Figure 3.9: Spin-LED with a sputtered tunnel barrier for TAN = 300
C. Left panel:
EL spectra at 25 K for B=0.8 T for I+ (thick black line) and I  (thin red line) EL
components. Inset: EL Circular polarization as a function of the applied longitudinal
magnetic eld. Right panel.: EL spectra at 250 K for B=0.8 T for I+ (thick black line)
and I  (thin red line) EL components.
300C, but the presented trends are veried for all the annealing temperatures. Figure
3.9 shows typical CW EL spectra for a spin-LED annealed at 300C (for a sample with
a sputtered tunnel barrier) acquired under a bias of V=2.4V for B= 0.8T (left panel)
at 25 K (left) and 250 K (right panel). The EL polarization reaches 21:0%  1:5%
under B= 0.8 T at 25 K and is still about 20:0  1:5% at 250 K. As expected, the
measured EL PC increases with the applied longitudinal magnetic eld (Figure 3.9 in-
set), due to the progressive increase of the projection of the magnetization along the
growth axis. In order to extrapolate PC at saturation, we multiply PC (0.8 T) by a
factor Msaturation/M(0.8 T)  0,57 based on the results obtained by SQUID on this
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sample. This extrapolation leads to a rough estimation of PC at saturation of about
37:0 1:5% at 25 K and 35:0 1:5% at 250 K.
3.2.1 Current dependence of the Electroluminescence circular
polarization
Figure 3.10: (a) Spin-LED with a sputtered and a MBE grown tunnel barrier annealed
at 300C. T=25 K. B=0.8 T : EL Circular polarization as a function of the current.
Inset: PC as a function of the current for sputtered samples at dierent annealing tem-
peratures. (b) Spin-LED with a sputtered and a MBE grown tunnel barrier annealed
at 300C. T=25 K. B=0.8 T : EL Circular polarization as a function of V = V  Vth.
Figure 3.10(a) shows the study of the electroluminescence polarization rates PC
measured as a function of the current injected in the spin-LEDs annealed at 300C for
the sputtered sample and for the MBE sample. It appears clearly that the electrolu-
minescence circular polarization is quite stable (slightly decreasing) as a function of
the injected current in the former case, whereas this polarization decreases abruptly
when the current increases in the latter case. We have checked that this trend does not
depend on the annealing temperature in the range 200C-350C (the inset of Figure
3.10 shows for example very similar dependences of PC as a function of the current for
sputtered samples annealed at 200C, 270C and 300C). However, in the annealing
temperature range 200C-350C, the CoFeB/MgO interface is strongly changed with
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annealing due to the crystallization of the CoFeB layer and the improvement of the
chemical quality of this interface, as demonstrated by TEM and SQUID measurements
in the previous section. Thus we believe that the CoFeB/MgO interface is not respon-
sible for these two striking dierent current dependences.
On the other hand, the MgO/GaAs interface is very dierent for the two kinds
of samples: (i) due to the two growth techniques used to elaborate the MgO tunnel
barrier on GaAs; (ii) due to the existence of a transfer step from the MBE chamber
to the sputtering chamber that occurs for the sputtered sample, and that can induce
a contamination of the GaAs surface (this is not the case for the MBE sample). This
MgO/GaAs interface which is dierent for the two growth techniques could thus be at
the origin of the observed dierent behaviors of PC as a function of the injected current.
3.2.2 Voltage dependence of the Electroluminescence circular
polarization
Concerning the dependence of the EL circular polarization as a function of the
applied voltage or current, several investigations have been performed on spin-LEDs
based on Schottky barriers [83,102,116,118{120], or Oxide barriers [9,90,114,115,117].
For a thin Schottky barrier formed in a highly n-doped semiconductor layer at the
interface, it has been demonstrated that a very signicant part of the voltage drops
in the semiconductor emitting zone even in the regime of photon emission. In this
case, the dependence of the electroluminescence circular polarization on bias is usually
explained by the dependence on the applied voltage of the ratio between the electron
lifetime and the electron spin relaxation time in the emitting zone (bulk or quantum
well) [83,102]. For oxide tunnel barriers, the applied voltage initially drops in the p i n
part of the device during a rst step. Once enough holes are accumulated at the ox-
ide/semiconductor interface [117], the voltage drops also in the oxide barrier, allowing
the bending of the tunnel barrier and the alignment of the semiconductor conduction
band on the ferromagnetic metal Fermi level. Then electrons start to be eciently
injected from the FM to the SC and electroluminescence appears. The carriers are
injected with increasing kinetic energy for increasing biases. Thus these electrons can
experience spin relaxation due to the D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism, leading to the de-
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creasing behavior of the electroluminescence circular polarization as a function of the
applied voltage [9,114,115,117].
To further investigate the dierent trends observed in the samples, we have dis-
played in Figure 3.10(b) the behavior of the electroluminescence polarization rates
measured as a function of the voltage V applied on the spin-LEDs for the sputtered
sample and for the MBE sample annealed at 300C. The voltage V is dened as
V = V   Vthreshold where V is the voltage applied to the structure and Vthreshold is
the voltage required to obtain the rst photons in the electroluminescence process.
Vthreshold may have several contributions: the voltage required to make the band ater
in the p  i  n region, the voltage required to bend the MgO tunnel barrier in order to
align the conduction band of GaAs with the Fermi level of the CoFeB and to allow an
ecient injection of electrons into the conduction band of GaAs, as well as an addi-
tional voltage due to a parasitic Schottky bottom contact on the p-doped part of the
structure. Working with V instead of V allows to rule out in particular this parasitic
voltage that can uctuate from a mesa to another one. As can be seen in Figure 3.10,
the circular polarization rate decreases faster as a function of V for spin-LEDs with
a tunnel barrier grown by MBE.
3.2.3 Discussion
From a general point of view, the electroluminescence circular polarization rate de-
tected in the quantum well can be written as P0(Ek)=[(1+
GaAs=GaAss )(1+
QW=QWs )].
GaAs and GaAss are respectively the electron lifetime and the electron spin relaxation
time during the transit time in the bulk GaAs layer before being trapped in the well.
QW and QWs are the electron lifetime and the electron spin relaxation time [82] in
the InGaAs/GaAs QW. P0(Ek) is the electron spin polarization in the bottom of the
conduction band just after the MgO/GaAs interface when the electrons have been in-
jected with a kinetic energy Ek. The discrepancy between the measured variation of
PC as a function of current or voltage for the two samples could originate from a non
equivalent balance of the voltages that drop respectively on the tunnel barrier and on
the semiconductor part of the device. The characteristics of the MgO/GaAs interface
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Figure 3.11: Scheme of the principle of injection for Spin-LEDs with a sputtered (left)
and MBE grown (right) MgO tunnel barrier
should be dierent for the two growth methods. A smaller density of interface states
can be supposed for samples with a MBE grown tunnel barrier due to the full MBE
grown GaAs/MgO interface compared to the one obtained by a mixed growth method
(MBE/Sputtering) where a transfer step from the MBE chamber to the sputtering
chamber occurs. For the MBE sample, the parasitic current from electrons that cross
the tunnel barrier from the CoFeB Fermi level to the valence band of GaAs (or in an
equivalent picture the parasitic hole current crossing the MgO from the GaAs valence
band to the CoFeB Fermi level [117]) through the interface states will be smaller (see
Figure 3.11).
This parasitic current channel can be seen as a leakage resistor in parallel to the
tunnel barrier. Due to this weaker leakage resistance, the voltage drop on the tunnel
barrier will be larger, whereas the voltage drop in the p  i  n junction is thus smaller
in this case [123]. The consequence of a smaller leakage current from the CoFeB Fermi
level to the valence band of GaAs through the tunnel barrier is the existence of a
lower current threshold to get electroluminescence. We have indeed observed this phe-
nomenon. Figure 3.12(a) and Figure 3.12(b) show the EL intensity as a function of
the current through the device for both kinds of samples (sputtered tunnel barrier and
MBE grown tunnel barrier).
We observe that the EL threshold is smaller for the Spin-LED with the MBE grown
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Figure 3.12: T=25 K. (a) EL intensity as a function of the current for spin-LEDs
with a sputtered tunnel barrier (black squares) and a MBE grown tunnel barrier (red
squares) for TAN = 300
C in the low current regime. (b) EL intensity (log scale) as a
function of the current for spin-LEDs with a sputtered tunnel barrier (black squares)
and a MBE grown tunnel barrier (red squares) for TAN = 300
C.
barrier (Figure 3.12(a)). In the low current regime, the EL intensity is larger for MBE
grown samples due to this threshold behavior. As the voltage drop on the tunnel
barrier is larger for these samples, the initial kinetic energy Ek is larger (see Figure
3.11) for a given V (compared to samples with a sputtered tunnel barrier). Let us
consider the relaxation of these electrons towards the bottom of the conduction band.
In bulk III-V semiconductors, the spin relaxation time associated to the D'Yakonov-
Perel mechanism is inversely proportional to an eective precession vector related to
the Dresselhaus spin orbit term that is cubic in k, k being the modulus of the electron
wavevector [121,122]. As k is itself proportional to E
1=2
k the spin relaxation time is
nally decreasing when Ek increases due to equation 1.30 in Chapter 1. For the sample
with the MBE grown oxide, the eciency of the D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism is thus
stronger and it leads to a P0(Ek) strongly decreasing when the applied bias increases.
It could explain the observed clear decay of the EL circular polarization as a function
of the applied bias or current (Figure 3.10). On the contrary for the sample with the
sputtered oxide, the eciency of the D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism is weaker and it leads
to a P0(Ek) slightly decreasing when the applied bias increases. It could explain the
relatively stable EL circular polarization observed as a function of the applied bias or
current (Figure 3.10). A signicant part of the current in this case may be due to a
leakage through the MgO barrier.
Note that in a complementary way, the voltage drop in the semiconductor part
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Figure 3.13: Central wavelength of the EL emission as a function of the injected current
for a sputtered sample (black squares) and a MBE sample (red squares) annealed at
300C. Top left inset: EL spectra as a function of the current for a spin-LED with
a sputtered tunnel barrier annealed at 300C. Bottom right inset: EL spectra as a
function of the current for a spin-LED with a MBE grown tunnel barrier annealed at
300C.
should be more ecient for the sputtered sample. As we observe no clear stark shift on
the XH transition of the quantum well as a function of the applied voltage (see Figure
3.13), one can consider that the variation of the ratio QW=QWs due to the variation
of the electric eld in the QW is not of key importance in our case.
Anyway, one cannot exclude that the voltage drop in the semiconductor part may
have an inuence near the interface in the GaAs region located before the quantum well
because the band bending in the semiconductor part could be more favorable for the
electrons to reach the quantum well in case of sputtered samples. That could explain
why, at higher currents, the intensity of the light becomes as large as the one of samples
with the MBE grown tunnel barrier, and even slightly larger, as seen in Figure 3.12(b).
Finally, we have plotted the gure of merit of the circular polarization as a function of
the EL intensity in Figure 3.14. It appears clearly that the sample with a sputtered
tunnel barrier exhibits the best compromise between high circular polarization rate
and high electroluminescence intensity. This point can be of importance in view of
future devices.
To conclude, the current dependence of the electrical spin injection into an In-
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Figure 3.14: T=25 K. Circular polarization as a function of the EL intensity for a
spin-LED with a sputtered tunnel barrier (black squares) and a MBE grown tunnel
barrier (red squares) for TAN = 300
C.
GaAs/GaAs quantum well light emitting diode is investigated for textured MgO tun-
nel barriers fabricated either by Sputtering or Molecular Beam Epitaxy. We demon-
strate that the electroluminescence circular polarization is very stable as a function of
the injected current for sputtered tunnel barriers, whereas this polarization decreases
abruptly when the current increases for tunnel barriers grown by Molecular Beam Epi-
taxy. We attribute this behavior to the MgO/GaAs interface that presents specic
characteristics depending on the growth method. It appears that in view of future
applications, spin-LEDs with sputtered tunnel barriers present the best compromise
between high electroluminescence circular polarization and high electroluminescence
intensity. Finally, a deeper understanding of the dependence of the spin injection e-
ciency as a function of the applied voltage would require a 3-terminal device [124] in
order to apply or measure independently the voltage drops in the tunnel barrier and
in the semiconductor part of the device.
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3.3 Electrical injection at zero magnetic eld up to
room temperature: Spin-LED with an ultra-
thin CoFeB perpendicular injector
As seen in the previous sections, spin-LEDs are very powerful tools to quantify
the electron spin polarization that has been successfully injected through the ferro-
magnetic/tunnel barrier/semiconductor interface. These spin-LEDs constitute also
by themselves new optoelectronic devices with spin functionalities. Potential devices
ranging from optical transport of spin information [125], memory elements with optical
readout, advanced optical switches [126] and quantum cryptography concepts [127] to
chiral analysis [128] and 3-dimensional display screens [129] have been anticipated. Ac-
cording to the optical selection rules [22,81], conventional spin-injector with in-plane
magnetization [9,34,65,66,83,85,92,120,130{132] cannot satisfy the practical applica-
tion because a strong external magnetic eld up to a few Tesla is required to rotate
the magnetization into the perpendicular direction. A prerequisite to obtain optimized
device functionalities is to promote a robust perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)
medium [102] up to room temperature (RT) to be used as a solid-state ferromagnetic
(FM) injector electrode. Good candidates are systems including alternated planes of
3d/4f (like Fe/Tb [96,133]), 3d/5d (like Co/Pt [35,97]), or 3d/3d (like Co/Ni multilay-
ers [134]). However, these systems generally suer from the requirement of a minimum
thickness (generally several units of bilayers) grown on a thin oxide layer, which is used
as a tunneling barrier to circumvent the conductivity mismatch between the metal and
the semiconductor [7]. The large thickness of the injector results in a large absorp-
tion of light in the near infrared region, e.g. 95% of the light is absorbed for 40 nm
thick Fe/Tb multilayers [96,133]. Moreover, in the case of spin-LEDs, there is also
a requirement that the rst FM atomic plane grown at the interface must possess a
robust spin-polarization for an ecient spin-injection, which is hardly attainable due
to the chemical inter-diusion or intermixing in the multilayer systems [35]. Therefore,
up to now, the circular polarization (PC) of emitted light was still limited to 3% at
remanence [35,96].
A series of recent theoretical investigations have proposed that the Fe(Co)/MgO
interface itself could provide PMA in the range of magnitude of 1mJ=m2, sucient
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to reorient the magnetization along the out-of-plane direction [135,136]. This PMA
property has been put forward in the case of CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB p-MTJs grown on
SiO2 substrates used for spin transfer torque (STT) operations in MRAM technologies
(STT-MRAM) [109,137]. These STT devices display high tunneling magnetoresistance
(TMR) ratios, good thermal stability together with low switching current densities.
In this work, we demonstrate, the occurrence of such PMA functionality in semi-
conducting heterostructures with III-V based spin-LEDs by integrating CoFeB/MgO
perpendicular spin-injectors. For the rst time, large values of the electroluminescence
circular polarization (20% at 25 K and 8% at 300 K) are measured under zero magnetic
eld.
3.3.1 Sample description
Figure 3.15: Left: schematic device structure of a spin-LED. Right: HRTEM image of
CoFeB/MgO PMA injector; Inset of HRTEM image: low magnication image showing
the excellent homogeneity and the low roughness of the structures.
The p-i-n semiconducting part of the spin-LED was grown by molecular beam epi-
taxy (MBE), while the tunnel barrier/ferromagnet contacts were deposited by sput-
tering. The whole structure of the sample is schematically shown in the left part of
Figure 3.15. The p-i-n LED device has the following structure sequence: p-GaAs:Zn
(001) substrate (p = 21019cm 3) /500 nm p- GaAs:Be (p = 21019cm 3) /100 nm p-
Al0:3Ga0:7As:Be (p = 21019cm 3)/ 100 nm p- Al0:3Ga0:7As:Be (p = 21018cm 3)/
50 nm undoped Al0:3Ga0:7As / [15 nm undoped GaAs/ 8 nm undoped In0:1Ga0:9As]
3/ 15 nm undoped GaAs/ 5 nm undoped Al0:3Ga0:7As / 30 nm undoped GaAs/ 50
nm n-GaAs:Si (n = 1  1016cm 3). The surface was passivated with arsenic in the
III-V MBE chamber. The intended design of the 3 QWs structure for the LED is to
obtain a stronger electroluminescence intensity especially at room temperature. An-
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other important reason is that the surface roughness of the 3 QWs-LED is found to
be much better than the single QW-LED, which is also a critical factor to obtain a
continuous ultrathin CoFeB layer. The sample was then transferred through air into
a magnetron sputtering-MBE interconnected system to grow the CoFeB/MgO spin-
injector. The arsenic capping layer was rstly desorbed at 300 C by monitoring insitu
reection high energy electron diraction (RHEED) patterns in the MBE chamber,
and then the sample was transferred into the sputtering chamber to grow the spin-
injector. The spin-injector grown at room temperature consists in a 2.5 nm thick MgO
tunnel barrier and a thin Co40Fe40B20 ferromagnetic layer (1.1-1.7 nm). Finally, 5 nm
of Ta was deposited to prevent oxidation. 300 m diameter circular mesas were then
processed using standard UV photolithography and etching techniques. In the end, the
processed wafers were cut into small pieces to perform rapid thermal annealing (RTA)
at dierent temperatures for 3 minutes. The RTA procedure is a good way to promote
PMA of CoFeB [138] while almost keeping no change to the LED optical characteris-
tics.The right part of Figure 3.15 is a high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) image of the injector. The low magnication image (inset of the HRTEM
image) reveals a good homogeneity and a very low roughness of MgO on GaAs.
3.3.2 Microscopic origin of the Magnetic Perpendicular Anisotropy
in the ultrathin CoFeB/MgO injector
The origin of PMA in our system can be understood with the model system Fe/MgO.
Using calculations based on the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [139{141]
with the generalized gradient approximation [142], and projector augmented wave po-
tentials [143,144], H. Yang, A.Hallal, M. Chshiev from SPINTEC, CEA-INAC/CNRS/UJF
at Grenoble and H. Jares from UMP CNRS-Thales have developed the following in-
terpretation.
In bulk Fe with a bcc structure, the charge distribution in the 3d shell is almost
isotropic as well as the resulting average orbital moment. The orbital moment acquired
in the plane of the layer exactly compensates that acquired along the out-of-plane direc-
tion by equal lling of the corresponding orbitals. This produces zero orbital moment
anisotropy () as shown in Figure 3.16 (left) for the bulk atom Fe3. In contrast to
bulk Fe lms, the Fe/MgO interface exhibits a strong uniaxial character. The out-of-
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Figure 3.16: Left: layer-resolved orbital moment anisotropy (). Middle: schematics
of the calculated crystalline structures. Fe, Mg, and O are represented by blue, green,
and red balls, respectively. Right: DOS with spin-orbit coupling for averaged Fe 3d
out-of-plane (3dz2 + 3dxz + 3dyz) and in-plane orbitals (3dx2 y2 + 3dxy) with Fe both
at the interface (Fe5) and in the bulk (Fe3). Inset: a simple picture showing that the
origin of PMA comes from the hybridization of Fe out-of-plane orbitals (3dz2; 3dxz and
3dyz) and O 2pz orbitals, which leads to an uncompensated charge occupation in Fe in-
plane orbitals (3dx2 y2; 3dxy) and results in an enhanced out-of-plane orbital moment
leading to PMA.
plane Fe 3dz2 orbital strongly bonds to the O 2pz orbital and it introduces a signicant
charge transfer from Fe to O orbitals (Inset of Figure 3.16 (left)). This results in a lack
of electrons within the Fe 3dz2 , 3dxz and 3dyz out-of-plane orbitals compared to the
Fe in-plane orbitals (3dx2 y2 and 3dxy). As a consequence, an enhanced out-of-plane
orbital moment occurs from the uncompensated in-plane orbitals and generates a siz-
able PMA once the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is introduced. To better understand this
simple explanation of PMA, we show in Figure 3.16 (right) the density of states (DOS)
with spin-orbit coupling of averaged Fe 3d out-of-plane (dz2 + dxz + dyz) and in-plane
orbitals (dx2 y2+dxy) for Fe both at the interface and in the bulk (spin up and down are
mixed due to SOC). From the integration of the occupied states below the Fermi level
(EF ), we found an occupation dierence of about 3% between respective out-of-plane
and in-plane orbitals for an Fe atom bound to O at the interface (Fe5), while almost
no dierence appears for Fe atoms in the bulk (Fe3). This gives an unbalanced orbital
moment anisotropy ( ' 0:03B) associated with the magnetization out-of-plane
direction for the interfacial atom Fe5 (and Fe1).
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3.3.3 Optimization of the CoFeB injector
To obtain an ultrathin CoFeB layer with PMA on GaAs, we have optimized the
CoFeB annealing temperature (Ta) and thickness by superconducting quantum in-
terference device (SQUID) measurements. The optimized annealing temperature is
found to be in the range 250C   300C. Below or above these temperatures, PMA
is much reduced and the magnetization rotates back along the in-plane direction. As
already investigated theoretically by Yang et al. [135], the PMA is very sensitive to
the Fe(Co)/MgO interface chemical structure. The improvement of PMA at TAN up to
250C could be attributed to an optimization of the chemical structure at CoFeB/MgO
interface [111] (the PMA is very sensitive in particular to an under or over oxidized
CoFeB/MgO interface). When TAN is too large, Ta atoms start to diuse through the
ultrathin CoFeB to the MgO surface and signicantly damage PMA [145].
Figure 3.17 displays the out-of-plane magnetization vs external magnetic eld (M-
Figure 3.17: RT out-of-plane M-H curves for spin-injectors with dierent CoFeB thick-
nesses with TAN = 250
C.
H) curves for annealed spin-injectors (TAN = 250
C) with dierent CoFeB thicknesses.
The saturation eld is found to rapidly decrease on reducing the CoFeB thickness.
When the thickness is lower than 1.2 nm, the CoFeB layer possesses a remanent out-
of-plane magnetization signifying the occurrence of PMA. This behavior can be easily
understood from the competition between the bulk in-plane shape anisotropy and the
interface anisotropy.
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Figure 3.18 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane M-H curves at 30 K for the perpen-
Figure 3.18: M-H curves at 30 K for a spin-injector with 1.2 nm of CoFeB and TAN =
250C for in-plane and out-of-plane congurations.
dicular injector with optimized conditions: tCoFeB=1.2 nm and TAN=250
C. We can
observe a clear perpendicular easy axis with an out-of-plane coercivity of 0HC = 20mT
and an in-plane saturation eld of 0HK = 150mT .
3.3.4 Electrical spin injection without magnetic eld at 25 K
probed by Electroluminescence measurements
In this section, we will present the results of EL at low temperature on a spin-LED
sample where both the thickness (1.2 nm) and the annealing temperature (TAN =
300C) of the CoFeB injector have been optimized.
A typical EL spectrum acquired at 25 K under a bias of 2.3 V is shown in the top
of Figure 3.19 for 0H = 0T . In this spectrum, we can observe a main peak located at
about 873 nm corresponding to the heavy exciton line, with a small shoulder at about
870 nm. The multi-peak feature could be attributed to a slightly dierent indium
concentration for the three InGaAs QWs as well as the possible bound exciton at low
temperature [119,146,147]. The striking feature is that we can get a large dierence of
the EL intensities for right (I+) and left (I ) circularly polarized components at zero
eld. The EL circular polarization (PC) can be determined from the main peak dier-
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Figure 3.19: EL spectra at 25 K with zero magnetic eld for the optimized PMA
conditions sample for + and   polarizations when the eld is swept from positive to
negative values (curves on the top) and from negative to positive values (curves on the
bottom) in the hysteresis loop
Figure 3.20: PC as a function of the out-of-plane magnetic eld measured at 25 K for a
spin-LED with 1.2 nm CoFeB/MgO injectors, which is compared to the corresponding
out-of-plane M-H hysteresis loop at 30 K by SQUID in PMA optimized conditions.
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ence for I+ and I  to be about 13%. To further conrm that this feature originates
from the perpendicular spin-injector, we have measured the PC variation at dierent
magnetic elds. As shown in Figure 3.20, PC exhibits a clear hysteresis loop feature
with almost constant value around 13% at saturation and changing its sign rapidly
at 0H = 30mT . The bottom of Figure 3.19 displays the spectrum at 0H = 0T
when the eld is swept from negative to positive direction. The hysteresis loop of PC
fairly matches the SQUID hysteresis loop acquired at 30 K on an unpatterned sam-
ple (Figure 3.20). The slight dierence in the coercivity could be due to a dierent
measuring temperature in the two systems or a slight dierent eective RTA annealing
temperature for the two measured samples.
In Figure 3.21 we show more details about the hysteresis loop measurements of the
Figure 3.21: (a) PC as a function of out-of-plane magnetic eld measured at 25 K for
the spin-LED with optimized PMA injector with a bias of 2.3 V. (b-i) EL spectra for
+ and   components at dierent magnetic eld, which are indicated in the hysteresis
loop in (a).
circular polarization PC at 25K. When we sweep the magnetic eld between 55 mT
to -55 mT, the circular polarization exhibits a sharp jump at 30mT , and PC keeps
almost constant around 13%, which is directly related to the ferromagnetic properties
of the PMA injector.
To exclude any articial eect for the measured circular polarization at remanence
(zero magnetic eld), we have performed two complementary measurements. One is the
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Figure 3.22: MCD measurement from the PMA spin-LED as a function of magnetic
eld at 25 K. PC of the EL for a reference sample without CoFeB layer as a function
of magnetic eld at 25 K.
evaluation of the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) eect in order to check the dif-
ferential absorption of respective left and right circularly polarized light [148], through
the CoFeB ferromagnetic layer in our sample. With linearly polarized excitation light,
we have recorded the MCD signal by photoluminescence (PL) with dierent magnetic
elds. As shown in Figure 3.22, the MCD eect from the PMA spin-LED sample is
lower than 1% in all the investigated eld range, and this means that the large PC is
really due to the circularly polarized light emitted from the radiative recombination of
the spin-polarized electron with unpolarized holes in the QW. The other measurement
is to exclude articial eects such as Zeeman splitting in the QW [149] by EL char-
acterization of a reference sample without CoFeB layer, which can allow us to verify
the origin of this spin-polarized injection of electrons. The reference sample has al-
most the same structure except that the ultrathin CoFeB layer is now replaced by a
non-magnetic Ta layer in contact with MgO. As shown in Figure 3.22, the PC from the
reference sample is also less than 1% in all the investigated eld range. This gives a
strong argument that the large PC we have observed is really due to the spin-polarized
electrons injected from the ultrathin CoFeB layer with PMA.
As a comparison, we display now the signature of the polarization-resolved EL for
an in-plane magnetization injector such as CoFeB/MgO before annealing (Figure 3.23).
PC increases linearly with the eld before reaching its saturation value (10%) at about
0.4 T. The variation of PC vs. eld pretty matches the corresponding variation of the
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Figure 3.23: In the as-grown injector (non annealed spin-LED), hysteresis loops from
Pc (solid line) and corresponding SQUID data (dotted line) at 30 K
out-of-plane magnetization from SQUID measurements. Indeed, in this conguration,
PC tracks the continuous rotation of the magnetization direction from in-plane to out-
of-plane, as expected from the optical selection rules [22,81].
3.3.5 Electrical spin injection without magnetic eld at room
temperature
Another very interesting behavior is that the PMA property of our spin-injector can
even persist up to room temperature with almost the same quality. The inset of Figure
3.24 shows the EL spectra with dierent circular polarizations at 300 K under zero
eld. The RT coercivity is much reduced compared to low temperature and the tran-
sition of PC around 10 mT is also less sharp. This could be due to the domain wall
formation at high temperature [150]. A clear dierence of I+ and I  components
allows us to obtain PC = 8% at RT. The PC hysteresis loop is also in good agreement
with the RT M-H hysteresis loop (Figure 3.24) from SQUID measurements. Although
the out-of-plane coercivity 0HC is reduced to about 5 mT, it is sucient to obtain
an almost 100% remanent magnetization. In Figure 3.25 we have shown more details
about the hysteresis loop measurement of the circular polarization PC at 300 K.
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Figure 3.24: PC as a function of the out-of-plane magnetic eld measured at 300 K
for the spin-LED with optimized PMA injector, which is compared to the out of plane
M-H hysteresis loop at 300 K measured by SQUID. Inset: EL spectra at 300 K with
zero magnetic eld for + and   polarizations.
Figure 3.25: (a) PC as a function of the out-of-plane magnetic eld measured at 300
K for the spin-LED with the optimized PMA injector at a bias of 2.3 V. (b-i) EL
spectra for + and   components at dierent magnetic elds, which are indicated in
the hysteresis loop in (a).
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3.3.6 Dependence of the electrical spin injection as a function
of temperature
Figure 3.26: Temperature dependence of PC without magnetic eld and with a 0.4 T
eld. The temperature dependence of Ps is calculated using: Ps = PC=F from the data
without eld.
To further investigate the temperature dependence of the spin-injection eciency
with PMA injectors, we have plotted in Figure 3.26 the temperature dependence of PC
without eld and with a 0.4T eld which is sucient large to insure an out-of-plane
magnetization. We have observed a non-monotonic variation of PC as a function of
the temperature: rst a decrease of PC , followed by a low varying regime above 100
K. A remarkable feature is the very similar evolution for PC at both 0H = 0T and
0H = 0:4T . This behavior conrms that the PMA is strong enough to persist up
to room temperature. The non-monotonic evolution of PC likely reects physical ef-
fects inherent to the semiconductor heterostructures rather than to the property of
CoFeB/MgO injector itself. In order to check this assumption, we have performed
time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements [90] on an identical bare p-i-n
LED.
As explained in section 3.1.3, the optical circular polarization PC directly equals
the injected electron spin polarization Ps except for a renormalization factor (F =
1=(1 + =s), where  is the electron lifetime and s is the spin relaxation time in the
QW) which takes into account possible electron spin relaxation mechanisms during its
lifetime in the QW. In order to estimate this F factor, we have measured  and s as
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a function of temperature by TRPL.
Figure 3.27 shows typical PL spectra after integration in time domain. Here we
Figure 3.27: Typical PL spectra after integration in time domain for + and  
components. Pc is deduced from (I
+   I )=(I+ + I ).
cannot distinguish the multi-peak feature as we have observed in EL spectra because
the spectra resolution is lower for TRPL (5.2 nm instead 1.3 nm). With 50% spin
polarized photogenerated electrons in the GaAs barrier, we can get about 33% of PC
for the PL. PC is almost constant around the maximum of the PL spectra. Then we
record the time-resolved information through integrating spectrally around the peak
maximum with a window of 4-6 nm depending on the spectral width. In fact, the
dynamic parameters ( and s) are not sensitive to the width of this window.
The left picture in Figure 3.28 shows the PL intensity (color code in arbitrary
units) as a function of both time and photon wavelength. The white curve represents
the PL intensity (I+ + I ) as a function of time when the emission is spectrally in-
tegrated. The decay time of this PL intensity corresponds to the carrier lifetime  .
As an example shown in Figure 3.29, we perform the exponential tting of the PL
dynamic curve to obtain  to be about 80  15ps. To extract the spin lifetime s, we
have studied time-resolved PL circular polarization PC dynamics. The right picture
in Figure 3.28 shows PC (color code from PC=0 to 44%) as a function of both time
and photon wavelength. The white curve represents PC as a function of time. The
decay time of this PC dynamics which corresponds to the spin relaxation time s can
be extracted by exponential tting of the curve. As an example shown in Figure 3.30,
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Figure 3.28: Left: PL intensity (color code in arbitrary units) as a function of both time
and photon wavelength. The white curve represents the PL intensity as a function of
time when the emission is spectrally integrated. Right: PL circular polarization degree
PC (color code from PC = 0 to PC = 44% ) as a function of both time and photon
wavelength. The white curve represents PC as a function of time when the emission is
spectrally integrated.
Figure 3.29: Determination of the carrier lifetime  from an exponential t of the decay
time of the PL intensity (I+ + I ).
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Figure 3.30: Determination of the spin lifetime s from an exponential t of the decay
time of the normalized PC .
the s can be determined to be about 460 30ps.
The spin relaxation time s, as well as the carrier lifetime  , extracted from the
Figure 3.31: Temperature dependence of the electron lifetime  , the electron spin
relaxation time s and the F factor in the QW.
TRPL measurements, are presented in Figure 3.31. A relatively weak variation of the
carrier lifetime  (of the order of 100 ps) vs. temperature can be highlighted, whereas a
strong thermal variation of the spin lifetime s is evidenced with an initially fast fall-o
followed by a lower decline. The large increase of the spin lifetime at low temperature
could be attributed to the spatial localization of excitons due to the inhomogeneity of
the QWs. When the temperature increases, the spin relaxation is dominated by the
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D'Yakonov-Perel (DP) mechanism which gives a small variation of s up to RT [81].
We have also plotted in Figure 3.31 the temperature dependence of the F factor The
F factor vs. temperature behavior mimics the variation of PC vs. temperature, which
results in an overall small variation of Ps vs. temperature. Ps is found to be almost
constant with temperature at about 164% (Figure 3.26). This also conrms the ther-
mal stability of our PMA spin-injectors with a high Curie temperature of the FM layer.
3.3.7 Dependence of the electrical spin injection as a function
of the applied bias
Figure 3.32: PC as a function of applied bias for the optimized PMA condition sample.
Inset: EL spectra at 25 K with zero magnetic eld for + and   polarizations under
a bias of 2.34 V.
Finally, we have measured PC as a function of the applied bias at 25 K under zero
eld. As shown in Figure 3.32, PC is found to be strongly dependent on the bias.
Our maximum PC in remanence can even reach 20:5% at the optimal bias of 2.34 V.
The corresponding polarization-resolved EL spectra are shown in the inset of Figure
3.32. PC decreases below and above this optimized bias. The best remanent PC we
obtained is already six times larger than the published results using any other PMA in-
jectors [35,96,97,102,133]. Although the electrical spin-injection eciency is still lower
than the one for the best in-plane injector [9], which could be related to some par-
ticular eect rising from the ultrathin CoFeB layer during annealing, we believe that
a detailed interfacial investigation and a further optimization of the annealing eect
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could certainly lead to even larger values.
3.3.8 Conclusion
In this part, we have demonstrated a large EL PC in GaAs-based spin-LEDs at zero
magnetic eld using a CoFeB/MgO perpendicular spin-injector. The value of PC at
remanence is measured as large as 20% at 25 K and still 8% at 300 K.
The potential impact of such an ultrathin injector should be stronger than the one
of thick PMA multi-layers injectors for two main reasons:
 For monolithic Spin Vertical Cavity Lasers (Spin VCSELs) or Spin Vertical Ex-
ternal Cavity Lasers (Spin VECSELs) where the magnetic injector has to be
embedded inside the optical cavity. The light absorption by the injector becomes
a critical point because the corresponding intracavity loss can easily prevent the
laser regime. Only an ultrathin injector as we proposed here should be employed,
ruling out the use of thick multilayers PMA injectors. In this purpose, let's note
that the typical absorption coecient of Co/Pt (7 nm) multilayers integrated in
spin-LEDs is about 30% in the infrared spectra [151] which clearly prevents, for
instance, any laser operation in cavity VECSELs. On the other hand, the ab-
sorption at the same wavelength within a 1.2 nm CoFeB layer has been measured
to be less than 3% [151] which is compatible with VECSELs operation.
 For the electrical control of circularly polarized light via Spin Transfer Torque
(STT). The ultrathin CoFeB PMA layers are now considered as the most promis-
ing electrodes for STT operations in MRAM technology, because they satisfy (i)
high thermal stability at reduced dimension, (ii) low current induced magneti-
zation switching and (iii) high spin polarization at the same time. Obviously,
this type of injector is also the best candidate for electrical control of circularly
polarized light via STT for devices operating at room temperature without mag-
netic eld which will be one of the main concerns in some future technological
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developments.
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In this chapter, optical orientation experiments have been performed in GaAs epi-
layers with photoexcitation energies in the 3 eV region yielding the photogeneration
of spin-polarized electrons in the satellite L-valley. We demonstrate that a signicant
fraction of the electron spin memory can be conserved when the electron is scattered
from the L to the   valley following an energy relaxation of several hundreds of meV.
Combining these high energy photo-excitation experiments with time-resolved photo-
luminescence spectroscopy of   valley spin-polarized photogenerated electrons allows
us to deduce a typical L valley electron spin relaxation time of 200 fs, in agreement
with theoretical calculations.
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4.1 Optical orientation in GaAs
4.1.1 Why analyzing the electron spin dynamics in satellite
L-valleys in GaAs
During the past 50 years, electron spin dynamics in III-V semiconductors has been
studied in great detail using optical orientation technique. GaAs is one of the most
studied systems due to its wide use in optoelectronics. However all optical orientation
experiments in GaAs were performed with optical excitation energies close to the band
gap (typically 1.5 - 2 eV), yielding the photogeneration of spin-polarized electrons in
the   valley. In addition to its fundamental aspect, the understanding of the electron
spin dynamics of electrons in the upper valleys is crucial for devices based on electrical
injection such as spin light-emitting diodes(LEDs) [37,101,152] and spin lasers [6,153],
where electrons populate not only the   valley but also the satellite L and X valleys
(at large bias). The spin polarization dynamics of the L and X electrons will therefore
make an important contribution to the overall spin injection eciency in spin LEDs
based on a ferromagnetic layer (FM) and a Schottky or MgO barrier (at large bias)
and is also vital for the observation of the recently predicted spin Gunn eect, i.e., the
spontaneous generation of a spin-polarized current [36].
Despite their importance, the experimental determination of the spin relaxation
times in the L and X valleys, which have been predicted to be much shorter than in
the   valleys, is lacking [37,154{156]. The interplay between   and L electrons in GaAs
has been studied in detail both experimentally and theoretically in the context of the
classic, spin-independent Gunn eect [157{159]. Apart from their dierent energies,
  and L electrons experience a Dresselhaus intrinsic spin splitting of a very dierent
amplitude, which is a key parameter for the spin polarization. The spin-orbit coupling
parameters in the upper valleys, for k0 = kL or k0 = kX , have been calculated recently
by dierent groups [38,160,161]. Compared to the   valley of III-V semiconductors,
larger k-dependent spin splittings in the surrounding of the L point were predicted:
as a fact, (as will be shown later) for k momentum close to the   or L points, the
spin splitting is cubic in k in the former while it is linear in k in the latter. As an
important consequence, the Dyakonov-Perel spin relaxation mechanism in the L valleys
is expected to be very ecient.
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The few experimental investigations of the L-valley electron spin polarization were
performed by photoemission spectroscopy in GaAs [11,14]. In these experiments the
GaAs surface is treated with Cs and O to obtain a negative electron anity close to the
surface. The spin polarization of electrons photoemitted from (110) GaAs following
the excitation with circularly polarized light (3 eV) measured by means of a Mott
polarimeter was 8% at low temperature. However, L-valley electron spin relaxation
times are dicult to extract from these photoemission experiments [14] since:
 The kinetic energy of electrons was not measured simultaneously with their spin
so that it is impossible to assign this polarization to L electrons only or to an
admixture of L and   electrons.
 Depolarization can occur when the electrons photoemitted from GaAs pass through
the Cs-O layer.
In this chapter, we report the rst PL experiments showing that a signicant electron
spin memory can be conserved when electrons are scattered from the L to the   valley.
A typical L-valley spin relaxation time of about 200 fs is measured experimentally for
the rst time.
4.1.2 GaAs band structure
Figure 4.1 displays a simplied scheme of the GaAs band structure, including  
and L valleys. When carriers are photogenerated with an excitation energy Eexc =
2:987eV , four types of optical transitions are allowed. Three of them (dotted lines)
will photogenerate electrons in the conduction band (CB) near the   valley through
respectively the heavy-hole band! CB ( 8 !  6 close to   point), light-hole band !
CB ( 8 !  6) and the spin-orbit split-o band ! CB ( 7 !  6) transitions. In the
eective mass approximation, this yields the photogeneration of electrons with kinetic
energy of 1310 meV, 830 meV and 800 meV respectively. The overall initial polarization
involves the joint density of states for all these transitions. Note however that the spin
density generated by these transitions should be weak due to partial cancellation of
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the contribution of the three valence bands (HH, LH and SO). As will be seen in the
next section 4.1.4. (Figure 4.5)
In addition to these three optical transitions leading to the photogeneration of  6
Figure 4.1: Schematics of the GaAs band structure; the arrows present the optical
excitations Eexc = 2:987eV and detection energies used in the experiments of the
following section. The high symmetry points in this gure are labelled according to [11].
Figure 4.2: Reectivity of etched GaAs at 80 K [12]
electrons, a strong absorption occurs due to the allowed L4;5 ! L6 transitions in the
vicinity of the L valley. Note that the CB in the L valley minimum lies 296 meV above
the   one. As depicted in Figure 4.1, there is a large region in k space where the L6
and valence L4;5 bands are nearly parallel; this feature together with the fact that the
corresponding masses are larger than the ones in   make these L-valley transitions
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dominant in this spectral region [12]. For an excitation energy 200 meV larger, the
reectivity peak associated to the L4;5 ! L6 transitions vanishes and is replaced by a
second peak with a similar amplitude corresponding to the L6 ! L6 transitions (see
Figure 4.2).
4.1.3 Spin orbit splitting in the L-valley
Besides the non k-dependent spin-orbit term described in equation 1.3 of chapter 1,
there is an additional k-dependent spin-orbit term. We recall that in the  -valley, due
to symmetry arguments, this spin-orbit Hamiltonian in the conduction band takes the
form:
HD = D
 
kx(k
2
y   k2z)!x + ky(k2z   k2x)!y + kz(k2x   k2y)!z

= 
D  S (4.1)
where: 
D  2D
h
(kx(k
2
y   k2z); ky(k2z   k2x); kz(k2x   k2y)), S =
h
2
, and j (j=x, y, z)
are the Pauli matrixes ( (x, y, z) directions correspond to the ones of the cubic cell).
This leads to the k-dependent spin spliting:
E(k) = 2D
q
k2x(k
2
y   k2z)2 + k2y(k2z   k2x)2 + k2z(k2x   k2y)2 (4.2)
where D is the Dresselhaus spin-orbit coecient. Note that this expression is valid
in any non centro-symmetric cubic crystal with point group of Td symmetry. The
value of D was calculated by using k  p and tight binding approaches yielding in
:D  23:7eV A3. This description is valid when jkj < 2:5 107cm 1 [162]. For h110i
directions, E(~k) is maximum and takes the value: Eh110i = Dk3.
In the L-valleys, the symmetry is C3v. So the Dresselhaus spin-orbit Hamiltonian
in the conduction band takes the form:
HLD = 
L
D(ky0x0   kx0z0) = 
LD  S (4.3)
where the unit vectors are ~ex0 =
1p
6
( 2; 1; 1), ~ey0 = 1p
2
( 1; 1; 0), ~ez0 = 1p
3
(1; 1; 1)
[163], and the coecient LD = 0:26eV
_A is given in [164]. Similar expressions are
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obtained for other L-valleys. The associated peudo-vector 
LD is:

LD =
2LD
h
(ky0 ; kx0 ; 0) (4.4)
The spin splitting in the L-valleys is given by:
EL(k) = 2LD  kL? = 2LD
q
k2x0 + k
2
y0 (4.5)
It is maximal in the plane orthogonal to the considered L-valley axis. So we can
deduce from the expression 4.4 that the spin relaxation tensor due to the D'Yakonov-
Perel mechanism is anisotropic. In that case the spin relaxation rates are given by:
1
z0z0
= h(
LD)2pi =
2
x0x0
=
2
y0y0
(4.6)
where p is the linear momentum relaxation time due to electron collisions. So we
observe now that the spin splitting in the L valley is k linear while in the  -valley it is
cubic in k.
To give a feeling of the relative spin relaxation eciencies in L and   valleys with
the D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism, we present a simple estimation of the spin relaxation
time in the case of a non-degenerate electron gas taking a xed collision time.
In the   valley, we get the expression
1
 s
=

2 D
h
2
2m kT
h2
3
p (4.7)
For the L valley, we obtain:
1
Ls;k
= 2

2LD
h
L
mL?kT
h2
=
2
Ls;?
(4.8)
where m  = 0:0665m0 and m
L
? = 0:0754m0.
The Figure 4.3 presents the results for a typical value of p = 200fs.
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Figure 4.3: Spin relaxation time in the   valley and longitudinal spin relaxation time
in the L valley as a function of temperature for a non-degenerate electron gas. The
collision time is taken as p = 200fs.
Figure 4.4: Selection rules in the   valley
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4.1.4 Selection rules in the  -valley
We recall here the usual selection rules in the   valley (see Figure 4.4). Due to
the degeneracy of heavy and light holes in  , exciting at the gap with fully circularly
polarized light (Pc = 100%) leads to the photo-generation of a population of electrons
with a spin polarization Ps = 50%, and to the circular polarization of corresponding
emited photons Pc = 25% [22]. The exploration of optical orientation in the   valley
has already been performed extensively (see Figure 4.5).
The goal of the work presented in the following is to extend these previous studies
Figure 4.5: Dependence of the degree of circular polarization of the luminescence in
GaAs on the exciting photon energy [13]
in the  -valley to the L-valleys in the photon energy range h = 2:8  3:2 eV.
4.2 Experimental results of Polarized Photolumi-
nescence Excitation
In order to access the spin polarization of L-valley electrons in an all optical experi-
ment, we have performed optical orientation experiments with laser excitation energies
in the range h = 2.8{3.2 eV and detected the variation of the luminescence polariza-
tion at the fundamental gap transition (Eg  1.5 eV) as a function of h (Figure 4.1)
by using the set-up which has been introduced in the third section of Chapter 2 (see
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Figure 2.5). These measurements allow us to precisely quantify the energy-dependent
optical orientation of L electrons and the signicant, remaining polarization of elec-
trons that have relaxed from the L to the bottom of the   valley. These experiments,
combined with classical time-resolved optical orientation experiments performed with
an excitation energy close to 1.5 eV, allowed us to measure a typical L-valley electron
spin relaxation time LS= 200 fs, in good agreement with theoretical predictions.
4.2.1 Experimental setup and sample description
In order to measure the electron spin relaxation time in the L-valleys, we have
developed a very specic detection set-up. First the wavelength of excitation must
be extended to the blue to reach the range 2.8-3.2 eV to be able to photogenerate
electrons in L-valleys. We have thus used a Ti:Sa laser which frequency is doubled by
a spectra GWU system with a LBO non-linear crystal. Second, we will have to detect
circular polarization rates of a few percent at maximum. In order to get a very high
sensitivity in the detection of luminescence circular polarization (required sensitivity
of about 0.1%), we have used a double modulation technique. (see Chapter 2 for more
details)
The investigated sample has been grown by molecular beam epitaxy on nominally
undoped (001) GaAs substrates. It consists of 1 m Beryllium p-doped epilayer with
p0 = 10
18 cm 3. The sample was grown by C. Fontaine (LAAS-CNRS Toulouse). This
allows us to increase the detected PL circular polarization by decreasing the carrier life
time in the   conduction band.
The PL peak position (1.494 eV) we observed is consistent with the band-gap
shrinkage induced by the high p doping [165]. Figure 4.6 presents the time-integrated
PL spectrum for an excitation energy Eexc = 2:987eV .
4.2.2 Photogenerated electron spin-polarization
Figure 4.7 displays the PL circular polarization detected at the fundamental gap
(Edet=1.494 eV ) as a function of the excitation energy. The regions (b) and (c) in-
dicate regions where the absorption is associated to the L4;5 ! L6 and L6 ! L6
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Figure 4.6: Time-integrated photoluminescence spectrum and the corresponding cir-
cular polarization following a +-polarized laser excitation at an energy Eexc = 2.987
eV.
transitions respectively [12]. Remarkably we observe a signicant polarization though
the photogenerated spin-polarized electrons have experienced a very large energy loss
before radiative recombination at the bottom of  6 valley. Let us remind that the PL
circular polarization Pc detected at the fundamental gap tracks directly the electron
spin polarization Ps: Ps = 2Pc according to the well known optical selection rules [22]
and the fact that the hole spin relaxation time is of the order of 1 ps or less [81]. For
Eexc=2.987 eV (labeled (b) position in Figure 4.7), we observe a peak in the PL circu-
lar polarization at Pc 0.9%. This peak coincides unambiguously with the absorption
peak corresponding to the L4;5 ! L6 transition [12] ; its position is also close to the
one observed in photo-emission experiments [11]. This demonstrates that the electrons
photogenerated in the L valley preserve a fraction of the initial spin polarization after
the scattering in the   valley and subsequent radiative recombination.
The detected electron spin polarization depends both on (i) the maximum pho-
togenerated spin polarization P0 related to the optical selection rules imposed by the
symmetry of the carrier wave functions and (ii) the ratio between the electron spin
relaxation time and electron lifetime. The inset graph of Figure 4.7 displays the pho-
togenerated electron spin polarization P0 as a function of the optical excitation energy
deduced from pseudo potential band structure calculations based on local density ap-
proximation (LDA) or 30 bands k p calculations [166]. We observe a good qualitative
agreement between the excitation energy dependences in the 3 eV region of the mea-
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Figure 4.7: PL circular polarization as a function of the excitation energy at 10K.
Inset: photogenerated electron spin polarization calculated using LDA and k  p band
structures.
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sured PL circular polarization and the calculated maximum spin polarization despite
the great complexity inherent to the calculation of high energy electron wave functions.
The energy of the measured circular polarization peak (2.987 eV) is closer to the one
calculated with LDA (2.90 eV) than with the k  p method (3.15 eV).
When the excitation energy increases further we observe that the measured circular
polarization decreases and becomes negative (h '3.1 eV, (c) in Figure 4.7) in the
excitation energy (c) region. Again, the measured position of PC is closer to the LDA
calculation than the k  p one (3.3 eV).
Note that the sign reversal of the spin polarization that we observe in the lumines-
Figure 4.8: Photoemission spectrum of spin polarization from GaAs+CsOCs at low
temperature. [14]
cence is in very good agreement with the one observed previously in photo-emission
experiments (see Figure 4.8) [14].
This is in full agreement with the expected reversed spin polarization when the tran-
sition L6 ! L6 is excited; indeed, the spin-orbit splitting energy between the L4;5 and
L6 bands is 220 meV [167]. Note that Nastos et al. calculated a photogenerated spin
polarization in this region of P0   5% (inset of Figure 4.7 [166]). The reversal of the
spin polarization sign for the two types of L valley transitions can be explained qualita-
tively as follows. For + polarized light propagating along the valley axis (e.g. [111]),
the photogenerated electron spin polarization would be 100% for transitions from L4;5
with a wave function j(X   iY ) #i =p2 to jS #i in L6 and -100% for transitions from
L6 with a wave function j(X   iY ) "i =
p
2 to jS "i in L6, if we consider the excitation
of states in a single L valley [11,168]. Without taking into account the joint density of
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states, the optical selection rules for electrons photo-generated in a single L-valley for a
light propagating along the valley axis (h111i directions) are demonstrated in appendix
A. These rules are summerized in Figure 4.9.
Taking into account the 8 dierent L valleys orientations (Figure 4.10), the re-
Figure 4.9: Selection rules in L-valleys
Figure 4.10: Sketch of the Brillouin zone of GaAs displaying the eight L valleys. Note
that two L-valleys diering by a translation of the reciprocal lattice are equivalent.
The blue arrows represent the photogenerated spins in L valleys.
spective joint densities of states for each transition and a light propagation along the
[001] direction (as in the experiments presented here) this yields the calculated value
P0 30% for a resonant excitation of the L4;5 ! L6 transition and P0   5% for
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exciting bothL4;5 ! L6 and L6 ! L6 transitions (inset of Figure 4.7). We give the
following qualitative explanation for this negative polarization.
Since the conduction electron mass becomes lighter when k goes from L to   point,
while the valence band mass remains similar, the joint density of states of L6 ! L6 is
lightly stronger than the L4;5 ! L6 bands transition, leading to some imbalance be-
tween the photon generated spin-down population L4;5 ! L6 and spin-up populations
L6 ! L6. This leads to a reverse of the Pc sign.
Finally let us emphasize that for excitation energies less than 2.8 eV (i.e. smaller
than the L valley absorption), we measure in the region (a) in Figure 4.7 a circular
polarization close to zero. The calculations predict in this energy region a maximum
photogenerated spin polarization P0 10%. Thus our results indicate that the total
contribution of the spin-polarized hot electrons photogenerated in the  6 conduction
band (dotted arrows in Figure 4.1) to the PL circular polarization detected at the bot-
tom of the  6 band is very weak in this excitation energy range. The spin relaxation
time for these high energy electrons in the  6 CB might be short as a result of the
large electron k vector values and the k3 splitting of the   valley Dresselhaus spin-orbit
coupling in bulk GaAs [156]. However, this eect is partly concerned due to the very
short life time of this highly excited states. As a consequence, the detected Pc 0.9%
measured for an excitation energy of 2.987 eV can undoubtedly be assigned to the
spin-polarized electrons photogenerated in the L valley. Moreover, the contribution
of the L valley transitions to the absorption in this energy range is much larger than
the   valley ones [12,166] where the electron mass is much lower, leading to a smaller
joint density of states for transition  8 !  6 than for L4;5(6) ! L6 transitions. For
the sake of simplicity we will neglect in the following the small contribution of these
photogenerated  6 hot electrons.
4.2.3 Depolarization induced by the transverse magnetic eld
To conrm that the measured circular polarization of the luminescence is the result
of the optical orientation of electron spins, we have observed depolarization induced
by an externally applied transverse magnetic eld (Hanle eect). We measured the
dependence of the circular polarization degree on a variable transverse magnetic eld
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(Voigt conguration) when the spin polarized electrons are photogenerated in the L
valley. Figure 4.11 presents the corresponding Hanle curve for Eexc=2.987 eV (this
corresponds to the peak of zone b in Figure 4.7) and a detection energy of Edet=1.494
eV.
Because of the fast L!   scattering time, the Hanle curve can be well described by
Figure 4.11: Variation of the PL circular polarization degree as a function of the
transverse magnetic eld B. The full line is a Lorentzian curve with TS = 140 ps.
a simple Lorentzian function which takes into account only the electron spin relaxation
time  S and the electron lifetime 
  in the   valley: P (B)=P (0) = [1 + (
  TS)2] 1
where 
 = gBB=h, g =  0:44 is the   electron g factor and B the Bohr magneton.
The   electron spin lifetime TS writes simply (TS)
 1 = ( S )
 1 + ( ) 1. The full line
in Figure 4.11 is the result of a t with TS=140 ps in satisfactory agreement with the
direct measurement by time-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy presented in the
next section.
4.3 Dynamics of spin relaxation in L-valley
In order to extract some quantitative information on the electron spin dynamics in
the L valley from the measured polarization of the luminescence displayed in Figure
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4.7, one has to take into account the optical selection rules in the L valley and the
electron spin relaxation time which can occur both in the   and L valleys.
4.3.1 Spin photogeneration and dynamics
As said previously in section 4.2.2, optical selection rules have to be re-calculated for
electrons photo-generated in the L-valleys (see Appendix A). In contrast to the well-
known optical selection rules related to the photogeneration of spin-polarized electrons
in the isotropic conduction band  6 valley, the calculated photogenerated spin polar-
ization in the L valley requires to consider the 4 unequivalent h111i valleys whose
orientations are dierent from the [001] + polarized light propagation axis (Figure
4.10). For the L4;5 ! L6 optical transition, it can be shown that the corresponding
spin polarization in the L valley is PL0 = 50% considering a quantization axis along
[001] (appendix A); this value is consistent with P0 30% calculated by Nastos et al.
(inset of Figure 4.7) for an optical excitation energy resonant with L4;5 ! L6, but
which also includes a weak contribution of the hot photogenerated electrons in the  6
valley characterized by a smaller spin polarization [166]. The maximum circular polar-
ization of the luminescence which could be detected at the fundamental gap ( 8 !  6)
is thus PL0 =2 =25%, or P0=2 =15% according to Nastos et al. (the factor 2 is due
to the transitions involving both heavy holes and light holes in the   valley [22]). We
emphasize that this \loss"of spin polarization arises from symmetry considerations and
not from any spin relaxation mechanisms which have been so far neglected.
We have independently measured the spin relaxation time of the electrons in the
  valley by recording the time- and polarization-resolved photoluminescence spectrum
following a direct photogeneration of   electrons. Figure 4.12 presents the time evo-
lution of the luminescence copolarized I+ and counterpolarized I  with the + exci-
tation laser; the excitation energy is Eexc = 1:590 eV, yielding a photogeneration of
spin-polarized electrons in the  6 conduction band only. The measured initial circu-
lar polarization of luminescence is  25%, in very good agreement with the optical
selection rules in bulk GaAs [22]. From these kinetics we measure  S 200 ps and
  105 ps. These values are consistent with previous measurements performed in
p-doped GaAs epilayers with similar doping values, where it was demonstrated that
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the spin relaxation of thermalized electrons in the   valley is mainly due to the Bir-
Aronov-Pikus mechanism [22,161,169{172].
Figure 4.12: Time evolution of the PL circular components I+ and I , and the corre-
sponding circular polarization Pc for a near band-gap excitation.
4.3.2 Discussion
We have interpreted the experimental results of Figure 4.7 in the framework of the
following simple two levels rate equation system :8>>><>>>:
dnL+( )
dt
=  n
L
+( )   nL (+)
2LS
  n
L
+( )
L 
  n
L
+( )
L S
dn +( )
dt
=
n +( )   n  (+)
2 S
  n
 
+( )
 
+
nL+( )
L 
+
nL (+)
L S
(4.9)
where nL+( ) and n
 
+( ) are the electrons' density with spin up and spin down in the L
and   valleys respectively, LS and 
 
S the electron spin relaxation times in the L and
  valleys; L  is the spin conserving L !   relaxation time and L S is the spin ip
L!   relaxation time,   is the electron lifetime in   (Figure 4.13).
The resolution of equations (4.1) in steady state conditions leads to the calcu-
lated circular polarization of the photoluminescence detected on the fundamental gap
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Figure 4.13: Schematic representation of the two-level model including the spin relax-
ation times in both L and   valleys
following a photogeneration of electrons in the L valley :
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(4.10)
As we measured some positive circular polarization with + excitation, this means
that L s > 
L . In order to get a lower estimation of Ls , we will neglect in the following
the spin ip relaxation process. We get the expression:
P  ;0C =
PL0
2
1
1 + 
 
 S

1 + 
L 
LS
 (4.11)
Then we have P  C < P
 ;0
C . In the following calculations, we will use the value P
 
C that
we have measured in the experiments, instead of P  ;0C . So we use an underestimated
circular polarization in our calculations.
For an excitation energy of Eexc=2.987 eV yielding the photogeneration of L6 elec-
trons, the inset graph of Figure 4.7 shows that the measured PL circular polarization
is P  C=0.9% and the calculated photogenerated electron spin polarization P
L
0 = 30%
(inset of Figure 4.7) [166]. Assuming a L !   transfer time L =2 ps as measured
by ultrafast spectroscopy [173{175], we deduce from equation (4.2) that the electron
spin relaxation time in the L valley is LS=200 fs. This measured value is in quite good
agreement with recent calculations predicting a spin relaxation time of LS  100 fs in
GaAs at room temperature as a result of the strong spin-orbit splitting of conduction
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electrons in the L valley [156]. As said before, in this very simple model we have
neglected the possible electron spin relaxation which might occur during the L !  
scattering and during the energy relaxation process in the   valley; our measured spin
relaxation time thus includes the \intrinsic"spin relaxation time in the L valley, a pos-
sible Elliot-Yafet type spin relaxation may occur during the valley transfer and during
the energy relaxation. As expected, the L valley spin lifetime in GaAs is much shorter
than the L valley electron spin relaxation time in centro-symmetric materials with
weaker spin-orbit interaction such as Silicon or Germanium [176].
4.4 Conclusion
In conclusion we have measured the electron spin relaxation time in satellite L
valleys in GaAs. In addition to the well documented spin dynamics in the   valley, it
is a key parameter to develop and optimize spin-optronic and spin transport devices
where spin-polarized electrons are redistributed among several valleys. Our measured
L electrons spin relaxation time (200 fs) does indeed conrm the enhanced eciency
of the D'Yakonov-Perel spin relaxation induced by the spin splitting of L valleys.
This relaxation time looks at rst sight shorter than what is required (3 ps) for
the spontaneous spin amplication to appear under electric eld where the charge
Gunn eect appears [36]. Nevertheless we believe that the enhanced electron-electron
scattering in highly n-doped GaAs could yield longer spin relaxation times compared
to the ones we have measured here where the electron population in L valley is small,
which could allow the experimental demonstration of the Spin Gunn eect.
Appendix A: L-valley electron spin
generation in GaAs
We develop here our method to determine the initial spin photo-generated in GaAs
L-valleys. This appendix is divided in three parts: we rst derive the evolution of the
density matrix under the perturbation induced by an electromagnetic eld, the crystal
being initially in its ground state, and using the secular approximation. We then derive
the population and spin density generation in the conduction's bands due to optical
transitions, and evaluate it close to some high symmetry point of the semiconductor.
We nally apply this formalism for transitions near the L point of the Brillouin zone,
close to the L-gap of GaAs.
General Formalism: evolution equation of the den-
sity matrix
Assuming the laser excitation is slowly varying, the density matrix evolution of the
conduction/valence electrons is given, in interaction representation by [177]:
d^I
dt

=
1
ih
[H^Ie ph(t); ^
I(t)] (12)
where:
^Ie ph(t)  ei
H^0
h
t^e ph(t)e i
H^0
h
tH^Ie ph(t)  ei
H^0
h
tH^e ph(t)e i
H^0
h
t (13)
and:
H^0(t) =
X
;k
E;kj	;kih	;kj (14)
is the unperturbed electron hamiltonian for electron Bloch states j	;ki of band  and
wave vector k with eigen-energy E;k = h!;k (here the summation is restricted to the
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rst Brillouin zone). Note that, in virtue of Kramers theorem, the bands are twice
degenerated in energy, so that  2 (+;  ). Moreover, due to the fact that each state
is populated by at most one fermion, the population terms of the density matrix must
satisfy the condition:
h	;kj^Ie ph(t)j	;ki  1 (15)
The explicit expression for H^e ph(t) is, in the semi-classical approach and taking the
Coulomb gauge which ensures that A(t)  p^ = p^ A(t):
H^e ph(t) =
e
m0c
A(t)  p^+

eA(t)
2m0c
2
(16)
In the weak perturbation regime, we neglect as usual the last term on the right hand
side, so that the interaction representation of H^e ph(t) is now:
H^e ph(t)  e
m0c
A(t)  p^ (17)
Integrating equation (12), we obtain the implicit integral equation for ^I(t):
^I(t) = ^I(0) +
1
ih
Z t
0
[H^Ie ph(t
0); ^I(t0)]dt0 (18)
Inserting this expression in (12) yields:
d^I
dt

=
1
ih
[H^Ie ph(t); ^(0)] +
1
(ih)2
Z t
0
dt1[H^
I
e ph(t); [H^
I
e ph(t1); ^
I(t1)]]
Repeating this operation indenitely, we nally obtain the series expansion:
d^I
dt

=
1
ih
[H^Ie ph(t); ^(0)]
+
1X
n=1
1
(ih)n
Z t
0
dt1
Z t1
0
dt2   
Z tn 1
0
dtn[H^
I
e ph(t1); [H^
I
e ph(t2)    ; [H^Ie ph(tn); ^I(0)]]]
which, in the weak perturbation regime, is assumed to be convergent. We further as-
sume that truncating this series at second order approximately describes the evolution
of ^I(t): 
d^I
dt

 1
ih
[H^Ie ph(t); ^(0)] 
1
h2
Z t
0
[H^Ie ph(t); [H^
I
e ph(t1); ^(0)]]dt1 (19)
Letting:  = t  t1, we get the equivalent expression:
d^I
dt

 1
ih
[H^Ie ph(t); ^(0)] 
1
h2
Z t
0
[H^Ie ph(t); [H^
I
e ph(t  ); ^(0)]]d (20)
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For a monochromatic plane wave, the incident electromagnetic eld is characterized by
a vector potential A(t) which takes the form:
Aq;!(t) =
1
2
[Aq;!ei(q.r !t) +Aq;!e i(q.r !t)] (21)
where ! =
c
n
jqj > 0, q and Aq;! characterise respectively the positive pulsation, wave
vector, and complex vector potential amplitude of the single optical mode considered
at this stage.
For a stationary optical excitation, we can then always dene:
H^e ph(t)  H^+(t) + H^ (t) (22)
where H^+(t) =
e
2m0c
e i(q.r !t)Aq;!  p^ and H^ (t) = [H^+(t)]y. In the interaction
representation:
H^Ie ph(t)  ei
H^0
h
t e
m0c
A(t)  p^e i H^0h t
and, with the previous denition (22):
H^I (t) =
e
2m0c
e i!tei
H^0
h
t (eiq.rAq;!  p^) e i
H^0
h
t
H^I+(t) =
e
2m0c
ei!tei
H^0
h
t
 
e iq.rAq;!  p^

e i
H^0
h
t
(23)
Note the operators H^I+(t) and H^
I
 (t) are mutually conjugates:
H^I(t) =

H^I(t)
y
(24)
The initial electron density matrix at t = 0 is given at temperature T = 0 by:
^(0) =
1
tr(^(0))
X
k
v2fvalence
bandsg
j	;kih	;kj = 1
2nvalN
X
k
2fv+;v g
ju;kihu;kj = ^I(0) (25)
Here, N = V=
 is the number of crystal unit cells, V and 
 are the volumes of
the crystal and its unit cell respectively, 2nval is the total number of valence bands
(the factor 2 stands for their degeneracy) and v 2 (v+; v ) where v denote bands
with a given (pseudo-) spin state. Note the expression (25) is still approximately
valid when kBT  Eg. Due to Bloch theorem, we can write the electron states as:
	;k(r) =
1p
V
eik.ru;k(r), where u;k(r) = hrju;ki is the periodic part of the Bloch
function, satisfying the orthogonality criterion in the elementary Wigner unit cell:
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hu;kju0;ki = ;0 , so that h	;kj	0;k0i = ;0 ; k;k0 . We can then evaluate H^(t) for
interband transitions. For instance:
H^ (t) =
e
2m0c
e i!t
X
;0;k;k0
h	0;k0jeiq.rAq;!  p^j	;kij	0;k0ih	;kj
that is:
H^ (t) =
e
2m0c
e i!t
X
;0;k
hu0;k+qjAq;!  p^ju;kij	0;k+qih	;kj (26)
which manifests the wave vector conservation in the matrix coupling elements. In
interaction representation, we obtain, according to (13):
H^ (t) =
e
2m0c
X
;0;k
e i(! !0;k+q+!;k)thu0;k+qjAq;!  p^ju;kij	0;k+qih	;kj (27)
and similarly:
H^+(t) =
e
2m0c
X
;0;k
e+i(! !0;k q+!;k)thu0;k qjAq;!  p^ju;kij	0;k qih	;kj
Substituting k with -k and  with  0, we obtain:
H^+(t) =
e
2m0c
X
;0;k
e+i(! !0;k+q+!;k)thu;kjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qij	;kih	0;k+qj (28)
expression which conrms, comparing expressions (27,28), that (24) is indeed satised.
We will neglect in the following the excitonic eects, for the sake of simplicity.
We shall make at this point the secular approximation, dropping all the terms
oscillating at the frequency ! or 2! in the expression (20), in order to retain only
the slow evolution part of the density matrix. It follows that the rst order term,
which characterize the linear polarisation oscillating at frequencies !, and the second
order terms containing two contributions H^I(t) of the same sign (see (21)) oscillating
at frequency 2! are neglected.
The relation (30) yields then explicitly for the remaining second order contribution:
d^I
dt

 1
2nvalN
Z t
0
d
[ HI+(t)HI (t  )^(0) +HI+(t)^(0)HI (t  ) +HI (t  )^(0)HI+(t)  ^(0)HI (t  )HI+(t)
 HI (t)HI+(t  )^(0) +HI (t)^(0)HI+(t  ) +HI+(t  )^(0)HI (t)  ^(0)HI+(t  )HI (t)]
(29)
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As we shall see in the following, the dependence on time t of the integrand in (29)
will cancel. We evaluate now successively the four remaining contributions and their
hermitic conjugates, and start with the \positive" terms in (29) using (25,27,28).
1
h2
Z t
0
HI (t  )^(0)HI+(t)d =
1
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 Z t
0
d
X
;0;k
ei(! !0;k+q+!;k)(t )hu0;k+qjAq;!  p^ju;kij	0;k+qih	;kj
 X
;k00
j	;k00ih	;k"j
!
X
1;01;k1
e
i(! !01;k1+q+!1;k1 )thu1;k1 jAq;!  p^ju01;k1+qij	1;k1ih	01;k1+qj
=
1
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k+q !0;k+q)t
Z t
0
ei(! !0;k+q+!v;k)dhu;kjAq;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^juv0;kij	;kih	0;kj
Here, the summation on k runs over all the allowed states of the rst Brillouin zone.
Similarly, we obtain:
1
h2
Z t
0
HI (t)^(0)H
I
+(t  )d =
1
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 Z t
0
d
X
;0;k
e i(! !0;k+q+!;k)thu0;k+qjAq;!  p^ju;kij	0;k+qih	;kj
 X
;k"
j	v;k"ih	v;k"j
!
X
1;01;k1
e
i(! !01;k1+q+!1;k1)(t )hu1;k1 jAq;!  p^ju01;k1+qij	1;k1ih	01;k1+qj
=
1
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k+q !0;k+q)t
Z t
0
e i(! !0;k+q+!v;k)dhu;kjAq;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^juv0;kij	;kih	0;kj
=
1
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k+q !0;k+q)t
Z  t
0
ei(! !0;k+q+!v;k)dhu;kjAq;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^ju0;kij	;kih	0;kj
where we have replaced  by   in the integral. Adding the two contributions together,
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we obtain:
1
h2
Z t
0
[HI (t  )^(0)HI+(t) +HI (t)^(0)HI+(t  )]d =
=
1
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k+q !0;k+q)t
Z t
 t
ei(! !0;k+q+!v;k)dhu;kjAq;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^juv0;kij	;kih	0;kj
=
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k !0;k)t
sin(!   !0;k+q + !v;k)t
!   !v;k+q + !0;k hu;kjA

q;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^ju0;kij	;kih	0;kj
The main contributions in the summations will be obtained for (! !0;k+q+!v;k)t < .
For an observation time of the order a few hundred of femtoseconds, dening ! =
!   !0;k+q + !v;k, this yields h! 10 meV. Clearly, tuning the excitation laser in
the region of valence to conduction bands leads to selecting only the conduction states
j	0;ki with  0 2 fc+; c g in the above summation. Using now the identity:
limt!1
Z t
 t
ei(! !0)d = 2(!   !0)
we get, for t  100 fs typically, the approximation :
1
h2
Z t
0
[HI (t  )^(0)HI+(t) +HI (t)^(0)HI+(t  )]d
 2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k+q !0;k+q)t
(!   !0;k+q + !v;k)hu;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kihuv;kjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qij	;k+qih	0;k+qj
Finally, since we retain only the slowly varying in time terms, we are led to select
only the conduction states j	;ki with  2 fc+; c g (this means that the inter-band
coherences time evolution are fast oscillating terms which quickly average to zero, and
that we retain only intra-band spin coherences). In that case, the energy dierence
h(!;k   !0;k) is either strictly zero or equal to , which is of the order of a few tens of
eV. Since the excitation pulse is of the order of a few picoseconds, we see that we can
safely make the approximation: ei(!;k !0;k)t  1 valid for t  j!c+;k   !c ;kj  70 ps.
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We obtain nally:
1
h2
Z t
0
[HI (t  )^(0)HI+(t) +HI (t)^(0)HI+(t  )]d
 2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
X
v;;02fc+;c g
k
(!   !0;k+q + !v;k)hu;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kihuv;kjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qij	;k+qih	0;k+qj
(30)
expression in which the Dirac distribution express the energy conservation in the pro-
cess.
We turn now to the evaluation of the two similar remaining terms in expression (28).
Using a similar protocol, we obtain:
1
h2
Z t
0
[HI+(t)^(0)H
I
 (t  ) +HI+(t  )^(0)HI (t)]d
=
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2 X
v;;0
k
ei(!;k+q !0;k+q)t
sin(!   !v;k+q + !0;k)t
!   !v;k+q + !0;k hu;kjA

q;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^juv0;kij	;kih	0;kj
 2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
X
v;;02fc+;c g
k
(!   !v;k+q + !0;k)hu;kjAq;!  p^juv;k+qihuv;k+qjAq;!  p^ju0;kij	;kih	0;kj
where the same approximations have been done as above. However, since the frequency
! has been dened as positive, the transitions towards conduction states are strongly
non resonant, so their contributions are vanishingly small. The remaining possible
transitions should occur towards valence bands lower in energy than h!v;k+q. Since the
valence bands are initially fully populated, this is not possible due to Pauli Exclusion
Principle (c.f. condition (15)). However, when time increases during excitation pulse,
valence band depletion occurs, but it turns that in GaAs the resonance condition
between valence bands is not generally fullled for photons in the visible range. We
can thus simply drop these contributions.
We turn now to the evaluation of the four remaining terms in (29). As we shall
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see, they describe the depletion of the valence bands. These contributions are obtained
using the same procedure, so that under the same assumptions, we obtain for two of
them, as previously:
  1
h2
Z t
0
[HI+(t)H
I
 (t  )^(0) + ^(0)HI+(t  )HI+(t)]d
   2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
X
v;2fv+;v g;02fc+;c g
k
(!   !0;k+q + !v;k)hu;k+qjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qihu0;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij	;kih	v;kj
(31)
where the state  has to be taken in the valence bands v+ or v  close to v, and  0 is a
conduction state c+ or c . The last two contributions are:
  1
h2
Z t
0
[HI (t)H
I
+(t  )^(0) + ^(0)HI (t  )HI+(t)]d
   2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
X
v;;02fv+;v g
k
(!   !v;k+q + !;k)huv;k+qjAq;!  p^ju0;kihu;kjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qij	v;k+qih	0;k+qj
The main contributions in the summations will be obtained for !v;k+q !;k  !, which
implies that for the generated states, we have !;k < !v;k+q, so that again we have to
discard these contributions as previously. Finally, gathering (30) and (31) we end with
the expression:
d^I
dt

=
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
 f
X
v;;02fc+;c g
k
(!   !0;k+q + !v;k)hu;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kihuv;kjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qij	;k+qih	0;k+qj
 
X
v;2fv+;v g;02fc+;c g
k
(!   !0;k+q + !v;k)hu;kjAq;!  p^ju0;k+qihu0;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij	;kih	v;kjg
(32)
The positive term express the creation of conduction states under the action of the
electromagnetic wave, while the negative term expresses the depletion of the valence
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states. The energy conservation ensured by the Dirac factors implies that the optical
transition can be simultaneously resonant only with the states of a Kramers doublet of
a given conduction band , so that spin coherences can be generated in the conduction
band.
Populations and spin density photo-generation in the
conduction bands
The population generation rate in a given conduction band cj(j = +; ) is given by:
dNcj
dt
 trcj

dp^I
dt

=
X
v;k
h	v;kj

dp^I
dt

j	v;ki (33)
From (31) we get straightforwardly:
dNcj
dt
=
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !cj ;k+q + !v;k)jhucj ;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij2
(34)
Similarly, we get for a given valence band vj:
dNvj
dt
 trvj

dp^I
dt

=
X
c;k
h	c;kj

dp^I
dt

j	c;ki (35)
dNvj
dt
=   2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2

X
c2fc+;c g
k
(!   !cj ;k+q + !v;k)jhucj ;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij2
(36)
Note that taking into account all the conduction and valence bands, the total
population variation is exactly zero, since these terms compensate the increase of
the conduction band population. Thus the expected relation:
dN
dt
= tr

dp^I
dt

=P
;kh	;kj

d^I
dt

j	;ki = 0 is satised, which corresponds to the electron number
conservation during the perturbation process by the electromagnetic wave (no photo-
emission is possible in the visible range used here for the excitation laser).
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For a pair of Kramers conjugate conduction band, we obtain thus:
dNc
dt
=
h
2
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2

f
X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !c+;k+q + !v;k)jhuc+;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij2
+
X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !c ;k+q + !v;k)jhuc ;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij2g
(37)
We turn now to the spin density generation in the conduction bands. For a given
conduction band cj, it is given generally by:
dSc
dt
 trc

dp^I
dt
S^

=
X
v;k
h	v;kj

d^I
dt

j	v;ki (38)
where the S^ =
h
2
^ is the total spin operator acting in any (pseudo-)spin subspacej	+;ki; j	 ;ki	 and ^ = (x; y; z) are the set of Pauli matrixes. Note the vector-
operator S^ is time independent. Since we measure in this work the electron average spin
polarisation along the quantization axis Oz, we will only calculate here the generation
of the Sz  hS^zi component. We rst write the operator in our electronic states basis:
S^z =
h
2
X
;k
(j	v+;kih	v+;kj   j	v ;kih	v ;kj) (39)
where the summation is performed on Kramers conjugated band pairs. From expression
(32), we get now:
dSc
dt
=
h
2
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2

f
X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !c+;k+q + !v;k)jhuc+;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij2
 
X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !c ;k+q + !v;k)jhuc ;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kij2g
(40)
We will make from now on the usual approximations. First, since the light wave
vector q is much smaller than the size of the rst Brillouin zone, we can safely make
the approximation jucj ;k+qi  jucj ;ki and !cj ;k+q  !cj ;k. Second, since the energy
selection rule is only approximate due the nite state lifetimes, and the k-dependent
spin splitting in any given band is quite small with respect to this state broadening, we
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can make the further approximation: !v+;k  !v ;k. We get the simplied expressions:
dNc
dt
=
h
2
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
0B@ X
v2fv+;v g
k
jhuc+;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2 + jhuc ;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2
1CA (!   !c;k + !v;k)
dSc;z
dt
=
h
2
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
0B@ X
v2fv+;v g
k
jhuc+;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2   jhuc ;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2
1CA (!   !c;k + !v;k)
where Ec;k = h!c;k represents the approximate energy of the j	c;ki without spin-
dependent spin-orbit interaction.
Finally, when the excitation energy is close to a high symmetry point gap, we can
make the further approximation: u;k(r)  u;k0(r), with k0 2 fk ;kL;kXg. We end
in this case with:
dNc
dt
 2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
 jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2 + jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2 X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !c;k + !v;k)
(41)
dSc;z
dt
 h
2
2
2nvalN

e
2hm0c
2
 jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2   jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2 X
v2fv+;v g
k
(!   !c;k + !v;k)
(42)
From these expressions the average generated electron spin z-component during the
laser pulse of duration t is simply, if only two bands are coupled by optical transitions,
and neglecting all spin relaxation processes during the excitation pulse:
hS^c;zi(t) = Sc;z(t)
Nc(t)
 dSc;z=dt
dNc=dt
 h
2
jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2   jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2
jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2 + jhuc ;k0jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2
which can be evaluated from symmetry considerations on the states ju;k0i. The
measured circular polarisation of the light emitted by the generated electron, dened
as Pcirc = (I
+   I )=(I+ + I ), would be initially, ignoring any relaxation process:
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Pcirc(t) =   2hhS^c;zi(t). The calculation of hS^c;xi(t) and hS^c;yi(t) proceeds by
the same method.
Finally, when departing from a high symmetry point, two aspects have to be taken
into consideration:
 The optical selection rules are modied due the mixing of the Bloch states (when
k0 6= k ;kL, or kX for instance).
 The bands dispersion has to be taken into account, so that the joint density of
states has to be taken into account.
 If photon energy is sucient, more than two bands may be coupled by optical
transitions, so that the spin densities generated from each valence band add.
The rst point can be worked out on the ground of a multiband k.p calculation [166].
We will not develop this aspect here, but only the two last points.
In order to generalize the formula (32) in a convenient way, we introduce now the joint
energy density of state of a couple of interacting bands. Noticing that: 1
h
P
v;k (!  
!c;k + !v;k) = (h!   Ec;k + Ev;k), the conduction band contribution to the density
matrix time evolution is evaluated as:
d^I
dt

cond
=
2
2nvalNh

e
2m0c
2

8><>:
X
v;;02fc+;c g
k
(h!   E;k+q + Ev;k)hu0;k+qjAq;!  p^juv;kihuv;kjAq;!  p^ju;k+qij	0;k+qih	;k+qj
9>=>;

d^I
dt

cond
 2
2nvalNh

e
2m0c
2

8><>:
X
v;;02fc+;c g
k
(h!   E;k+q + Ev;k)
9>=>;
hu0;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ihuv;k0 jAq;!  p^ju;k0ij	0;k0ih	;k0 j
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
d^I
dt

cond
 2
2nvalNh

e
2m0c
2

8><>:
X
v;;02fc+;c g
k
(h!   E;k + Ev;k)
9>=>;
hu0;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ihuv;k0 jAq;!  p^ju;k0ij	0;k0ih	;k0 j
(43)
We evaluate the sum within brackets by introducing the density of state Dk = V=(2)3
in the reciprocal space. Letting Ev;(k)  E(k)  Ev(k), and since
Ev;(k) = 5k(Ev;(k))  k = j 5k (Ev;(kk)jkk
where kk is the local coordinate along the normal to the iso-energy surface Sv;(E) in
the reciprocal space such that Ev;(k) = E, and d
3k = dkkd2k?, where d2k? is the
elementary surface on Sv;(E), we have, for each valence-conduction band pairs (v; ):X
k
(h!   E;k+q + Ev;k)  V
(2)3
Z
d3k(h!   Ev;k + E;k)
and:
V
(2)3
Z
d3k(h!   Ev;k+q + E;k)
=
V
(2)3
Z
(h!   Ev;)
j 5k (Ev;(kk)jdEv;
Z
d2k?
=
V
(2)3
1
j 5k (Ev;(kk)jEv;(k)=h!
Z
Sv;(E)
d2k?
Finally: X
k
(h!   E;k + Ev;k)  V
(2)3
Sv;(h!)
j 5k (Ev;(k)jEv;(k)=h!
We introduce the energy joint density of states Dv;(E) for a transition from band v
to :
Dv;(E) = V
(2)3
Sv;(E)
j 5k (Ev;(k)jEv;(k)=h!
(44)
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where Sv;(E) is the surface in k-space dened by the equation Ev;(k) = E. Finally,
from (43), we get:
d^I
dt

cond
 2
2nvalNh

e
2m0c
2
X
v;;02fc+;c g
Dv;(h!)hu0;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ihuv;k0 jAq;!  p^ju;k0ij	0;k0ih	;k0 j
(45)
The generated population and spin densities generation rates are thus :
dNc
dt
=
2
h
1
2nvalN

e
2m0c
2
X
v;c
Dv;c(h!)
 jhuc+;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2 + jhuc ;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2 (46)
dSc;z
dt
=

2nvalN

e
2m0c
2
X
v;c
Dv;c(h!)
 jhuc+;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2   jhuc ;kjAq;!  p^juv;kij2 (47)
where the summation extends over all valence-conduction bands couples coupled by the
optical Hamiltonian. Note we have taken into account the approximation, legitimate
here:
Dv;c+(E)  Dv;c (E) = Dv;c(E)
If only one conduction band c is accessible by optical transitions, the initial electron
spin polarisation generated in this band is, neglecting all spin relaxation processes
during the laser pulse duration:
hS^c;zi(t)
 h
2
P
v
Dv;c(h!)
 jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2   jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2P
v
Dv;c(h!)
 jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2 + jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2
(48)
expression which shows how the energy dispersion of the coupled valence-conduction
bands, through the corresponding joint density of states, impact the initially generated
conduction electron spin.
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Photogenerated Electron Spin Polarization in L-valleys
We turn now to the specic problem of optical pumping of spin oriented electrons
in the GaAs L-valleys. Here, the excitation is provided by a laser beam assumed to
propagate along the [001] direction with + polarisation.
Lets us dene the laboratory frame B = fex; ey; ezg with unit vectors oriented
respectively along the [100], [010] and [001] crystallographic directions. To deal with
circularly polarised light, it is convenient to introduce the spinorial basis [178] as BS =
fe+; e ; e0g with:
e+ =   1p
2
(ex + iey); e  =
1p
2
(ex   iey); e0 = ez (49)
The spinorial components of any vector A in this complex orthonormal basis write :
A+ =   1p
2
(Ax   iAy);A  = 1p
2
(Ax + iAy);A0 = Az
Note that with these denitions: e =  e, and A = A. Taking
A(r; t) = A0[cos(q  r  !t)ex + sin(q  r  !t)ey]
as the vector potential of a + polarised laser beam propagating along the [001] direc-
tion with, its expression in BS frame is:
A(r; t) =
A0p
2
[ ei(qr !t)e+ + e i(qr !t)e ]
This description, suitable for optical transitions close to   point where the symmetry
of the crystal is Td , is not convenient for the transitions close to the L point. As a fact,
the local symmetry at kL point is C3v, with the quantication axis z
0 along a h111i
direction, and the electronic states symmetry and the coupling tables by operators can
be deduced simply within this new frame. We are thus led to dene a new basis B0.
Among the 8 dierent possible choices for the Li (i =1,. . . ,8) valleys, we select the one
oriented along [111], labelled L1, and dene the corresponding frame as :
ex0 =   1p
6
(ex + ey   2ez); ey0 =   1p
6
(ex   ey); ez0 =   1p
6
(ex + ey + ez)
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The corresponding spinorial basis is B0S dened by:
e+0 =   1p
2
(ex0 + iey0); e 0 =   1p
2
(ex0 + iey0); e00 = ez0 (50)
The spinorial components of any vector [r]BS = [r+; r ; r0]; [r]B0S = [r
0
+; r
0
 ; r
0
0] transform
as: [r]BS = [P ]BS ;B0S [r]B0S , so that: [r]B0S = [P ]
y
BS ;B0S [r]BS = [P ]B
0
S ;BS [r]BS .
The passage matrix [P ]BS ;B0S from the basis BS to the basis B0S can be thoroughly
deduced as:
[P ]BS ;B0S = [P ]BS ;B[P ]B;B0 [P ]B;B0S (51)
We deduce:
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[P ] 1BS ;B0S = [P ]
y
BS ;B0S =
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which is unitary, since the two complex basis are orthonormal. Note that these transfor-
mation laws apply to any vectorial operator as well. For circularly polarized excitation
propagating in the [001] direction, we have in general:
Aq;! = A0
26664
"x
"y
"z
37775 ;Aq;! = A0
26664
"x
"y
"z
37775
Aq;! = A0
266664
"+ =  "x   i"yp
2
"  =
"x + i"yp
2
"0 = "z
377775
BS
;Aq;! = A0
266664
"+ =  
"x + i"yp
2
"  =
"x   i"yp
2
"0 = "z
377775
BS
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[Aq;!]B0S = [P ] 1BS ;B0S [Aq;!]BS =
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For instance, for circularly polarized excitation +[001] propagating in the [001] direction,
we have in general:
Aq;! = A0
26664
1
i
0
37775 ;Aq;! = A0
26664
1
 i
0
37775
The components in the basis BS are:
Aq;! = A0
p
2
26664
 1
0
0
37775
BS
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p
2
26664
0
1
0
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In the basis B0S, we have thus:
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Recalling that:
p^ =
266664
p^+0 =   p^x0   ip^y0p
2
p^ 0 =
p^x0 + ip^y0p
2
p^00 = p^z0
377775
B0S
and since the hermitian scalar product in invariant in any orthogonal basis change, we
deduce:
Aq;!  p^ = [Aq;!]yB0S [p^]B0S = (Aq;!)

+0 p^+0 + (Aq;!) 0 p^ 0 + (Aq;!)00 p^00
Aq;!  p^ = [Aq;!]yB0S [p^]B0S =
e i

4
2

1 +
1p
3

p^+0   e
 i
4
2

1  1p
3

p^ 0 +
e i

4p
3
p^00 (53)
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In order to specify the optical transitions at the L1 point, the electronics valence and
conductions states symmetry can be obtained for C3v point group in Koster notations
[179] in table 1.
Represen- Spin-orbital state Angular Band
tation at L point Momentum
Lc4 jS 0 "i+ jZ 0 "i j12 ;+12ic
jS 0 #i   jZ 0 #i j1
2
; 1
2
ic conduction
Lv5 + L
v
6  j
X 0 + iY 0p
2
"i j3
2
;+3
2
iv
jX
0   iY 0p
2
#i j3
2
; 3
2
iv heavy-valence
Lv4  j
X 0 + iY 0p
2
"i j1
2
;+1
2
ic
jX
0   iY 0p
2
#i j1
2
; 1
2
ic spin-orbit valence
Table 1: The L-valley electronic states representation in C3v
+0 jX
0   iY 0p
2
#i  jX
0 + iY 0p
2
"i jX
0   iY 0p
2
"i  jX
0 + iY 0p
2
#i
jS 0 #i   jZ 0 #i  Q 0 0 0
jS 0 "i+ jZ 0 "i 0 0  Q 0
 0 jX
0   iY 0p
2
#i  jX
0 + iY 0p
2
"i jX
0   iY 0p
2
"i  jX
0 + iY 0p
2
#i
+
0
;q k [1; 1; 1]
jS 0 #i   jZ 0 #i 0 0 0 Q
jS 0 "i+ jZ 0 "i 0 Q 0 0
Table 2: The coupling tables of p^0 operators at L point.
Note that the basis vectors of the sum of representation Lv5 + L
v
6 are eigenvectors
of the hamiltonian since no longitudinal magnetic eld is applied here. Here, we have
dened the matrix element
Q  hS 0jp^0xjX 0i = hS 0jp^0yjY 0i. Using this notation, the
coupling table with p^0 operators are easily obtained, and are summarised in the rst
table. The p^00 = p^z0 operator does not couple the mentioned conduction and valence
states.
Now, we turn back to our excitation conguration with + photons propagating
along [111]. The coupling table obtained from Figure 4.9 is given in the table 2. Using
formula (52) and the tables 2 above, we obtain the coupling table 3 below for a +[001]
photon propagating along the [001] direction. From these tables (1,2) and gure 14, it
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"  p^ jX
0   iY 0p
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1  1p
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
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1 +
1p
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

Q
0
Table 3: The coupling tables for circularly polarized photons propagating along [001]
at L point.
can be inferred that no spin coherences can arise in the conduction band neither with
a monochromatic, nor a 2 ps duration laser pulse.
The spin of the population generated by +[001] mode is then deduced from (41,42)
and table 3, yielding, for excitation energies close to the ELg gap:
Sc;zjgen = h
2
jhuc+;kL j"  p^juhh+;kLij2   jhuc ;kL j"  p^juhh ;kLij2
jhuc+;kLj"  p^juhh+;kLij2 + jhuc ;kL j"  p^juhh ;kLij2
SL1c jgen =  
h
2
p
3
2
e0z (54)
For the opposite valley e"z =  e0z, oriented along [{1, {1, {1], it can be easily shown
that the generated spin is :
SL1c jgen = +
h
2
p
3
2
e"z =  h
2
p
3
2
e0z (55)
which is expected, since the valleys in two opposite directions are equivalent.
The spin generated in the other valleys is nally obtained using the invariance of
the crystal by rotations around the ez = [001] axis. Finally, the total average spin
photo-generated from Lv5+L
v
6 valence bands by a 
+ polarised laser beam propagating
along [001] is:
Scjgen = 1
4
4X
i=1
SLic jgen =  
h
2
ez
2
(56)
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[
]Figure: The optical transitions schele at L point in the GaAs Brillouin zone. The
transition amplitudes (
Q
) represents hucje0p0juvi matrix elements. For the
notations, see text and table 1. The transitions amplitudes are taken from table 2
and (52). The 
0
optical modes propagate along the [1,1,1] direction.
In a similar manner, assuming only the valence band (Lv4) is excited, and using tables
(3), we would arrive for light propagating along [001] direction to the expression op-
posite to (55): Scjgen = 1
4
P4
i=1 S
Li
c jgen = +
h
2
ez
2
. However, this cannot be achieved
practically without exciting the Lv5 + L
v
6 bands simultaneously. In the experimental
case, using formula (48), we arrive to the expression:
hS^c;z(t)  h
2
P
v=fL5+L6;L4g
Dv;c(h!)
 jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2   jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2P
v=fL5+L6;L4g
Dv;c(h!)
 jhuc+;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2 + jhuc ;k0 jAq;!  p^juv;k0ij2
hS^c;z(t)  h
2

 1
2
DL5+L6;c(h!) DL4;c(h!)
DL5+L6;c(h!) +DL4;c(h!)

(57)
The resulting generated polarisation is expected to be very weak, since the joint
density of states DL5+L6;c(h!) and DL4;c(h!) essentially compensate. A more careful
examination of the theoretical k.p or LDA approaches (see gure 4.7 chapter 4) reveals
that when the Lv5 + L
v
6 and the L
v
4 bands are excited simultaneously, some imbalance
occurs between the joint density of state DL5+L6;c(h!) and DL4;c(h!), the former being
slightly reduced to the increasing curvature of the conduction band dispersion when
moving towards the   point. The initial spin will then decay equally in each valleys,
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with no spin coherence arising. It will be then transferred to the   valley.
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In chapter 3, we have described the electrical spin injection into a semiconductor.
The spin manipulation is the next step in order to lead to potential applications in
the eld of spintronics. In this view, new materials with peculiar spin properties, are
constantly investigated. In this chapter, we focus on the dilute bismide alloy of GaAs,
since a small amount of bismuth to arsenide strongly modies the electronic and spin
properties of GaAs. These remarkable properties make GaAsBi a good candidate for
both optoelectronic and spintronic applications.
In this chapter, we describe the recent studies we performed on GaAsBi epilay-
ers. First we introduce the electron properties of this alloy. In a second step, we
focus on photoluminescence characterization of these epilayers via the investigation of
their bandgap energy dependence upon temperature and photoluminescence excitation
power. Finally, we describe the study of their electon spin properties by means of time
and polarization resolved photoluminescence. We show that bismuth strongly modies
the spin properties of GaAsBi as compared to GaAs.
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5.1 Introduction
There is an increasing interest in the highly mismatched semiconductor alloys
GaBixAs1 x, both from a fundamental perspective [180{183] and also because of its
potential device applications [184{187]. When a small fraction of As is replaced by Bi
in GaAs, the band gap Eg decreases rapidly, by 90 meV when 1% of As is replaced
by Bi. In addition, photoreectance measurements show that the energy separation,
SO, between the spin-split-o valence band and the valence band edge also increases
rapidly with Bi composition [188]. It has been recently shown [189] that, by increasing
the Bi composition in GaBixAs1 x to  10%, we enter an Eg < SO regime in the
alloy. This regime is of interest for the design of highly ecient optoelectronic devices
since it opens up the possibility of suppression of the nonradiative Auger recombination
process involving excitation of holes from the highest valence band into the spin-orbit
split-o band, a loss mechanism that plagues the eciency and dominates the threshold
characteristics of GaInAsP and AlGaInAs lasers operating in the telecommunication
wavelength range [184,186,189].
The features observed experimentally on GaAsBi alloys strongly remind the ones
observed previously in another GaAs diluted alloy: GaAsN. In this ternary alloy, ni-
trogen cluster states interact strongly with the extended states of the GaAs matrix
conduction states, leading to a strong reduction of the band gap energy. This be-
haviour has been nicely described by a band anticrossing model (BAC), which has
shown eciency to predict band gap reduction of strained or relaxed diluted nitride
alloys [190]. However, this oversimplied approach doesn't take into account alloy dis-
order and underestimates the changes upon electron eective mass or gyromagnetic
factor for instance [191]. Tight-binding and pseudopotential calculations have been
performed as well [191,192]. They have provided a deeper description of GaAsN alloys,
and have conrmed the sucient reliability of the BAC model to describe the band
gap reduction in this material. The strong localization eects observed by photolu-
minescence experiments [193,194], the large reduction of the band gap energy [195],
added to the large bowing of spin-orbit split-o energy [196] have suggested a similar
behaviour.
Indeed, a BAC model has been suggested, this time taking into account the inter-
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action between bismuth localized states and the extended valence states of the GaAs
host matrix [15,16]. Again, this simple model has given satisfactory agreement with
experimental determination of the band gap energy and spin-orbit split-o energy,
the bismuth related localized states "pushing" up the valence band edge. However,
tight-binding calculations carried out on this system by Usman et al. have shown
that the experimentally observed strong band gap reduction is only partially explained
through the valence band BAC interaction [16]. They nd that the conduction band
edge energy also decreases with increasing Bi composition, and that both band edge
shifts contribute approximately equally at large Bi compositions to the reduction in
the band gap energy of unstrained GaBixAs1 x alloys. The dependence of the band
gap on the Bi composition closely matches with experimental measurements. They
also calculated that the band gap and spin-orbit-splitting energies cross each other at
10.5% Bi composition in GaBixAs1 x, which is consistent with recent experimental
measurements [185].
In Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 are reported the band gap energies Eg and spin-orbit
Figure 5.1: Band gap energies and spin-orbit split-o energy calculated using the BAC
model [15]
split-o energy calculated using the BAC model (Figure 5.1 [15]) and tight-binding
model (Figure 5.2 [16]). One can notice that both model give reasonable agreement as
far as Eg and SO are concerned. The major dierence remains in the prediction of
the conduction band oset, which could be of type I or type II according to the model
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Figure 5.2: band gap energies and spin-orbit split-o energy calculated using tight-
binding model [16]
used. Hence, further studies are necessary to understand deeper the GaAsBi electronic
properties, so as to rene the models used to predict alloy properties, and be able to
use it in optoelectronic devices.
In this chapter, we present rapidly the singular properties of GaAsBi ternary alloy.
Then, we present time integrated and time-resolved photoluminescence characteriza-
tions of a GaAsBi epilayer containing 2.2% of bismuth, showing the inuence of tem-
perature and excitation power density. We discuss the localized character of valence
states and the eect of rapid thermal annealing on the improvement of material quality
and homogeneity. In a second section, we investigate the spin properties of the alloy as
a probe of band structure major changes by time and polarization resolved photolumi-
nescence measurements. We determine the value of the electron gyromagnetic factor
and electron spin relaxation time. We show that the experimental values determined
here are evidence of the strong modication of host states by bismuth atoms.
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5.2 TRPL characterization of GaAsBi epilayers
In this section, we investigate the photoluminescence characteristics of a GaAsBi
epilayer as a function of temperature and excitation power density. These experiments
are key steps in order to understand the inuence of bismuth incorporation upon the
matrix states. Moreover, we have performed rapid thermal annealing (RTA) on the
studied samples. RTA is well known for improving, under optimised conditions, both
the optical quality of the material while reducing the non radiative defect density, and
the crystal homogeneity.
First, we present the dependence of the PL linewidth and peak position upon tem-
perature and excitation power density and describe the eect of RTA. In a second step,
we investigate the eect of RTA upon carrier lifetime.
The sample investigated in this chapter consists of a bulk undoped 160 nm thick
GaAs0:978Bi0:022 layer, grown on a 300 nm GaAs buer layer and a semi-insulating
GaAs (100) substrate in a RIBER solid-source MBE system. The substrate tempera-
ture was controlled by means of optical bandgap thermometry to be 580C and 380C
for the buer and dilute bismide layers, respectively. The bismide layer was grown at a
reduced rate of 0:1mh 1, and for a stoichiometric As/Ga ratio. The Bi concentration
and layer thickness were measured via high-resolution X-ray diraction, from where
it is also evidenced that the GaAsBi layer is elastically strained. Once grown, a part
of the GaAsBi sample was subjected to a nitrogen atmosphere during 30s at 750C.
The sample was capped with a piece of GaAs substrate during the annealing in order
to prevent any surface degradation due to arsenic desorption. Moussa et al [197] have
shown by varying the annealing temperature for MOVPE-grown GaAs0:96Bi0:04 epilay-
ers that the optimization of luminescence eciency is obtained at around 700C. This
was also conrmed for MBE-grown samples by Mohmad et al [198]. The temperature
used here (750C) is then close to this literature-reported optimal value.
The sample was mounted in a closed He-cooled cycle cryostat, where the tempera-
ture varied from 10 to 300 K. Optical excitation was provided by focusing 1.5 ps pulses
generated by a mode-locked Ti-Sapphire laser with 80 MHz repetition frequency. The
laser wavelength was xed at exc = 795nm with 1 mW and 10 mW incident powers,
focused on a 50m diameter spot at the sample surface. This corresponds to a typical
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photon ux of 0.5 and 2:5  1013cm 2 at the sample surface. The incident angle of
the exciting laser beam was perpendicular to the sample surface (along the z axis).
Time-integrated and time-resolved PL, measured along the sample growth direction,
were recorded using a S1 photocathode Hamamatsu streak camera with an overall time
resolution of 8 ps. [199]
5.2.1 Bandgap energy variation and PL linewidth
The investigation of the sample was then carried out as a function of temperature.
Figure 5.3 (a) shows the PL peak emission energy versus temperature obtained for
the as-grown sample at 1 mW (lled squares) and 10 mW (lled triangles) incident
power, and for the 750C annealed sample at 1 mW (open squares) and 10 mW (open
triangles). The PL energy values correspond to the expected ones with this Bi con-
centration [181,195]. At low temperature, the as-grown 1 mW curve departs from the
expected Varshni t [200] by showing the typical S-shape behaviour of disordered semi-
conductors and already observed in GaAsBi materials [198]. The origin of this deviation
is attributed to localized states, alloy disorder, potential uctuations and cluster local-
ization, induced by Bi incorporation [193,201]. The carrier localization energy at any
temperature is given by the dierence Eloc(T ) = EV ar(T )   EPL(T ), where EV ar(T )
and EPL(T ) are the Varshni theoretical energy value and the temperature dependence
of the PL peak energy, respectively [202]. The temperature of the local minimum is
around 70 K, and the corresponding maximum localization energy Eloc;max is about 8
meV. For the as-grown sample, the S-shape vanishes at higher incident power, due to
the expected complete lling of the localized states at high excitation density. The key
point is that the S-shape feature disappears as well for the RTA sample. In the latter
case, the reason is the improvement of the sample quality through the reduction of
the localized defect density. Similar trends were observed for these samples when the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) is plotted as a function of temperature (Figure
5.3 (b)), where again the S-shape disappears after annealing. Indeed, for the as-grown
sample under 1 mW excitation, the FWHM increases from 60 meV at 10 K to a local
maximum of 90 meV at around 100 K, corresponding to the intermediate tempera-
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Figure 5.3: PL peak emission energy (a) and FWHM (b) plotted as a function of
temperature for the as-grown sample excited at 1 mW (lled squares) and 10 mW
(lled triangles), and for the 750C annealed sample at 1 mW (empty squares) and 10
mW (empty triangles).
ture where carriers are equally separated between localized and valence states. Then,
it slightly decreases to 84 meV at 130 K when thermal energy is sucient to permit
de-trapping of holes, and nally it increases again, following the standard temperature
dependence feature. The removal of the S-shape behavior by annealing indicates a
reduction of the localized states density, and this is further conrmed by the FWHM
value, which is smaller for the annealed sample than for the as-grown one whatever
the temperature value is. We also observe a slight blue shift of about 5 meV of the
GaAsBi bandgap energy induced by annealing.
Figure 5.4 shows the room temperature time-integrated PL spectra measured for
the as-grown and the annealed samples. The excitation power was set at 1 mW. The
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Figure 5.4: Time integrated PL spectra for the as-grown and annealed samples at
750C, taken at room temperature and 1 mw excitation power
PL intensity is observed to increase by 30% after annealing, with almost no change
in the emission wavelength.
Another way to characterize the sample quality is to calculate the activation ener-
gies of the defects via the evolution of the PL intensity with temperature, using the
Arrhenius expression of log(I0=I 1) versus 1=T , where I0 is the PL intensity at 0 K.
Figure 5.5 shows the obtained plots before and after RTA. The plot for the as-grown
sample cannot be split into linear components, implying that a continuous range of de-
fect energies from around 5 to 50 meV is present. In contrast, with the annealed
sample, the Arrhenius plot can be easily tted with two single lines, which provides
activation energies of around 7 and 30 meV, in the temperature range from 40 to 140
K and from 150 to 300 K, respectively. This conrms that post-growth annealing helps
reducing the density and the energy dispersion of defects induced by Bi incorporation.
RTA therefore increases the sample quality by reducing the density of defects, in a
similar way as already observed via transmission electron microscopy characterization
by Rodrigo et al [16]. In fact, it appears that some types of defects are eciently
cured but only two mainly remain. The corresponding energy values of 7 and 30 meV
are similar to those identied by Imhof et al [12, 19] at 11 and 45 meV and which
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Figure 5.5: Arrhenius plots for the as-grown sample (empty circles) and the annealed
(crosses) sample at 1 mW. The dashed lines represent the tting lines for the calculation
of the defects' activation energies in the annealed sample.
were attributed to Bi cluster states and alloy disorder, respectively. Our reduced val-
ues might be explained by the lower Bi concentration of our samples. RTA was also
demonstrated to inuence the carrier dynamics at room temperature. Cechavicius et
al [22] also investigated the thermal annealing eect on the GaAsBi carrier dynamics
using the optical pump{THz probe technique, but they concluded that RTA is bene-
cial only on samples with 6% Bi concentration.
5.2.2 Eect of Rapid Thermal Annealing on carrier lifetime
By studying the TRPL decay time at low temperature at low incident power, we
found that annealing drastically modies the photogenerated carrier lifetime. In the
as-grown sample, up to about 50 K, the TRPL curve appears almost at after the laser
excitation pulse, and the decay time is longer than our instrumental measurement ca-
pability due to the long trapped carrier recombination mechanism. By increasing the
temperature above 50 K, the TRPL curve starts showing an exponential decay aspect,
due to non-radiative defect thermal activation and band-to-band recombination. This
brings the decay time to around 130 ps at room temperature for 1 mW incident power,
as represented in Figure 5.6(a). Similar TRPL curves were obtained for the annealed
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Figure 5.6: TRPL curves for the as-grown sample (a) and the annealed sample (b),
taken at 1 mW incident power for a series of increasing temperatures up to 300 K.
(NB: The amplitudes of the signals in the two graphs are not comparable as data were
taken under dierent acquisition conditions.) Spectra are shifted for presenting more
clearly.
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Figure 5.7: Decay time plot versus temperature for the as-grown (lled squares) and
750C annealed samples (empty circles) at 1 mW incident power. The normalized
TRPL curves taken at 10 K are shown in the inset (stacked for clarity), together with
the exponential t for the annealed sample.
sample, as shown in Figure 5.6(b). However, when comparing the measured decay
time, at low temperature, there is a severe reduction of the carrier lifetime for the RTA
sample as compared to the as-grown sample. This is represented in Figure 5.7. At 10
K for example, the decay time of the annealed sample was measured to be equal to 1.65
ns (see the exponential t in the inset gragh of Figure 5.7). Whereas it is out of the
accessible experimental time range for the as-grown sample. This decay time decreases
due to the ecient reduction of the defects density and the induced increase of faster
delocalized carrier recombination processes. We technically expect this feature to be
due to a higher oscillator strength between conduction states and delocalized valence
band state. From 90 K, the decay time of the two samples is almost identical, the
annealed one marginally higher, because of the slight reduction of the non-radiative
defects density after RTA.
5.3 Spin properties of GaAsBi
In this section, we investigate the photoluminescence (PL) polarization dynamics af-
ter circularly polarized excitation. The measurement of spin quantum beats in GaAsBi
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in transverse magnetic eld is used to determine the electron g-factor value. The sign
of g is determined by tilting the excitation beam and comparing the outcome to the
GaAs polarization dynamics. We also show the dependence of electron spin relaxation
dynamics in GaAsBi upon temperature.
5.3.1 Experimental determination of g-factor
Experimental conditions
In the experiment of this chapter, the sample was mounted in Voigt conguration in
the TRPL setup (chapter 2). The exciting beam polarization (linear or circular) was
set by means of a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate. An external continuous
magnetic eld was applied parallel to the sample layers (along the x axis), with a
magnitude up to 0.73 T.
According to the optical selection rules in the bulk material, and assuming fast hole
spin relaxation time [81], the degree of electron spin polarization Pe can be obtained
from the luminescence circular polarization Pc, by measuring the intensity of the co-
polarized (I+) and counter-polarized (I ) PL components as compared to the circular
excitation polarization:
Pc =
I+   I 
I+ + I 
(5.1)
The sample and setup we used here for analyzing are the same as in section 5.2.
When an external magnetic eld B is applied, the precession of the electron spins
around B leads to the beating of the photoluminescence polarization dynamics. The
polarization quantum beat period yields the value of the electron Lande g-factor.
From previous investigations of the PL peak emission energy versus temperature
presented in the section before, a deviation of the obtained values from the expected
Varshni t [200] is expected, especially at low excitation power densities (Figure 5.3(a)).
This gure is attributed to localized states due to alloy disorder, cluster formation,
and potential uctuations, induced by Bi incorporation [193,201] and disappears when
increasing the incident excitation power density due to the complete lling of the
localized states. Above 100 K, band to band recombinations dominate. Hence, all
the experiments were performed at 100K under 10 mW excitation and above in order
rst to eliminate any excitonic eect and second to avoid dominating localized carrier
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recombinations.
Experimental measurement of g-factor value
Figure 5.8: Co-polarized I+ (black line) and counter-polarized I  (red line) PL compo-
nents, and related circular polarization degree (Pc) at room temperature under circular
(black squares) or linear (hollow squares) excitation; dashed lines are guides to the eye.
Figure 5.8 shows the room temperature time integrated PL spectra measured under
circular polarized excitation, in the co- and counter-polarized detection scheme. The
excitation beam was incident perpendicular to the sample, with an estimated photo-
generated electron density of 2  1017cm 3 in the GaAsBi layer. The PL peak wave-
length is around 1010 nm, demonstrating the clear red-shift of the GaAsBi bandgap
energy compared to the one of bulk GaAs. The copolarized PL intensity I+ is stronger
than the counterpolarized component I , implying a signicantly dierent population
of the spin states in the sample. The corresponding degree of circular polarization, Pc,
is also plotted in the same graph [203]. Pc reaches the value of 50:4% at the PL peak,
and it increases up to 7  1:3% in the high energy range of the PL spectrum due to
shorter carrier lifetime at high energy. The same trend in the PL spectrum polarization
was observed when varying the incident power density. We also obtained a similar de-
gree of polarization when exciting below the GaAs bandgap (exc = 892nm). However,
exciting above yields to the light absorption in both GaAs and GaAsBi layers and to a
larger photogenerated carrier density inducing a signicant increase of the signal/noise
ratio for a given photon uence. In order to conrm that the measured Pc is indeed
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related to the carrier spin polarization, we have performed the same experiment using
a linear excitation beam. The corresponding polarization degree is also reported in
Figure 5.8, where indeed no circular polarization signal is observed, as expected.
In order to make a direct determination of the electron Lande g-factor in the
Figure 5.9: Time dependence of the PL circular polarization degree for B=0T (black
hollow squares) and B=0.73T (red hollow squares) at T=100 K, the black exponential
decay line is a guide to the eye. The inset shows the measured Larmor precession
frequency  = 
=2 as a function of the applied magnetic eld.
GaAsBi epilayer, we have performed time resolved PL measurements under an exter-
nal magnetic eld. To get an accurate value of g, the measurement was repeated for
several values of the applied magnetic eld, ranging from 0 to 0.73 T. We have plotted
in Figure 5.9 the time dependence of Pc at T = 100K for B = 0 and B = 0:73 T. The
spin relaxation time has been found to be the same whatever the detection wavelength
is. Hence, the signal was integrated over the whole PL spectrum in order to increase
the signal/noise ratio.
Without magnetic eld (B = 0 T), we observe an exponential decay of Pc, which is
linked to the electron spin relaxation time. The application of a transverse magnetic
eld adds an oscillating component to the exponential decay, caused by the Larmor
precession of the electrons around the applied magnetic eld B. The Larmor pulsation
of the observed oscillations is simply related to the g-factor through the relation:

 =
gB
h
B (5.2)
where B is the Bohr magneton.
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The inset in Figure 5.9 displays the linear variation of the measured precession fre-
quency as a function of B.
The electron GaAsBi g-factor, calculated from the pulsation of the observed os-
Figure 5.10: Measured electron g-factor in GaAsBi (black squares) as a function of
lattice temperature with respective error bars, the line is a guide to the eye. The inset
shows an example of acquired TRPL spectrum (I+ component) with clear intensity
oscillations appearing after the application of a transverse magnetic eld of 0.73 T.
cillations in the presence of magnetic eld using Eq. (5.1), is plotted as function of
temperature in Figure 5.10. The choice for the negative sign of g is justied later in
the text. An example of a streak camera image is shown in the inset of the same g-
ure, displaying luminescence intensity oscillations after the application of the magnetic
eld.
Remarkably, the GaAsBi g-factor is almost twice the value of the one in GaAs, de-
creasing in absolute value from around 0.81 at 100K to 0.68 at room temperature. In
order to conrm these results, g was also measured for the GaAs transition observed in
the same sample at 100 and 200 K, obtaining 0.41 and 0.36, respectively. These GaAs
values t perfectly with those reported in the literature [204,205].
In a very simple approach, the electron g-factor can be approximated from the
following expression [163]:
g = 2  2
3
EPSO
Eg(Eg +SO)
(5.3)
where EP is the Kane energy, Eg the energy bandgap, and SO is the SO splitting
energy.
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By assuming SO = 0:445eV for our Bi concentration (compared to SO = 0:341eV
in Bi-free GaAs), as previously reported in the literature [181,206], taking EP = 22:7eV
[207] and extracting Eg from the PL spectrum (1.25 eV), we get g =  1:18 at 100K.
This calculated value is certainly overestimated compared to the real g (There are
two contributions to the temperature change of the optical gap, which are rstly due
to lattice dilation arising from the fact that the ionic potential is anharmonic, and
secondly the vibrational part. It is well known that the eective mass follows the
dilational contribution only, since the vibrations occur on a much slower time scale
than the time the electron takes to sample the interband interactions that determine
the mass, which are at optical frequency. [204,208]) . However, it is in agreement with
our nding that the absolute value of g increases with a small addition of Bi in GaAs, as
the result of both increasing the spin-orbit energy and decreasing the bandgap energy.
Determination of the g-factor sign
Figure 5.11: The principle of spin quantum-beat dephasing measurements. The sign of
the dephasing between the +B and -B experiments allows one to determine the electron
transverse Lande g factor sign. [17]
The principle of the experiment is sketched in Figure 5.11. When pumping under
oblique incidence, the initial electron spin S(0) is tilted with respect to the surface
axis. The subsequent electron Larmor precession is determined by the rotation vector
~
L = g?BB=h, where g? is the transverse electron g factor, B the Bohr magneton,
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and B the transverse magnetic eld, so that the spin projection Sz oscillates with
a phase determined by the initial spin angle (0). When the sign of B changes, the
precession direction is reversed, leading to a phase change in Sz oscillations, inducing
a phase shift in the PL polarization.
The measured temporal phase shift t between positive (+B) and negative (-B)
external eld is simply related to (0) by [17]
t = 2
(0)
gBB
(5.4)
By knowing the sign of g in GaAs [209], a comparison of the sign of t for the GaAs
and GaAsBi transitions leads to the conclusion that the g-factor of GaAsBi is also
negative.
The temporal shift t of the PL circular polarization for the GaAs and GaAsBi
Figure 5.12: Luminescence polarization oscillations at T=100 K for the GaAsBi (main
graph) and GaAs (inset) transitions, showing the temporal phase shift t between
positive (B !ex , black hollow squares) and negative (-B !ex , red hollow circles) external
magnetic eld.
transitions, measured after changing the polarity of B, is clearly shown in Figure 5.12.
The excitation angle was set at 70, and the detection angle at 20, leading to 10
internal angle dierence. The lattice temperature was xed at 100K in order to keep
suciently robust signal for the determination of the polarization dephasing.
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5.3.2 Analysis of spin relaxation time
Figure 5.13: Experimentally measured electron spin relaxation time in intrinsic GaAsBi
as a function of temperature (blue circles), plotted within the theoretically expected
values calculated by Tong et. al. with a photo-electron density of 1017cm3.
The electron spin relaxation time s was also investigated as a function of tem-
perature from 100 to 300K with an estimated photo-generated electron density of
21017cm3; the PL polarization dynamics has been simply tted with a single exponen-
tial decay curve (at B=0T). Since the sample is unintentionally doped, the D'Yakonov-
Perel relaxation mechanism [210] is expected to be the dominant mechanism in this
temperature range [206], with the spin relaxation time strongly dependent upon the
scattering mechanisms in the sample. The measured values of s for GaAsBi are plot-
ted in Figure 5.13 as blue circles. In this temperature range, the spin relaxation time
decreased from 370 to 100 ps. At 100 K, we nd a product (g  s) of 300 ps. This value
is in good agreement with the value of 180 ps found by Pursley et al. [211] in similar
experimental conditions on a GaAs0:992Bi0:008 epilayer.
Figure 5.13 shows also the theoretical results obtained by Tong et al. [206] in in-
trinsic GaAs0:98Bi0:02 with a photoelectron density of 10
17cm3 and assuming the same
electron eective mass as GaAs (solid line) and 50% of the eective mass of GaAs
(dotted line). Only two groups have investigated the GaAsBi electron eective mass,
but they have reported opposite results. From magnetic eld-dependent PL, Pettinari
et al. [212] found that GaAsBi has a larger mass than GaAs, while Fluegel et al. [213]
reported a lower mass in GaAsBi by means of Shubnikov-De Haas technique. Our ex-
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perimental results are consistent with the curve corresponding to a Bi content of 2.2%
and eective mass smaller than that of GaAs, possibly suggesting a decrease of the
electron eective mass in GaAsBi as compared to GaAs. However, even though the
experiments were conducted at temperatures and excitation densities at which local-
ization eects should be negligible, the spin relaxation mechanisms can be slowed down
by the trapping and detrapping dynamics associated with the localization centers, and
may result in a slightly overestimated spin relaxation time as compared to free carriers,
and consequently underestimated electron eective mass.
5.4 Conclusions and perspectives
In conclusion, we have investigated the photoluminescence peak position as a func-
tion of temperature, for an as-grown and an annealed GaAsBi epilayer containing 2.2%
of bismuth. The as-grown sample photoluminescence intensity exhibits a s-shape be-
haviour when the temperature is raised from 10 K to room temperature. After anneal-
ing, while a slight increase of the time integrated photoluminescence intensity was only
observed, a clear change in the energy peak position temperature dependence and in
the time-resolved photoluminescence characteristics were measured. The s-shape is no
longer present, the Arrhenius plot indicates a reduced number of defect types, and the
carrier lifetime is shorter in the lower temperature range as compared to the as-grown
sample. This shows that rapid thermal annealing leads in the dilute bismide layer to
a reduction of the density and dispersion of the defects associated to localized states.
On the contrary, the benet on PL intensity is low, indicating that RTA performed on
these MBE grown samples only cures a small density of non radiative defects.
We have also investigated the electron spin dynamics in bulk GaAsBi material,
yielding the determination of the electron g-factor and spin relaxation time as function
of temperature. We found that the g-factor is negative and almost twice the value in
GaAs, ranging from -0.81 to -0.68 from 100 to 300 K. The electron spin relaxation time
was also measured; we found that it is also aected by the Bi incorporation, decreasing
from 370 to about 100 ps when the temperature is increased from 100 to 300K. These
results are in good agreement with previous theoretical and experimental values ob-
tained for similar ternary alloys [206,211]. They demonstrate that the spin properties
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of GaAs can be drastically modied with the incorporation of a small percentage of Bi,
as a result of increased spin-orbit interaction. This could open up possibilities such as
spintronic devices based on Rashba spin-orbit interaction requiring lower modulation
electric elds, thanks to the larger spin-orbit interaction as compared to GaAs [214].
Apart from spintronic applications, GaAsBi is of great interest because it allows
both a reduction of the band gap energy, and an increase of the spin-orbit split-o
energy. GaAsBi based materials, combined for instance to indium or nitrogen incorpo-
ration, may have the potential to cover a wide spectral range from near- to mid-infrared
with exible control of the band osets and spin-orbit splitting. In particular, with a
spin-orbit splitting energy larger than the band gap, the design of Auger and leakage
free devices for long-wavelength device applications may be possible. However, these
potential designs need deeper insights into the material band structure. In this view,
we have started a collaboration with E. O'Reilly's group from the Tyndall Institute in
Ireland. A rened model of g factor, based on tight-binding calculations, and taking
strain into account, is under progress, and will be compared to experimental values
determined by TRPL measurements in our group. This joint study should help un-
derstanding the nature of valence and conduction states, and give new materials for
device modeling.
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Conclusion and Perspectives
Among challenges in the eld of semiconductor spintronics, one can cite electrical
spin injection, transport, spin storage and manipulation, and spin current detection.
This thesis is focused on two of these topics: electrical spin injection into III-V semi-
conductors for spin-optoelectronics applications and exploration of spin properties of
the new material GaAsBi in view of manipulation of spin carriers.
Using SpinLEDs based on InGaAs quantum wells, we have analysed the inuence of
the growth technique (Molecular Beam Epitaxy or Sputtering) of the MgO layer on the
eciency of the spin injection process. Combined analysis of polarization-resolved elec-
troluminescence with time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mea-
surements, lead to the conclusion that the control of the quality of the CoFeB/MgO
interface is more important than the one of the MgO/GaAs interface for an optimal
spin injection. A systematic study of the impact of the post-annealing temperature of
the injector is also performed for the two types of samples. Both show the same trend:
an increase of the EL circular polarization (PC) when the annealing temperature TAN
increases, with an optimized temperature in the range 300-350C. We attribute this
behavior mainly to the improvement of the chemical structure at the top CoFeB/MgO
interface. The current dependence of the electrical spin injection is also investigated
for samples prepared by the two growth techniques. We demonstrate that the electro-
luminescence circular polarization is very stable as a function of the injected current
for sputtered tunnel barriers, whereas this polarization decreases abruptly when the
current increases for tunnel barriers grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy. We attribute
this behavior to the MgO/GaAs interface that presents specic characteristics depend-
ing on the growth method. It appears that in view of future applications, spinLEDs
with sputtered tunnel barriers present the best compromise between high electrolumi-
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nescence circular polarization and high electroluminescence intensity. Finally we have
demonstrated a very ecient electrical spin injection without any external magnetic
eld using an ultrathin (a few monolayers) CoFeB injector that presents Perpendicular
Magnetic Anisotropy (PMA). The EL circular polarization rate PC can reach values
as large as 20% at 25 K, which is more than six times the values obtained with usual
multilayer PMA injectors [35] up to now. A signicant PC (8%) is conserved at room
temperature. A systematic study of PC as a function of temperature leads to the con-
clusion that the injection is stable with temperature and that the variation of PC are
due to variation of the electron lifetime and spin relaxation times within the quantum
well.
In the future we plan to include this new injector into the cavity of a Vertical External
Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VECSELs) to generate coherent circularly polarized
light [215], as it was demonstrated in Spin Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers [28]
(where a reduction of the threshold current has been observed). From an optical point
of view, these spin VECSELS would present certain advantages compared to Spin VC-
SELS as high power, high spatial and temporal coherence, wavelength exibility, and
longitudinal multi- or monomode operation. From the point of view of spintronics, it
will allow to deposit the ferromagnetic spin injector as close as possible to the emitting
quantum well (contrary to spinVCSELS [28]), maximizing the spin polarization degree
of the electrically injected electrons. As the magnetic injector has to be embedded
inside the optical cavity, the light absorption by the injector becomes a critical point
because the corresponding intracavity loss can easily prevent the laser regime. Only
an ultrathin injector as we proposed here should be employed, ruling out the use of
thick multilayers PMA injectors. In this purpose, let's note that the typical absorption
coecient of Co/Pt (7nm) multilayers integrated in spin-LEDs is about 30% in the
infrared spectra [151] which clearly prevents, for instance, any laser operation in cavity
VECSELs. On the other hand, the absorption at the same wavelength within a 1.2
nm CoFeB layer has been measured to be less than 3% [151] which is compatible with
VECSELs operation.
A second very important functionality would be to be able to electrically switch
the helicity of the light. It requires the switching of the electron spin between up and
down states by switching the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer. This could be
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accomplished by Spin Transfer Torque (STT) eect with an additional spin polarized
control current owing through the injector. The ultrathin CoFeB PMA layers are now
considered as the most promising electrodes for STT operations in MRAM technology,
because they satisfy (i) high thermal stability at reduced dimension, (ii) low current
induced magnetization switching and (iii) high spin polarization at the same time. Ob-
viously, this type of injector is also the best candidate for electrical control of circularly
polarized light via STT for devices operating at room temperature without magnetic
eld. It constitutes the nal target of the French-Chinese ANR-NSFC SISTER (elec-
trical control of Spin Injection in Spin-LEDs via spin TransfER eect without magnetic
eld) project involving IJL Nancy, UMP-CNRS Thales Palaiseau, Institute of Physics
(IOP) and Institute of Semiconductors (IOS) in Beijing, and LPCNO (Toulouse).
From a fundamental point of view, a deeper understanding of the spin injection pro-
cess would take benets from the calculations of density of surface states at CoFeB/MgO
and MgO/GaAs interfaces by ab-initio calculations, as it was done for Magnetic Tunnel
Junction (MJ) magnetic junction based on Fe/MgO/Fe [10] and CoFe/MgO/CoFe [88].
The question of the existence of the spin ltering eect (that is to say a non equivalent
attenuation of the evanescent wavefunctions for the two spin species) across the MgO
crystalline tunnel barriers, that was evidenced in these MTJ junctions by theoretical
DFT (Density Functional Theory), is still open in Fe (CoFeB)/MgO/(Al)GaAs system,
and full calculations have still to be done.
In a second part, we have explored the electron spin properties in the L valleys in
GaAs, by polarisation-resolved Photoluminescence Excitation (PLE) spectroscopy in
the blue range. These high energy electrons might play an important role in devices
based on spin transport (as for example, if one wants to observe the recently predicted
spin Gunn eect) as well as in devices where electrical spin injection of high kinetic
energy electrons occurs. We demonstrate that a signicant fraction of the electron
spin memory can be conserved when the electron is scattered from the L to the  
valley despite an energy relaxation of several hundreds of meV. The dependence of the
circular polarization rate measured in   as a function of the laser energy is in good
agreement with LDA and k  p calculations. Combining high energy photoexcitation
experiments under transverse magnetic eld (Hanle curves) with time-resolved photo-
luminescence spectroscopy of   valley spin-polarized photogenerated electrons allows
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us to deduce a typical L-valley electron spin relaxation time of 200 fs, in agreement
with theoretical calculations (large spin splitting of conduction bands responsible for
ecient D'Yakonov-Perel mechanism are expected for these valleys).
GaAs that has been widely explored from the point of view of spin properties by
optical means due to its direct bandgap can be seen as a model system to explore spin
properties in L or X valleys. This work could be a preliminary step in view of future
explorations of spin polarizations and spin relaxation times in type IV materials as
Silicium where such valleys play a crucial role. On could imagine to excite Silicium at
the direct gap with circularly polarized light and try either to detect (and resolve in
polarization) the luminescence at the direct gap with CW high sensitivity experiments,
either to time (and polarization)-resolve with a triggered streak camera the lumines-
cence emission at the indirect bandgap after the ultra-fast relaxation of carriers from
  to X valley. In the former case it would give informations on the spin polarization
of the photogenerated electrons at the   point. In the latter it would allow to measure
the electron spin relaxation time in the X valley. These experiment remain very chal-
lenging in particular in the former case due to the very fast departure of electrons from
  to X valley that drastically limits the number of photons emitted at the direct gap
(note that the excitation wavelength range is also very restricted in order to perform
optical orientation due to the weak spin orbit system in this system).
In the last part, GaAsBi alloy is explored for its potential applications in spintronic,
photovoltaic and optical telecommunication elds. In a rst step we study the depen-
dence of photoluminescence intensity and decay time upon temperature and excitation
power density. GaAsBi shows strong localization eects, due to Bi cluster states and
alloy disorder. Optical characterization after rapid thermal annealing evidences that
disorder can be partly cured, as well as non radiative recombination processes. In a
second step, the spin properties of GaAsBi are explored as their investigation con-
stitutes an interesting way to probe the electronic properties of this material. The
introduction of Bismuth into GaAs strongly modies the band structure, not only in
the valence band, but also in the conduction band. The electron spin relaxation time
is measured by polarization-resolved TPRL and suggests a diminution of the eective
mass of conduction electrons. The measurement of Lande g factor is performed by
TRPL under transverse magnetic eld by analysing the period of spin quantum beats
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as a function of magnetic eld. A signicant increase of the Lande g factor compared
to the one of GaAs is observed, due to the decrease of the bandgap and the increase of
the spin{orbit interaction in GaAsBi. Note that large g-factors and strong spin orbit
coupling could present an interest for spin manipulation by external magnetic eld and
electric eld respectively. Moreover, both increase of the spin-orbit energy and decrease
of bandgap energy are of interest for optoelectronic applications. Indeed, taking advan-
tage of the band gap reduction could allow to reach the 1.3-1.55 m wavelength range.
In addition, the increase of energy separation between the spin-orbit split-o band and
the valence band edge could lead to the suppression of IVBA or Auger recombination
loss mechanisms. Further investigations of the inuence of the composition of Bi in
GaAsBi are schedules in order to have a deeper understanding of these modications,
and to be able to tune the optical properties of this material that could present also
a potential interest for Photovoltaic and optical telecommunications applications. A
collaboration with the group of E. O'Reilly's group from Tyndall Institute, Ireland, has
been initiated. A rened model of g factor, based on tight-binding calculations, and
taking strain into account, is under progress, and will be compared to experimental
values determines by TRPL measurement in our group. This joint study should help
understanding the nature of valence and conduction states, and give new material for
device modeling.
From a more general point of view, lots of advances have been realized in the eld of
semiconductor spintronics since the end of the 90's. The electrical spin injection from
a ferromagnetic metal into a semiconductor has now been demonstrated by dierent
experimental teams all over the world. In contrast to spin injectors based on diluted
magnetic semiconductor, the spin injection is possible at room temperature. One of
the main challenges remains to get a full electrical device where both spin injection and
spin detection are performed in an electrical way. In this geometry, electrical signal
measured are of the order of a few V up to now [216]. The strategy of non-local
geometry, in order to avoid electric parasitic signals due to charge currents instead
of spin currents, has been adopted [78,79]. Using this non-local measurement tech-
nique, a device called "`eld eect spin transistor"' was demonstrated in 2009 at low
temperature by M. Johnson and co-workers [217]. The authors have shown that the
outpout electrical signal can be modulated by a gate voltage. Their realization is close
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to the Datta and Das spin transistor [26], where the electron precession speed due
to the Rashba eective magnetic eld can be tuned by the applied gate voltage (in
the ballistic regime). Moreover, materials with unexplored spin properties have been
studied, as for examples single carbon nanotubes in the lateral channel-based geometry
devices [218]. Let us mention that spintronics in Silicium and Germanium is nowadays
under strong investigation [31,97,152,219,220]. These materials present in particular
the advantage to be widely used in the eld of conventional microelectronics. In the
future, electrical spin injection based on bi-dimensional materials as Graphene [98] or
MoS2 [221], for which the exploration of spin properties has just started [222] could
lead to new advances. To nish with, the challenge of detecting a spin polarized photo-
generated current (symmetrical to the one encountered in spin-LEDs) has been much
less studied than the electrical spin injection problem [107,223{225]. Further investi-
gations (both from theoretical and experimental point of view) are required to get a
deeper understanding of the key mechanisms responsible for the spin ltering by the
magnetic electrode when electron cross the interface from the semiconductor to the
metal). It would help to improve the contrast of photocurrent when the helicity of the
light is changed that is still around a few percent.
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Resume de la these en francais
Introduction
L'electronique de spin ou spintronique dans les semiconducteurs vise a utiliser le spin
de l'electron comme degre de liberte supplementaire (en plus de la charge electrique)
an de vehiculer l'information. Cela permettrait la mise au point de composants plus
performants (faible consommation d'energie, vitesse plus rapide) integrant de nouvelles
fonctionnalites (Spin transistor, Diodes electroluminescentes polarisees en spin (Spin-
LEDs), Spin lasers). Cependant, avant d'envisager le developpement de dispositifs
reposant sur les proprietes de spin des porteurs, plusieurs verrous doivent e^tre leves.
Dans un premier temps, il est necessaire de pouvoir injecter electriquement le spin
dans les semiconducteurs. La nature et la qualite des interfaces entre les injecteurs et
le dispositif semiconducteur sont la premiere barriere a lever. Il faut ensuite s'assurer
que, malgre une injection des porteurs a tres haute energie, le spin des porteurs sera
conserve. Enn, il convient de trouver des materiaux qui permettraient de moduler
les proprietes de spin au sein des dispositifs. Ce travail de these porte sur deux etapes
importantes qui doivent e^tre ma^trisees: l'injection electrique de porteurs polarises en
spin dans les semiconducteurs III-V, et la manipulation du spin de l'electron par champ
magnetique dans ces materiaux.
L'expose de nos travaux est divise en 5 chapitres. Dans le premier chapitre, nous
presentons l'etat de l'art de la discipline, les regles de selection qui regissent les inter-
actions entre le spin des porteurs et les recombinaisons optiques que nous detectons,
ainsi que les mecanismes de relaxation de spin des porteurs. Dans le second chapitre,
nous presentons les equipements experimentaux utilises et les techniques nouvelles que
nous avons du^ developper notamment dans le but d'etudier les processus de relax-
ation de spin lorsque les electrons sont injectes a haute energie dans les vallees L du
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GaAs. Le troisieme chapitre est consacre a l'injection electrique de spin dans le semi-
conducteur. Nous presentons les resultats de caracterisation par electroluminescence
obtenus sur des spin-LEDs dont nous avons fait varier la nature de l'injecteur. Dans
le quatrieme chapitre, nous etudions l'eet de l'injection optique dans les vallees L du
GaAs, les mecanismes de relaxation de spin sont modelises et compares aux resultats
experimentaux. Enn, le cinquieme chapitre porte sur l'exploration des proprietes
electroniques et de spin du materiau GaAsBi an d'en determiner ses potentialites
pour les applications spintroniques.
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Chapitre 1
Proprietes electroniques des semiconducteurs III-V zinc-blende
Ce premier chapitre decrit d'abord la structure de bande des semiconducteurs III-
V de type GaAs. Les bases de la theorie de la fonction enveloppe sont presentees.
Cette derniere permet de calculer les etats electroniques dans les heterostructures, en
particulier dans les puits quantiques de type InGaAs/GaAs. Les regles de selections
optiques (Figure 1) lors de l'interaction lumiere-matiere, qui repose sur l'interaction
dipolaire electrique, sont enoncees dans le cas de materiaux volumiques et des puits
quantiques semiconducteurs ou le connement et la contrainte (dans le cas des puits
InGaAs/GaAs) levent la degenerescence entre trous lourds et trous legers dans la bande
de valence.
Ensuite, les principaux mecanismes de relaxation de spin sont detailles. Il s'agit
[
]Figure 1: Regles de selection optiques pour les puits quantiques III-V.
des mecanismes de D'Yakonov-Perel et Eliott-Yaet (bases sur le couplage spin-orbite
dans la bande de conduction), du mecanisme de Bir-Aronov-Pikus (qui repose sur
l'interaction d'echange electron-trou), et du mecanisme reposant sur l'interaction hy-
perne entre le spin de l'electron et le spin des noyaux environnants. Le mecanisme de
relaxation de spin de la paire electron-trou en bloc au sein de l'exciton est egalement
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presente. Enn, la problematique de l'injection electrique de spin dans les semicon-
ducteurs est developpee. La technique la plus ecace pour realiser une injection de
spin a temperature ambiante consiste a injecter les electrons a partir d'un metal fer-
romagnetique (CoFeB dans notre cas). Le principal obstacle a l'injection de spin dans
le regime diusif reside dans la tres grande dierence de conductivite entre le metal et
le semiconducteur. La solution consiste a inserer une ne barriere tunnel (a base de
MgO dans cette these) an de travailler en regime tunnel et de restaurer une injection
de spin ecace a l'interface Metal/Semiconducteur.
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Chapitre 2
Dispositifs experimentaux
Les techniques experimentales utilisees sont l'Electroluminescence (EL) stationnaire
resolue en polarisation, la Photoluminescence resolue en temps (TRPL) et en polari-
sation, et l'excitation de la photoluminescence (PLE) resolue en polarisation.
Spectroscopie d'electroluminescence resolue en polarisation
Pour realiser les mesures de rendement d'injection de spin dans les diodes electro-
luminescentes polarisees en spin (Spin-LEDs), nous avons utilise un dispositif d'electro-
luminescence stationnaire, base sur une camera CCD a tres bas bruit optimise pour le
proche infra-rouge. Les echantillons sont excites par des creneaux de tension de duree
5 microsecondes (separes de 15 microsecondes) an de ne pas chauer l'echantillon. La
duree des creneaux est tres longue comparee aux temps caracteristiques du systeme
(temps de relaxation de spin, temps de vie de spin), de sorte que l'on travaille en
regime quasi-stationnaire. L'amplitude en tension des creneaux est variable. Un
champ magnetique longitudinal variant de 0 a 0.8T est applique a la spin-LED via
un electroaimant.
Spectroscopie de Photoluminescence resolue en temps
Pour les etudes de spectroscopie de photoluminescence presentees dans ce memoire,
nous avons utilise une cha^ne constituee d'un laser solide qui sert de pompe a un oscil-
lateur Titane-Saphir (Ti:Sa) impulsionnel.
Le laser Titane-Saphir a modes bloques
Ce laser est un oscillateur Titane-Saphir impulsionnel dont le milieu amplicateur
solide est un cristal de saphir dope au titane (Al2O3:Ti). Nous pouvons l'accorder en
longueur d'onde sur un domaine spectral allant de 680 nm jusqu'a 990 nm en mode
impulsionnel et nous pouvons le faire fonctionner dans deux congurations dierentes
qui generent des impulsions limitees par transformee de Fourier respectivement picosec-
ondes ( 1.5 ps) et sub-picosecondes ( 100 fs). Au cours de ma these, seul le mode
picoseconde a ete utilise pour l'etude des dynamiques de spin dans les puits quantiques
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d'InGaAs/GaAs et GaAsBi. La frequence de repetition du laser Ti:Sa est de 80 Mhz
et sa puissance moyenne suivant la longueur d'onde varie dans la gamme 0,4-2 Watt
(ce qui correspond a une energie dans l'impulsion de 5 a 25 nJ).
La camera a balayage de fente
Le dispositif experimental d'etude de photoluminescence resolue en temps expose
dans cette these se base sur une camera a balayage de fente ( streak camera  en
anglais) en mode synchronise, a photocathode S2 refroidie (Hamamatsu).
Le principe du dispositif experimental est tres simple: l'echantillon est excite par des
impulsions issues du laser Ti:Sa, et le signal de photoluminescence est disperse dans
un monochromateur puis envoye dans la camera a balayage de fente.
La lumiere a analyser entre dans la camera et arrive sur une photocathode, generant
ainsi un ux d'electrons qui va e^tre ensuite accelere par un champ electrique dans un
tube sous vide. Dans ce tube, les electrons sont devies par une paire d'electrodes a
laquelle est appliquee une tension sinusodale calee en phase par rapport au laser Ti:Sa
(une photodiode rapide detectant les impulsions periodiques du laser Ti:Sa est em-
ployee a cet usage). Le ux d'electrons arrive ensuite sur une galette a micro-canaux
ou il est amplie avant de frapper un ecran de phosphore. L'image de l'ecran de phos-
phore est collectee et integree par une camera CCD. Les images collectees sont corrigees
par le bruit de la photocathode et par sa sensibilite. La camera etant precedee par
un monochromateur qui disperse la lumiere horizontalement, les images obtenues sont
donc en deux dimensions: horizontalement nous avons la dependance de l'intensite de la
photoluminescence en fonction de la longueur d'onde et verticalement sa dependance en
fonction du temps. Un code des couleurs represente l'intensite de la photoluminescence.
Mesures de la polarisation de la lumiere
An d'analyser les proprietes de spin des porteurs dans nos structures, nous utilisons
la polarisation de la lumiere, que ce soit lors des experiences d'electroluminescence ou de
photoluminescence resolue en temps. Dans un premier temps, il faut pourvoir faire ex-
citer l'echantillon avec de la lumiere polarisee circulairement (dans le cas de la TRPL).
Pour ce faire nous utilisons un polariseur et une lame quart-d'onde. Reciproquement,
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pour etudier la polarisation circulaire de la photoluminescence, nous disposons d'une
lame quart-d'onde rotative et d'un analyseur (cube separateur de polarisation dans
notre montage). Le taux de polarisation circulaire se denit ainsi:
Pcirc =
I+   I 
I+ + I 
Avec I+ et I  les intensites des deux composantes de la lumiere polarisees circulaire-
ment droite et gauche.
Spectroscopie d'excitation de la photoluminescence (PLE) resolue en polar-
isation.
An de mesurer la polarisation de spin et le temps de relaxation de spin de l`electron
Figure 2: Schema du dispositif d'excitation de la photoluminescence (PLE) resolu en
polarisation base sur une double modulation de l'intensite et de l'helicite de la lumiere.
dans les vallees L, nous avons developpe un banc de mesure specique (Figure 2).
D'abord, la longueur d'onde d'excitation doit e^tre etendue vers le bleu dans le domaine
2.8-3.2 eV an de photogenerer des electrons dans les vallees L. Nous avons donc utilise
un doubleur de frequence (Spectra GWU) base sur un cristal non lineaire de LBO. En-
suite, nous devons e^tre capable detecter des taux de polarisation circulaire de l'ordre
du pourcent. Nous avons donc utilise une technique de double modulation. L'intensite
du faisceau laser est modulee par un hacheur a quelques centaines de Hertz, tandis que
l'helicite de la lumiere est modulee a 50kHz a l'aide d'un modulateur photoelastique.
La photoluminescence est dispersee par un monochromateur, detectee par une pho-
todiode au Silicium, puis ltree par deux detections synchrones. La sensibilite de ce
dispositif (0.1%) est bien meilleure que celle (1%) obtenue par rotation d'une lame
quart-d'onde (technique qui est utilisee dans les experiences d'electroluminescence et
de photoluminescence resolues en polarisation).
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Chapitre 3
Injection electrique de spin dans une spin-LED
Figure 3: Schema de principe d'une Spin-LED.
La detection de la polarisation de spin injectee a l'interface Metal/Semiconducteur
se fait via l'analyse du taux de polarisation circulaire de l'electroluminescence de dis-
positifs speciques elabores a cet eet appeles Spin-LEDs (Figure 3). Ces composants
comportent un ou plusieurs puits quantiques dans la zone intrinseque de la jonction P-
I-N de la diode electroluminescente. La lumiere est detectee dans la direction de l'axe
de croissance des structures, et la polarisation de spin des electrons injectee est deduite
de la polarisation circulaire de l'electroluminescence gra^ce aux regles de selection op-
tiques qui gouvernent l'emission des puits quantiques semiconducteurs. L'insertion de
barrieres tunnel de MgO texturees a l'interface entre metal et semiconducteur est la
methode qui donne a l'heure actuelle les resultats les plus remarquables dans le cadre
de l'injection electrique de spin dans les semiconducteurs de type III-V. Des taux de po-
larisation circulaire de l'electroluminescence de l'ordre 50% ont ainsi ete detectes a 100
K sur des Spin-LEDs a base de CoFe/MgO/AlGaAs. Une polarisation elevee de l'ordre
de 32% est maintenue jusqu'a 300 K dans ces systemes. Ces forts taux de polarisation
pourraient e^tre dus a une attenuation dierente des fonctions d'onde evanescentes a
travers la barriere tunnel pour les deux populations de spin (ltrage de spin). Nous nous
concentrons dans ce chapitre sur l'injection electrique de spin a partir d'une electrode
ferromagnetique de Co0:4Fe0:4B0:2 dans des puits quantiques In0:1Ga0:9As/GaAs a
travers une barriere de MgO. Le materiau CoFeB presente l'intere^t de pouvoir e^tre
epitaxie grain a grain en phase cristalline cubique centree sur MgO apres recuit, ce qui
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pourrait favoriser l'eet de ltrage de spin. De plus le champ magnetique longitudi-
nal a appliquer pour saturer l'aimantion de la couche ferromagnetique est inferieur a
celui du CoFe (typiquement de 1.3 T au lieu de 2.2 T). Trois points principaux sont
abordes. D'abord, lors d'une etude comparative entre des spin-LEDs comportant une
barriere tunnel fabriquee soit par epitaxie par jets moleculaires, soit par pulverisation
cathodique, nous avons etabli que l'interface CoFeB/MgO joue un ro^le preponderant
dans le processus d'injection de spin. Dans un deuxieme temps, nous avons etudie sur
ces me^mes echantillons l'inuence du courant injecte dans les spin-LEDs sur le rende-
ment d'injection de spin. Nous montrons que le taux de polarisation circulaire est net-
tement plus stable en fonction du courant dans le cas ou la barriere tunnel de MgO est
fabriquee par pulverisation cathodique. Enn nous demontrons la possibilite d'injecter
tres ecacement des electrons polarises en spin sans champ magnetique applique, en
utilisant une electrode ultrane de CoFeB presentant une aimantation remanente per-
pendiculaire au plan des couches.
Comparaison entre Spin-LEDs comportant une barriere tunnel de MgO
fabriquee par Epitaxie par Jets Moleculaires (MBE) et par pulverisation
cathodique.
Deux types de spin-LEDs sont fabriquees: la partie semiconductrice est iden-
tique et est elaboree par MBE. La jonction P-I-N comporte l'empilement de couches
suivant: substrat p+-GaAs (001) /500nm p-GaAs (p=21019cm-3) /200 nm GaAs
(p = 2  1018cm 3)/50 nm GaAs non dope /10 nm In0:1Ga0:9As non dope/ 50 nm
GaAs non dope/ 50 nm n-GaAs (n = 1  1016cm 3). Cette jonction est recouverte
d'une couche d'Arsenic an de la proteger. Cette couche est desorbee dans la cham-
bre MBE. L'elaboration de la partie metal ferromagnetique/oxyde est alors realisee
selon deux protocoles dierents. Concernant les echantillons dits  MBE , le MgO
(2.5 nm) est depose dans le ba^ti MBE. L'echantillon est ensuite transfere via un sas
(le processus prend plusieurs minutes sous une pression de 10 7 torr) dans le ba^ti
de pulverisation cathodique ou la couche de CoFeB (3 nm) est elaboree. Concer-
nant les echantillons dont la barriere tunnel est elaboree par pulverisation cathodique,
l'echantillon est d'abord transfere via le sas dans le ba^ti de pulverisation cathodique
ou sont alors elaborees les couches de MgO et de CoFeB. Toutes les couches ont la
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Figure 4: (a) echantillon avec barriere tunnel fabriquee par pulverisation cathodique
recuit a 350 C. Polarisation circulaire de l'electroluminescence en fonction du
champ magnetique applique. Insert superieur: Spectre des composantes + et  
de l'electroluminescence a champ magnetique nul. Insert inferieur: me^me quantites
sous B=0.8 T. (b) Polarisation circulaire de l'electroluminescence en fonction de la
temperature de recuit pour les deux types d'echantillons. Insert: echantillon avec
barriere tunnel fabriquee par MBE recuit a 350 C. Spectre des composantes + et  
de l'electroluminescence sous B=0.8 T
me^me epaisseur quelque soit la technique de croissance. On s'attend donc a ce que
l'interface MgO/GaAs soit d'une qualite superieure pour les echantillons MBE. Au
contraire, l'interface CoFeB/MgO est de meilleure qualite pour les echantillons dont la
barriere tunnel est elaboree par pulverisation cathodique. Ces deux types d'echantillons
vont nous permettre de tester quelle est l'interface qui joue un ro^le preponderant
dans l'injection electrique de spin. Nous observons que le recuit rapide (3 mn) en
temperature permet d'ameliorer sensiblement le taux de polarisation circulaire mesure,
et ce pour les deux types d'echantillons (Figure 4). Les valeurs optimales de la polari-
sation circulaire sont comparables avec les deux types de croissances. Les temperatures
de recuit optimales TAN se situent dans la gamme 300-350C. Des taux de polarisa-
tion circulaire de PC 23% a 0.8 T correspondant a 40% a saturation sont mesures,
demontrant clairement l'ecacite de ces injecteurs. Des mesures de photoluminescence
resolues en temps et en polarisation permettent de montrer que l'amelioration de PC
observee avec l'augmentation de la temperature de recuit n'est pas due a une modi-
cation du ratio entre le temps de vie des electrons et leur temps de relaxation de spin
dans les puits quantiques.
Des mesures d'aimantation par SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference
Device) avec champ magnetique applique perpendiculairement au plan des couches per-
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Figure 5: (a) Echantillon avec barriere tunnel elaboree par MBE avant recuit. Image
HRTEM. Insert de gauche: RHEED sur MgO dans la direction [100]. Insert de droite:
RHEED sur MgO dans la direction [110]. (b) Echantillon apres recuit a 350 C avec
barriere tunnel elaboree par MBE. Image HRTEM. Insert: coupe TEM a faible gran-
dissement. (c) Echantillon avant recuit avec barriere tunnel elaboree par pulverisation
cathodique. Insert de gauche: RHEED sur MgO dans la direction [100]. Insert de
droite: RHEED sur MgO dans la direction [110]. (d) Echantillon apres recuit a 350
C avec barriere tunnel elaboree par pulverisation cathodique. Image HRTEM. Insert:
coupe TEM a faible grandissement.
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mettent de montrer que cette augmentation de PC avec TAN n'est pas due a une varia-
tion du champ magnetique de saturation (notons que le champ applique de 0.8 T dans
nos experiences n'est jamais susant pour saturer l'aimantation). Des etudes couplees
de mesures d'aimantation par SQUID, de microscopie a transmission a haute resolution
(HRTEM voir Figure 5) et de diraction d'electrons (RHEED Reexion Hight Energy
Electrons Diraction) permettent de determiner l'interface cruciale pour l'injection
de spin. Dans le cas des echantillons MBE, la polarisation circulaire augmente net-
tement avec le recuit, alors que dans le me^me temps aucun changement notable de
l'interface MgO/GaAs n'est observable dans les images TEM. Au contraire, l'interface
CoFeB/MgO est fortement modiee comme le montre la cristallisation complete de
la couche apres le recuit a 350 C. Cette observation semble indiquer que l'interface
cruciale pour l'injection de spin est l'interface superieure CoFeB/MgO. De plus, si l'on
compare la polarisation circulaire mesuree sur les echantillons non recuit, il apparait
que PC est legerement superieure pour la structure comportant une barriere tunnel
fabriquee par pulverisation cathodique, alors que pourtant l'interface MgO/GaAs est
clairement de moins bonne qualite (une ne couche amorphe est observee par HRTEM).
C'est donc pluto^t l'interface CoFeB/MgO qui joue un ro^le cle dans l'injection de spin.
Une amelioration chimique de cette interface est induite par le recuit, qui provoque
egalement une cristallisation du CoFeB au-dela de 300 C, comme le montrent les
mesures par SQUID des champs coercitifs en fonction de la temperature de recuit
lorsque le champ magnetique est applique dans le plan des couches.
Dependance de l'injection de spin vis-a-vis du courant injecte dans la spin-
LED
Nous avons ensuite etudie sur ces me^mes echantillons l'inuence du courant injecte
dans les spin-LEDs sur les taux de polarisation circulaire mesures. Nous avons con-
centre nos eorts sur les echantillons recuits a 300 C, mais nous avons verie que les
tendances sont les me^mes quelque soit le recuit. Il apparait que PC reste tres stable
lorsque le courant augmente pour l'echantillon dont la barriere tunnel est elaboree par
pulverisation cathodique (Figure 6). Au contraire, PC decroit rapidement dans le cas
de l'echantillon MBE. La tendance est la me^me lorsque l'on trace PC en fonction de
V, V = V   Vth avec V la tension appliquee sur l'echantillon et Vth la tension
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de seuil necessaire pour obtenir le phenomene d'electroluminescence. Nous attribuons
cet eet a une nature d'interface MgO/GaAs tres dierente selon les deux techniques
de croissance. Dans le cas de l'echantillon presentant une barriere tunnel elaboree par
pulverisation cathodique, la densite d'etats d'interface est certainement superieure. Un
courant de fuite, partant du niveau de Fermi du CoFeB vers la bande de valence de
GaAs via ces etats, est favorise. Ceci peut e^tre modelise comme une resistance de
fuite a travers la barriere tunnel. La tension s'applique donc moins ecacement sur la
barriere tunnel.
Les porteurs sont injectes avec une energie cinetique moindre et le mecanisme
Figure 6: (a) Polarisation circulaire en fonction du courant injecte dans la spin-LED
pour l'echantillon presentant une barriere tunnel de MgO fabriquee par pulverisation
cathodique et pour l'echantillon MBE recuits a 300 C. Insert: PC en fonction du
courant pour dierentes temperatures de recuit (echantillon sputtering). (b) Polarisa-
tion circulaire en fonction de V pour les me^me echantillons.
de relaxation de type D'Yakonov-Perel est donc moins ecace. Notons que dans
ce cas le courant total traversant la spin-LED est pour partie constitue du courant
de fuite. Dans le regime des faibles courants, le courant de seuil an d'obtenir le
phenomene d'electroluminescence est superieur et l'intensite d'electroluminescence est
donc plus faible (si on compare avec les donnees obtenues pour la spin-LED avec
barriere tunnel elaboree par MBE). De maniere complementaire, la tension appliquee
a la partie semiconductrice du systeme est plus importante pour les echantillons avec
une barriere tunnel elaboree par pulverisation cathodique. Comme aucun decalage de
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Stark n'est observe sur les longueurs d'onde d'emission lorsque la tension appliquee
sur la structure varie, il est possible que cette tension se reporte principalement dans
la partie semiconductrice juste apres la barriere de MgO. Cela faciliterait le transit
des electrons vers le puits quantique, et expliquerait qu'aux valeurs de courant plus
elevees, l'electroluminescence devienne comparable et me^me legerement superieure a
celle obtenue pour les echantillons MBE. Finalement, il apparait que les echantillons
dont la barriere tunnel est elaboree par pulverisation cathodique presentent le meilleur
compromis Forte polarisation circulaire/Forte intensite, ce qui pourrait e^tre important
dans de futures applications.
Spin-LED avec injecteur a aimantation verticale remanente
En vue de la mise au point futurs dispositifs, il est capital de pouvoir s'aranchir de
l'application d'un champ magnetique externe applique. Nous avons donc travaille sur
un nouveau type d'injecteur presentant de l'anisotropie magnetique perpendiculaire
(PMA) qui induit une aimantation remanente perpendiculaire au plan des couches.
Nous avons etudie un injecteur ultran original de CoFeB (quelques plans atomiques).
Cet injecteur permet de limiter tres fortement l'absorption optique si on le compare aux
injecteurs multicouches presentant de la PMA utilises jusqu'a present. Ceci pourrait
s'averer important pour la mise au point de lasers VCSELs (Lasers a cavite verticale) ou
VECSELs (VECSEL a cavite externe) polarises en spin, qui necessitent de tres faibles
pertes dans la cavite laser. De plus, cet injecteur presente de bonnes proprietes de com-
mutation de son aimantation par injection d'un courant de spin polarise en spin (eet
spintorque), comme cela a ete montre dans les jonctions tunnel magnetiques. Des
mesures SQUID avec champ magnetique applique perpendiculairement aux couches
ont permis de montrer que la reduction de l'epaisseur t de la couche de CoFeB de
1.7 nm a 1.1 nm permet l'apparition de la PMA pour t= 1.2 nm car l'anisotropie
d'interface prend le pas sur l'anisotropie de forme (qui tend a aligner l'aimantation
dans le plan des couches). Cette epaisseur t sera donc choisie pour l'echantillon opti-
mal. La temperature de recuit rapide (3 mn) optimale est de 250 C. Le recuit permet
d'ameliorer la qualite chimique de l'interface (elimine la sur(ou sous)-oxygenation qui
degrade la PMA). Au-dela de 250 C, le Tantale surmontant la couche de CoFeB
commence a diuser a travers cette couche vers l'interface CoFeB/MgO et occasionne
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une perte de PMA. L'origine microscopique de la PMA est explique par le transfert
d'electron des orbitales du Fe(Co) pointant le long de la direction de croissance vers
les atomes d'Oxygenes situes en regard a l'interface. A l'interface, l'occupation des
orbitales dans le plan du metal ferromagnetique est donc superieure a l'occupation
des orbitales hors du plan. Il en resulte un moment orbital perpendiculaire au plan
des couches. En prenant en compte l'interaction spin-orbite, ceci mene nalement a
une aimantation perpendiculaire au plan des couches. Des calculs ab-initio menes en
utilisant le simulateur Vienna (VASP) viennent renforcer cette interpretation. Gra^ce
a des mesures d'electroluminescence, un taux de polarisation circulaire de PC=13% (a
25 K) est observe en l'absence de champ magnetique applique (Figure 7).
En jouant sur la tension applique, cette valeur peut atteindre jusqu'a 20%. C'est
Figure 7: Polarisation circulaire PC de l'electroluminescence en fonction du champ
magnetique applique a 30 K. En pointille, cycle d'hysteresis de la couche de CoFeB
mesuree par SQUID a 30 K.
la premiere fois que la possibilite d'injecter des electrons polarises en spin sans champ
magnetique est observee avec une telle ecacite (6 fois plus que les meilleurs resultats de
l'etat de l'art). Cette polarisation reste consequente a temperature ambiante (PC=8%
a 300 K voir Figure 8). L'electroluminescence reste detectable a 300 K gra^ce a la
presence de 3 puits quantiques d'In0:1Ga0:9As=GaAs dans la zone intrinseque de la
P-I-N. Une etude systematique est realisee en fonction de la temperature avec et sans
champ magnetique longitudinal applique. Dans les deux cas, le taux de polarisation
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Figure 8: Polarisation circulaire PC de l'electroluminescence en fonction du champ
magnetique applique a 300 K. En pointille, cycle d'hysteresis de la couche de CoFeB
mesuree par SQUID a 300 K. Insert: Spectres d'electroluminescence mesures pour les
deux helicites de la lumiere en l'absence de champ magnetique applique.
circulaire de l'electroluminescence decroit jusqu'a 100 K, puis reste relativement stable
jusqu'a 300 K. Il semble donc que cette decroissance soit liee a la partie semiconduc-
trice du dispositif pluto^t qu'aux proprietes de l'injecteur. Pour verier ceci, nous avons
mesure de maniere systematique le temps de vie des porteurs  et leur temps de re-
laxation de spin s dans les puits quantiques via la technique de photoluminescence
resolue en temps et en polarisation. Nous conrmons ainsi que le comportement en
temperature de la polarisation circulaire de l'electroluminescence est lie a la dependance
en temperature de  et s.
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Chapitre 4
Mecanismes de relaxation de spin dans les vallees L du GaAs
Dans ce chapitre nous etudions la dynamique de relaxation de spin lors de la re-
laxation energetique des porteurs vers les etats de la vallee  . Nous presentons les
regles de selection optiques qui regissent la photogeneration de porteurs polarises lors
de l'excitation dans la bande L, nous modelisons les mecanismes de relaxation de spin
et nous montrons experimentalement que malgre une injection de spin des porteurs a
haute energie, une fraction de la memoire de spin est conservee.
Motivations
La dynamique de spin des electrons a ete particulierement etudie ces cinquante
dernieres annees dans les materiaux semiconducteurs III-V, et plus particulierement
dans GaAs. Cependant, toutes les etudes experimentales qui ont ete menees ont ete
faites a des energies d'excitation proches de l'energie de bande interdite, typiquement
dans la gamme 1,5-2 eV, menant a la photogeneration de porteurs dans la vallee  .
Au-dela de son aspect fondamental, la comprehension des mecanismes de relaxation de
spin dans les vallees de plus haute energie est cruciale pour le developpement potentiel
de dispositifs bases sur l'injection electrique de spin. En eet, dans les composants
tels que les lasers ou les diodes electroluminescentes polarisees en spin, les electrons
injectes electriquement peuplent a la fois la vallee   mais aussi les vallees satellites
X et L. La contribution des mecanismes de relaxation de spin dans ces vallees a
l'ecacite d'injection globale doit donc e^tre prise en compte. Elle est aussi primordiale
pour l'observation de la generation spontanee de courant polarise en spin ou eet spin
Gunn, comme cela a ete recemment decrit. En eet, les electrons qui peuplent les
vallees   et L sont soumis a des couplages spin-orbites tres dierents, et les valeurs
attendues en L sont plus elevees que celles observees en  . Ainsi, on s'attend a ce que
le spin des electrons de la vallee L soit d'avantage soumis au mecanisme de relaxation
de D'Yakonov-Perel.
Le faible nombre d'etudes ayant porte sur la polarisation de spin des electrons de
la vallee L ont ete realisees par spectroscopie de photoemission dans GaAs. Dans ces
experiences, les traitements de surface des echantillons peuvent avoir modie la polar-
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isation de spin des electrons lors de la photoemission. De plus, l'energie cinetique des
electrons emis n'a pas ete mesuree, ce qui ne permet pas de determiner avec certitude
si ces electrons etaient emis depuis la bande L seulement, ou si une contribution de la
bande   etait presente. An de sonder la polarisation de spin des electrons peuplant
la vallee L, nous avons realise des experiences d'orientation optique de spin a l'aide
d'excitations laser dans la gamme 2,8-3,2 eV et nous avons mesure le taux de polar-
isation de la luminescence en detectant la transition au niveau de l'energie de bande
interdite de GaAs a 1,5 eV.
Details experimentaux
L'echantillon etudie dans ces experiences est une couche de 1 m de GaAs de type p
dope au beryllium (p0 = 10
18cm 3), realise au LAAS par epitaxie par jets moleculaires.
Les resultats presentes ici ont ete obtenus a une temperature de 10 K. Des experiences
d'excitation de la photoluminescence dans la gamme 2,8-3,2 eV et de photolumines-
cence resolue en temps proche de l'energie de bande interdite ont ete realisees an de
sonder la dynamique de polarisation de spin dans les vallees   et L. Le detail des
techniques experimentales developpees pour realiser ces mesures est donnee dans le
chapitre 2.
Polarisation de spin dans les vallees L, regles de selection
Lorsque les porteurs sont photogeneres par une energie d'excitation de 2,987 eV,
plusieurs transitions sont possibles. Trois d'entre elles vont peupler la bande de con-
duction au voisinage du point  , impliquant les transitions depuis les bandes de trous
lourds, legers, et spin-orbite (transitions representees en pointilles dans la gure 9),
conferant aux electrons de conduction une energie cinetique de l'ordre de 1 eV. Une
forte absorption se produit egalement au voisinage des vallees L (transition L4;5 ! L6,
indiquee en noir dans la gure 9). En raison de l'espace etendu sur lequel les bandes
L4;5 et L6 sont paralleles, et des masses eectives plus elevees dans cette region qu'en  ,
la transition L4;5 ! L6 est predominante dans cette gamme d'excitation. Nous avons
reporte dans l'insert de la gure 10 le spectre de photoluminescence integree en temps
obtenue pour cette energie d'excitation et une polarisation + (courbe noire). Le taux
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Figure 9: structure de bandes de GaAs, les eches representent les transitions (excita-
tion et detection) impliquees dans les etudes de PL et PLE.
Figure 10: polarisation de la PLE detectee a 1.494 eV a 10 K en fonction de l'energie
d'excitation. Insert: spectre de PL integre en temps (courbe noire) et taux de polari-
sation circulaire (courbe bleu).
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de polarisation circulaire est egalement reporte (courbe bleue) et presente une valeur
au pic de l'ordre de 0,9% que nous attribuons a la conservation du spin des electrons
photogeneres en L. La gure 10 presente le taux de polarisation detecte au pic de
photoluminescence en fonction de l'energie d'excitation. Le maximum de polarisation
est atteint sans ambiguite pour une energie d'excitation correspondant a la transition
L4;5 ! L6. Pour des energies d'excitation inferieures a 2,8 eV, ou seules les transitions
en   sont possibles, le taux de polarisation detecte est proche de zero, en raison du fort
couplage spin-orbite auquel les electrons de grand vecteur d'onde k sont soumis, in-
duisant de tres courts temps de relaxation de spin. Enn, a plus haute energie, lorsque
la transition L6 ! L6 est impliquee, le taux de polarisation circulaire devient negatif,
pour atteindre une valeur de l'ordre de -0,6%.
Les valeurs experimentales sont en bon accord avec les valeurs prevues par dierentes
Figure 11: regles de selection pour les transitions L(4; 5) ! L6 et L6 ! L6 pour une
excitation laser + se propageant selon la direction [111].
methodes de calcul (LDA et k.p), qui prevoient des taux de polarisation initiale P0 de
30% et -5% pour les transitions L4;5 ! L6 et L6 ! L6 , respectivement, et de 10%
pour la transition en  . Les regles de selection calculees pour les transitions en L,
pour une direction de propagation selon [111] sont reportees dans la gure 11. Dans
le cas d'une excitation laser polarisee + elles prevoient un taux de polarisation de
100% pour la transition L4;5 ! L6 et de -100% pour la transition L6 ! L6, ce qui
devrait aboutir a un taux de polarisation initial P0 de 0% quand les deux transitions
sont impliquees a poids egal. Cependant, dans les mesures realisees ici, la direction
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Figure 12: representation schematique du modele a deux niveaux faisant intervenir les
temps de relaxation de spin des electrons dans les vallees L et   (Ls et
 
s ), le temps de
relaxation des vallees L vers   (L ) et le temps de vie des electrons dans la vallee   ( ).
de propagation est selon l'axe de croissance [001], et en prenant en compte les orien-
tations des 8 vallees L, le calcul aboutit a un taux de polarisation initiale P0 de 50%
pour la transition L4; 5 ! L6. Cette valeur est en accord raisonnable avec les 30%
prevus par les calcules de LDA et k  p qui incluent une contribution des electrons
chauds photogeneres en  . Le taux maximum de polarisation de la luminescence at-
tendu, sans tenir compte des eets de relaxation de spin des porteurs, est donc de 25%.
Temps de vie de spin dans les vallees L
An de determiner le temps de vie de spin des electrons dans les vallees L, nous
avons schematise l'evolution du systeme par un modele a deux niveaux (voir gure 12):8>>><>>>:
dnL+( )
dt
=  n
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2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L
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ou nL+( ) et n
 
+( ) sont les densites d'electrons de spins up ou down dans les vallees L et
 , respectivement. En regime stationnaire, la resolution de ce systeme conduit a une
expression de la polarisation circulaire de la luminescence PC :
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
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Nous avons mesure de maniere independante un temps de relaxation de spin des
electrons en   de 200 ps par des experiences de photoluminescence resolue en temps.
En considerant un taux initial PL0 de 30% et un temps de transfert 
L  de 2 ps, nous
estimons un temps de relaxation de spin des electrons en L de 200 fs. Ce resultat est
en accord avec avec des calculs recents qui prevoient des temps de relaxation de spin
de l'ordre de 100 fs a cause du fort coulage spin-orbite auquel sont soumis les electrons
des vallees L. Ainsi, nous avons pu montrer experimentalement que les temps de relax-
ation de spin dans les vallees L sont de plusieurs ordres de grandeur inferieurs a ceux
de la vallee   et qu'ils sont egalement beaucoup plus courts que ceux de materiaux
centrosymetriques presentant un plus faible couplage spin-orbite comme le silicium ou
le germanium.
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Chapitre 5
Proprietes de spin des alliages GaAsBi
Depuis une dizaine d'annees, les alliages GaAsBi ont suscite un intere^t croissant
dans les domaines des telecommunications optiques et des applications photovoltaques,
mais egalement aupres d'equipes se focalisant sur les proprietes plus fondamentales de
ce materiau. En eet, l'incorporation d'atomes de bismuth dans une matrice de GaAs
induit une forte perturbation des etats ho^tes, provocant une augmentation signicative
du couplage spin-orbite ainsi qu'une diminution de l'energie de bande interdite. Ces
proprietes singulieres ont amene une reexion quant aux potentielles applications de
cet alliages dans des dispositifs spintroniques mais au-dela des ces objectifs, sonder les
proprietes de spin des porteurs pourrait permettre de mieux comprendre la modica-
tion des etats de valence. Dans ce chapitre, nous determinons, via la mesure directe
du facteur de Lande des etats de conduction, l'impact de la modication des etats de
valence sur les proprietes de spin des electrons.
GaAsBi: un alliage perturbe
L'echantillon etudie dans ces travaux de these a ete realise au LAAS par epitaxie par
Figure 13: position du pic de photoluminescence en fonction de la temperature pour
des puissances d'excitation de 1 mW et 10 mW.
jets moleculaires a une temperature de 380 C. La concentration de Bi est de 2.2% et
l'epaisseur de l'echantillon, non relaxe, est de 160 nm. La gure 13 met en evidence des
eets de localisation lies a la presence d'agregats de bismuth et au desordre d'alliage.
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A basse temperature et faible puissance d'excitation (carres blancs), la recombinaison
radiative implique les etats localises, situes en-dessous du minimum de bande. Lorsque
la temperature augmente (T>60 K), l'energie thermique permet une delocalisation des
porteurs vers le minimum de bande, expliquant la deviation du pic de PL vers des
energies plus elevees, puis la diminution de l'energie de PL avec la temperature suit la
tendance classique des alliages semiconducteurs decrite par Varshni. Une augmentation
de la puissance d'excitation permet de saturer les etats localises et de peupler le min-
imum de bande. Ainsi, la contribution des etats delocalises devient preponderante
et la transition observee ne montre plus de forme 's-shape' liee au mecanisme de
delocalisation. Notons qu'un traitement par recuit thermique rapide apres croissance
permet d'ameliorer non seulement la qualite optique mais egalement l'homogeneite du
materiau, faisant dispara^tre la tendance de 's-chape' decrite ci-dessus.
Ces proprietes ne sont pas sans rappeler celles observees sur GaAsN, alliage dans
Figure 14: structure de bande de valence de GaAsBi d'apres le modele de BAC [15].
lequel se forment des agregats d'azote dont les niveaux d'energie interagissent avec
les etats de conduction de la matrice. Un modele simple decrivant cette interaction
comme un anti-croisement de bande (BAC) entre les etats localises des niveaux d'azote
et les etat etendus de la bande de conduction a permis de donner une description cor-
recte de la diminution de l'energie de bande interdite lorsque la concentration d'azote
augmente. De la me^me maniere, une telle description a ete proposee pour l'alliage
GaAsBi, les niveaux lies au bismuth interagissant avec les etats de valence du GaAs.
Par ailleurs, des calculs de liaisons fortes, ayant abouti a des resultats comparables,
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ont montre la validite de cette approche simple pour predire la diminution de l'energie
de bande interdite et la modication des etats de valence. Une representation de la
structure de bande de valence obtenue a partir du modele de BAC est reporte dans
la gure 14 pour une couche de GaAsBi relaxe contenant 4% de bismuth. Pour cette
concentration, l'energie de splitting spin-orbite SO est de l'ordre de 500 meV, alors
qu'elle vaut 340 meV dans GaAs.
Dynamique de relaxation de spin des electrons
Nous avons mene des experiences de photoluminescence resolue en temps et en po-
Figure 15: dynamique de la polarisation circulaire de la photoluminescence avec (rouge)
et sans (noir) champ magnetique. Insert: frequence des oscillations en fonction du
champ magnetique applique.
larisation sur l'echantillon decrit plus haut. La temperature a ete xee a 100 K an de
minimiser la contribution des porteurs localises et des eets excitoniques. En l'absence
de champ magnetique, le declin de la polarisation de la luminescence montre une allure
monoexponentielle (courbe noire de la gure 15), le temps de relaxation de spin des
electrons est de l'ordre de s=360 ps. Lorsqu'un champ magnetique ~B transverse est
applique, selon la direction (~ex), la precession des spins des electrons selon ~B conduit
a des oscillations de la polarisation de la luminescence (courbe rouge de la gure 3).
La mesure de la pulsation 
 de ces oscillations permet de determiner la valeur absolue
du facteur de Lande g selon:

 =
gB
h
B
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Les mesures repetees pour dierentes valeurs de champ magnetique ont permis de
Figure 16: valeurs du facteur de Lande g en fonction de la temperature. Insert: image
de la photoluminescence co-polarisee avec l'excitation mettant en evidence les oscilla-
tions de la polarisation
determiner un facteur de Lande de l'ordre de g=0.81. Nous avons egalement realise ces
mesures en faisant varier la temperature (gure 16), on observe une diminution de la
valeur absolue de g lorsque la temperature augmente, passant de 0,82 a 100 K a 0,68
a 300 K. Nous avons egalement determine que le facteur de Lande de GaAsBi est du
me^me signe que celui de GaAs. De maniere remarquable, on constate que le facteur de
Lande dans l'alliage de GaAsBi contenant 2,2% de bismuth est le double de celui de
GaAs. Cette augmentation signicative temoigne de la modication de la structure de
bande de l'alliage. En eet, si l'on utilise un modele simple faisant intervenir l'energie
de bande interdite et l'energie de splitting spin-orbite, g peut s'exprimer:
g = 2  2
3
EPSO
Eg(Eg +SO)
ou EP est l'energie de Kane (22,7 eV dans GaAs). Dans cette approximation, si l'on
considere SO=0,445 eV (correspondant aux valeurs reportees dans la litterature),
Eg=1,25 eV (obtenu d'apres les mesures de photoluminescence), on trouve une valeur
theorique de g de -1,18. Cette valeur est largement surestimee mais l'augmentation
attendue due a la fois a la diminution de Eg et a l'augmentation de SO est observee
experimentalement. Une collaboration avec l'institut Tyndall de l'Universite de Cork,
qui fait suite a ces travaux, est en cours an de donner une modelisation plus precise
des etats de valence.
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Enn, nous avons egalement etudie le temps de relaxation de spin s des electrons.
Figure 17: Temps de relaxation de spin en fonction de la temperature. Cercles bleus:
valeurs experimentales; trait plein: valeurs theoriques considerant une masse eective
egale a celle de GaAs; trait pointille: valeurs theoriques considerant une masse deux
fois inferieure.
Les resultats obtenus lorsque la temperature augmente sont reportes dans la gure 17.
Nous les avons compares a des valeurs theoriques prenant en compte la possibilite
d'une masse eective plus faible dans l'alliage GaAsBi que dans GaAs. Les valeurs
experimentales sont en bon accord avec une masse eective des electrons deux fois
plus faible que celle dans GaAs. Les resultats experimentaux de mesure de masse
eective obtenus dans la litterature divergent, cependant la tendance observee dans
nos experiences est en bon accord avec des mesures de Shubnikov-De Haas reportees
anterieurement.
Conclusions
An de sonder les proprietes electroniques de l'alliage GaAsBi, nous avons etudie
la dynamique de relaxation de spin avec et sans champ magnetique. La mesure du
temps de relaxation de spin des electrons suggere une diminution de la masse eective
des electrons de conduction. Par ailleurs, la mesure du facteur de Lande g montre une
augmentation signicative de sa valeur en comparaison a celle de GaAs, liee a la fois a
la diminution de l'energie de bande interdite et a l'augmentation de l'interaction spin-
orbite. L'ensemble de ces resultats suggere que l'introduction de bismuth dans GaAs
induit une modication profonde de la structure de bandes, de maniere evidente dans
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la bande de valence, mais aussi dans la bande de conduction. Ces travaux nous ont
permis d'avoir une premiere image des proprietes electroniques de cet alliage et seront
approfondis, an de determiner les potentialites de cet alliage pour les applications
diverses ou il pourrait presenter un intere^t telles que les telecommunications optiques
ou le photovoltaque.
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Conclusions et perspectives
Dans le cadre de cette these, nous avons dans un premier temps etudie le proces-
sus d'injection electrique de spin d'une electrode de CoFeB vers des puits quantiques
d'InGaAs/GaAs a travers des barrieres cristallines de MgO. Trois points principaux
sont abordes. D'abord, lors d'une etude comparative entre des spin-LEDs compor-
tant une barriere tunnel fabriquee soit par epitaxie par jets moleculaires, soit par
pulverisation cathodique, nous avons etabli que l'interface CoFeB/MgO joue un ro^le
preponderant dans le processus d'injection de spin. Nous montrons en outre que le
recuit permet une amelioration signicative de l'injection de spin. La temperature op-
timale de recuit se situe dans la fene^tre 300-350 C. Dans un deuxieme temps, nous
avons etudie sur ces me^mes echantillons l'inuence du courant injecte dans les spin-
LEDs sur le rendement d'injection de spin. Nous montrons que le taux de polarisation
circulaire est nettement plus stable en fonction du courant dans le cas ou la barriere
tunnel de MgO est fabriquee par pulverisation cathodique. Nous attribuons cet ef-
fet a une densite d'etats d'interface plus importante a l'interface MgO/GaAs pour
ce type d'echantillons. Enn nous demontrons la possibilite d'injecter tres ecace-
ment des electrons polarises en spin sans champ magnetique applique, en utilisant une
electrode ultrane de CoFeB (d'une epaisseur de quelques plans atomiques) presentant
une aimantation remanente perpendiculaire au plan des couches. Un prolongement
de ce travail consistera dans le futur a utiliser ce type d'injecteur dans des structures
plus complexes ou un courant auxiliaire polarise en spin permettrait de commuter
l'aimantation de la couche de CoFeB a la demande, par eet spin torque. Ce type de
systeme pourrait ensuite e^tre insere dans des systemes de types VCSEL (lasers a cavite
verticale) et VECSELs (lasers a cavite verticale a cavite externe) en vue de produire
une emission coherente polarisee circulairement d'helicite pilotable electriquement. De
plus, des experiences de photocourant resolu en spin ainsi que des calculs ab-initio sur
l'interface CoFeB/MgO/GaAs pourraient aider dans le futur a mieux comprendre le
ro^le des etats d'interface dans le processus d'injection electrique de spin. Nous avons en-
suite etudie les mecanismes de relaxation de spin des electrons injectes a haute energie
dans les vallees satellites L du GaAs. En eet, la comprehension de ces mecanismes
est primordiale an de pouvoir prevoir les eets de l'injection electrique des porteurs
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qui transitent par ces etats d'energie elevee. Nous avons photogenere des electrons
polarises vers les vallees L du GaAs et observe un taux de polarisation de la lumi-
nescence signicatif (0,9%). Nous avons egalement observe les variations du taux de
polarisation en fonction de l'energie d'excitation. Ces resultats sont en bon accord
avec des calculs de LDA et k  p realises precedemment par d'autres groupes, et ont ete
egalement corrobores par les calculs des regles de selection optiques dans les vallees L
que nous avons developpes dans le cadre de cette these. Enn, nous avons developpe
un modele a deux niveaux faisant intervenir les temps de vie et les temps de vie de
spin des porteurs dans les vallees L et  . Combine a des mesures directes de temps
de vie de spin en  , ceci nous a permis de determiner un temps de vie de spin des
electrons en L de 200 fs, mettant en evidence l'augmentation attendue des eets du
couplage spin-orbite dans les vallees L. Enn, nous avons etudie les proprietes de spin
de GaAsBi. Ce materiau presente des proprietes electroniques singulieres qui en font
un tres bon candidat pour les applications dans les domaines du photovoltaque et des
telecommunications optiques. La mesure du temps de relaxation de spin des electrons
suggere une diminution de la masse eective des electrons de conduction. Par ailleurs,
la mesure du facteur de Lande g montre une augmentation signicative de sa valeur
en comparaison a celle de GaAs, liee a la fois a la diminution de l'energie de bande
interdite et a l'augmentation de l'interaction spin-orbite. L'ensemble de ces resultats
suggere que l'introduction de bismuth dans GaAs induit une modication profonde de
la structure de bandes, de maniere evidente dans la bande de valence, mais aussi dans
la bande de conduction. Les travaux futurs, portant sur l'inuence de la composition
en bismuth des alliages de GaAsBi permettront de determiner plus precisement les pro-
prietes des etats de valence et de conduction an d'en determiner les avantages pour
les applications pour lesquelles ils sont pressentis.
